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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigated the human-robot interaction (HRI) for the Mis-
sion Specialist role in a telemanipulating unmanned aerial system (UAS). The
emergence of commercial unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms transformed
the civil and environmental engineering industries through applications such as
surveying, remote infrastructure inspection, and construction monitoring, which
normally use UAVs for visual inspection only. Recent developments, however,
suggest that performing physical interactions in dynamic environments will be
important tasks for future UAS, particularly in applications such as environmental
sampling and infrastructure testing. In all domains, the availability of a Mission
Specialist to monitor the interaction and intervene when necessary is essential for
successful deployments. Additionally, manual operation is the default mode for
safety reasons; therefore, understanding Mission Specialist HRI is important for
all small telemanipulating UAS in civil engineering, regardless of system auton-
omy and application.
A 5 subject exploratory study and a 36 subject experimental study were con-
ducted to evaluate variations of a dedicated, mobile Mission Specialist interface
for aerial telemanipulation from a small UAV. The Shared Roles Model was used
to model the UAS human-robot team, and the Mission Specialist and Pilot roles
were informed by the current state of practice for manipulating UAVs. Three in-
terface camera view designs were tested using a within-subjects design, which
included an egocentric view (perspective from the manipulator), exocentric view
(perspective from the UAV), and mixed egocentric-exocentric view. The experi-
mental trials required Mission Specialist participants to complete a series of tasks
with physical, visual, and verbal requirements.
Results from these studies found that subjects who preferred the exocentric con-
dition performed tasks 50% faster when using their preferred interface; however,
interface preferences did not affect performance for participants who preferred the
mixed condition. This result led to a second finding that participants who preferred
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the exocentric condition were distracted by the egocentric view during the mixed
condition, likely caused by cognitive tunneling, and the data suggest tradeoffs be-
tween performance improvements and attentional costs when adding information
in the form of multiple views to the Mission Specialist interface. Additionally,
based on this empirical evaluation of multiple camera views, the exocentric view
was recommended for use in a dedicated Mission Specialist telemanipulation in-
terface.
Contributions of this thesis include: i) conducting the first focused HRI study
of aerial telemanipulation, ii) development of an evaluative model for telemanip-
ulation performance, iii) creation of new recommendations for aerial telemanip-
ulation interfacing, and iv) contribution of code, hardware designs, and system
architectures to the open-source UAV community. The evaluative model provides
a detailed framework, a complement to the abstraction of the Shared Roles Model,
that can be used to measure the effects of changes in the system, environment, op-
erators, and interfacing factors on performance. The practical contributions of
this work will expedite the use of manipulating UAV technologies by scientists,
researchers, and stakeholders, particularly those in civil engineering, who will
directly benefit from improved manipulating UAV performance.
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are an accessible and ubiquitous technology
for remote sensing applications in many domains, including environmental mon-
itoring and measurement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], infrastructure inspection [6, 7, 8, 9], and
search and rescue [10, 11]. Emerging applications, such as construction [12, 13],
environmental sensing and sampling [14, 15], and infrastructure testing [16, 17],
indicate that physical interaction and manipulation in dynamic environments will
be an important task for small UAVs.
Research on physical object manipulation by small UAVs has primarily focused
on the dynamics and control of the robot, with an emphasis on fully autonomous
operation in controlled laboratories [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Research
trends in perception [27], motion planning [28], and real-time control [29] indi-
cate that the autonomous capabilities of small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are
advancing; however, completing autonomous manipulation tasks in real-world,
dynamic environments still remains a challenge in robotics [30, 31]. Having a
Mission Specialist available as part of a human-robot team, in addition to the
Pilot, to monitor the interaction and intervene or assist when necessary is essen-
tial in dynamic environments, such as construction sites or post-disaster scenarios
[32]. Even for autonomous systems, operators require robot status and data in real
time and the option to dynamically re-task and re-plan when the situation changes
[33]. Additionally, manual operation will be the go-to default mode for safety and
precision reasons; therefore, understanding the appropriate human-robot interac-
tion (HRI) for a Mission Specialist is important for all small UAS deployments,
regardless of system autonomy.
This work investigates the Mission Specialist role and required HRI for aerial
telemanipulation tasks using small UAVs. Human teams deploying UAVs in civil
and environmental engineering are normally not robotics experts, but their domain
expertise affords the ability to identify areas of interest where it is necessary to in-
vestigate with a manipulating UAV. One example of a civil engineering-related ap-
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plication might be deploying acoustic probes to measure wall thickness in hollow
turbine blades. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of focused human-machine inter-
action (HMI) research on Mission Specialist telemanipulation tasks using small
UAVs, which impedes the large scale application and deployment of manipulat-
ing UAVs by non-expert users and ad hoc teams. Understanding how a Pilot and
Mission Specialist interact with each other and the UAV will inform unmanned
system designers, expedite the use of UAV manipulation technologies, and im-
prove overall UAS human-team performance.
Small, manipulating UAVs are likely to continue advancing along a deploy-
ment trajectory from controlled laboratory settings to unstructured environments
with increasing levels of autonomy. Operation in unstructured environments for
domain-specific applications will nearly always require a Mission Specialist, if
only to initiate or support semi-autonomous platform capabilities. Additionally, it
is recommended to design autonomous capabilities that augment, not replace, the
Pilot and Mission Specialist duties when in hazardous and human-safety related
domains [10]. This supplemental automation requires implementing the Shared
Roles Model [34], a framework for HRI in which the roles are shared between the
human and robot.
1.1 Research Questions
The primary research question that this dissertation addresses is: What is
the appropriate human-robot interface for a Mission Specialist role in a small
unmanned aerial system to successfully perform telemanipulation tasks in a three-
dimensional remote environment?
Focused work on HRI for aerial telemanipulation does not readily appear in the
literature (as evidenced by the review of related work in Chapter 2), which poses
a challenge for scientists, researchers, and designers who would benefit from ma-
nipulating UAV systems. This lack of HRI knowledge for UAS also creates a
barrier to the adoption of these systems by ad hoc users. Research has focused on
telemanipulation by undersea vehicles [35, 36, 37], ground vehicles [38, 39, 40],
and stationary manipulators [41, 42, 43, 44], but due to inherent differences in
UAVs compared to these other platforms (e.g., three-dimension stability issues,
constrained operation times), additional research is necessary to determine if pre-
vious telemanipulation HRI findings apply to UAS. No focused human factors
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analyses with a physical UAV capable of manipulation have been identified to
the best of the authors knowledge, which inhibits researchable improvements of
designing a human operator on or in the loop.
The primary research question is decomposed into the following sub-questions:
1. What is the current state of human-robot interfacing for a Mission Special-
ist role in small unmanned aerial system for telemanipulation operations?
This question is addressed in Chapter 2 through a review of the current
research literature on Mission Specialist and operator interfacing for tele-
manipulation by unmanned systems.
2. What display form (eye-in-hand view, global view, hybrid) and elements
(size, placement, toolkit) are necessary for remote physical interaction with
the environment from a UAV? This question is addressed in Chapters 5 and
7 through two empirical evaluations of a dedicated Mission Specialist in-
terface for aerial telemanipulation, which included over 40 ad hoc users.
Multiple hypotheses are evaluated to evaluate the effects of different types
of visualization on Mission Specialist performance.
3. How do emotional (e.g., stress) and personality (e.g., extroversion) fac-
tors affect human operator performance when performing telemanipulation
tasks with a small UAV? This question is addressed in Chapters 7 and 8
which analyze and discuss the relationships between individual variations
in experience and personality with Mission Specialist performance.
1.2 Why Focus on the Mission Specialist Role
Three team roles (Flight Director, Mission Specialist, and Pilot) have been es-
tablished for small UAS [45, 46]. Of those three, the Mission Specialist is the role
responsible for operating the UAV payload (or in some cases verbally directing
the Pilot for payload control). In the case of visual reconnaissance missions, the
Mission Specialist inspects the video and image data streaming from the on-board
camera, and HRI requirements for these types of visual data acquisition missions
have been studied in the literature [45, 47, 48], but the Mission Specialist role
must adapt and change as UAV capabilities advance from two-dimensional visual
inspection to three-dimensional manipulation. Understanding the HRI require-
ments of a Mission Specialist during aerial telemanipulation is critical for any
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system that operates without full autonomy; however, research and development
of manipulating UAVs has almost entirely focused on vehicle dynamics and con-
trol [18, 19, 20]. A HRI approach to supporting human-in or on-the-loop aerial
telemanipulation is not well-studied, and focusing on the Mission Specialist role
affords the evaluation of telemanipulation-specific HRI requirements for small
UAS.
1.3 Understanding Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
There is no universally accepted standard classification system for UAVs; how-
ever, UAVs are typically categorized based on size, altitude, endurance, and oper-
ational range [45, 49]. This work focuses on small vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) vehicles. VTOL vehicles are practical for object manipulation because
they have the ability to stabilize and hover, enabling the grasping of an object
while the vehicle remains in a stationary position (as opposed to a fixed-wing
vehicle).
Small UAVs are generally one meter or less in size and have flight times rang-
ing from 10 minutes to one hour, depending on the payload and flight conditions.
The range and altitude capabilities are often larger than the line-of-sight (LOS)
requirement, although the United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
regulations restrict operating distance to LOS and have a operating ceiling height
of 122 meters (400 feet) above ground level. The maximum payload size is typ-
ically around one kilogram, which includes both the manipulation mechanism as
well as the weight of the object retrieved or delivered. Note a few large VTOL
platforms can carry around a five kilogram payload (e.g., DJI Matrice 600), al-
though these are the upper bound for size of VTOL platforms. Table 1.1 includes
a summary of commercially available VTOL UAVs.
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1.0 x 0.2 2.4 1.0 3.0-5.0 0.2 50
DJI Inspire 2 0.6 x 0.3 3.3 0.7 7.0 5.02 27
DraganflyerTM
Commander
0.8 x 0.3 2.75 1.0 0.6 2.4 15-40
AR.Drone Par-
rot 2.0
0.7 x 0.15 0.4 0.1 0.5-1.0 1.0 12-20
AirRobot R©
AR180
1.9 x 0.3 4.9 1.5 2.5 0.3 40
Microdrones
MD4-1000
1.0 x 0.5 2.65 1.2 0.5 2.0 45
DJI Matrice
600
1.5 x 0.7 15.1 5.5 5 2.5 18-30
1 Maximum operational parameters are reported and referenced from manufacturer
specification sheets - operational parameter values will normally be lower and do-
main dependent.
2 With optional high-altitude propellers.
1.3.1 Grasping Configurations for Small UAVs
The physical grasping of objects by a VTOL UAV is limited to three manipu-
lator configurations due to the physical structure of the platform: frontal, dorsal,
and ventral (see Figure 1.1) [50]. Two frontal planes (upper and lower) form a
spatial region across and between the rotor blades where no interaction is recom-
mended. The regions of interaction elsewhere on the platform determine the types
of applications that are feasible with a small UAV, and there are advantages and
limitations associated with each configuration.
Frontal Interaction: This type of interaction occurs parallel to the frontal plane,
anterior to the transverse plane of the UAV, with manipulators in a fixed location
that rely on the position and control of the vehicle to complete the interaction
[50]. Research on the controls and stability of frontal configurations shows that
lateral offsets do not significantly affect the stability of the system (as opposed to
manipulators high above the aircraft) [51]. Successful frontal manipulation tasks












Figure 1.1: The Three Interaction Spaces for Manipulation by Small UAVS. The
Two Frontal Planes Create a Region Where the Rotor Blades Are Located Where
No Interaction is Recommended. The Dorsal Region is Above the Upper Frontal
Plane, and the Ventral Region is Underneath the Lower Frontal Plane; Both Re-
gions Are Hemispherical. The Frontal Region is Anterior to the Transverse Plane.
Dorsal Interaction: The least studied configuration for physical manipulation
by small UAVs is in the dorsal side of the upper frontal plane, which forms a
hemisphere above the top frontal plane [50]. Successful applications for dorsal in-
teraction are limited, and research has focused mainly on the controls and stability
of the platform [51]. There are two major barriers to successful dorsal interaction:
i) suction effects above the UAV that can disturb the manipulated objects, and
ii) required clearance of the rotor blades to avoid vehicle damage. Some useful
applications of dorsal interaction include placing sensors underneath structures,
such as a bridge, or sampling beneath a tree canopy.
Ventral Interaction: The most studied configuration for manipulation by small
UAVs occurs within the ventral side of the UAV, in a hemispherical space below
the lowest part of the rotor blades [50]. The region of interaction for a fixed
manipulator is limited to the space between the platform and landing gear; for
manipulators that can fold (e.g., multiple degree-of-freedom arms) the interaction
space is increased during flight. Research on ventral interaction for small UAVs
includes dynamic stability [22], control [19, 23], hovering [55], and perching [56,
57]. One limitation of ventral interaction is the air turbulence present below the
rotor blades when the UAV is near the ground, also known as ‘ground effect’
[58]. The object of interest can be affected in unpredictable ways even when
the UAV maintains stability in the presence of turbulence near the ground [55].
Domain-specific applications for ventral configurations include sensor retrieval
and deployment for environmental monitoring, cooperative material transport in
construction, and perching for nondestructive structural testing.
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1.4 Importance to Civil and Environmental Engineering
The advent of commercial UAV platforms has transformed civil and environ-
mental engineering industries through applications such as surveying, remote in-
frastructure inspection, and construction monitoring, which have used UAVs in a
“look-don’t-touch” approach. Cooperative and adaptive interaction between the
system and remote operator will enable domain experts and specialists in civil
engineering applications to use this technology without requiring piloting exper-
tise. For example, the AIRobots project aims to develop an aerial service robot
that represents a “flying hand that allows the specialist to perform tasks as if they
were on-site” [59]. Other literature also recognizes that autonomous aerial manip-
ulation tasks in the civil and environmental engineering domains are difficult and
express the need to intentionally design humans into the system [16].
UAVs are already integrated into the production workflow in professional civil
and environmental engineering projects, and the commercial aircraft industry has
adapted to new guidelines, safety rules, and federal regulations that oversee the
use of UAS in industry. With this regulatory infrastructure already in place, the
adoption barriers are much lower for manipulating UAVs to enter the marketplace
when the technology has matured. Additionally, there is no shortage of valuable
applications for manipulating UAVs in civil engineering, many of which already
use UAS for visualization. For example, UAS in construction zones can trans-
port materials in addition to monitoring progress. In structural engineering, UAVs
can performing nondestructive testing after performing visual inspections [16].
In environmental engineering, site accessibility is a major barrier to collecting
samples in dangerous or unreachable locations (e.g., arctic regions, mountainous
regions, or regions separated by small bodies of water). Deploying a UAS capable
of physical sampling would enable the acquisition of materials that are otherwise
inaccessible. In all of these examples, having a Mission Specialist available to
monitor the interaction and intervene when necessary is essential [32]. Addition-
ally, manual operation will likely be the go-to default mode for safety reasons;
therefore, understanding the Mission Specialist HMI is important for all small




Contributions of this dissertation include: i) the first focused human-robot in-
teraction study for aerial telemanipulation tasks, ii) identification of factors, both
physical and personal, that affect operator performance during telemanipulation,
iii) creation of new UAV interface guidelines and recommendations for aerial tele-
manipulation, and iv) development of an open-source framework for building a
manually-operated telemanipulating UAV system controlled by a mobile tablet
device.
1.5.1 First Focused Study of Aerial Telemanipulation HRI
This work presents the first focused study of the Mission Specialist role for
aerial telemanipulation using a physical robot platform and explicitly fills a gap in
HRI research on performing telemanipulation tasks using small UAVs. Previous
works investigated the required interfacing and visual information for telemanip-
ulation using ground vehicles, underwater vehicles, and stationary telemanipu-
lators; however, these findings cannot necessarily be extrapolated to aerial sys-
tems without proper evaluation. To the best of the author’s knowledge, only one
additional HRI study on aerial telemanipulation exists; however, this study was
conducted in simulation [60]. Simulated robots do not produce the same system
responses to operator input as would a physical platform; additionally, simulation
environments do not afford realistic visualizations in a Mission Specialist inter-
face. Findings from this dissertation using a physical UAV system in the real
world are expected to serve as a foundation on which to build future HRI research
for telemanipulating aerial systems. This study synthesized the results into a set
of interface design recommendations to be shared with the HRI community, in-
formed by individual performance of over 40 ad hoc, non-expert users.
1.5.2 Identification of Factors that Affect Telemanipulation Performance
The results from this study identified personal, emotional, and physical fac-
tors that affect operator performance during telemanipulation tasks. These iden-
tified factors and evaluative model describe the “how” for aerial telemanipulation
HRI, which is a complement to the abstraction of the Shared Roles Model that
addresses the “what” and “why” of coagency in a human-robot team. Under-
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standing what factors impact Mission Specialist performance, and overall team
performance, will inform unmanned system designers, expedite the use of UAV
manipulation technologies by ad hoc users, and improve the overall UAS human-
team performance.
1.5.3 Creation of New Interface Guidelines and Recommendations for Aerial
Telemanipulation
The findings from this empirical study using this model were used to inform
design recommendations for Mission Specialist telemanipulation interfaces, in-
cluding the use of an exocentric view, and identifying additional areas for future
exploration, including dynamic interfaces with flexibility regarding the egocentric
view. The practical and social impacts of this work include informing future in-
terface designs, as this work recognizes that not all Mission Specialists perform
the same and provides an interface that meets a minimum level of information re-
quired to successfully complete tasks. These technologies can then be adopted by
a wider range of users (e.g., not just “experts” or those who consider themselves
Pilots).
1.5.4 Development of an Open-Source Telemanipulating UAV Framework
This work provides open-source tools (i.e., code, hardware designs, system ar-
chitectures) to enable the reproduction of the UAV telemanipulation system used
in this study. The economic impact of developing open-source tools will likely
result in an increase in the adoption of these technologies by researchers, prac-
titioners, and government agencies who can benefit from aerial telemanipulation
applications. Social impacts include encouraging other researchers and makers to
contribute to and build upon this existing technology and extend it to other ap-
plications. Other domains in addition to civil engineering, including agriculture,
search and rescue, and biological sciences, would benefit by having access to this
type of technology. Additionally, embracing the open-source, maker environment
and providing development tools promotes the widespread adoption and use of
manipulating UAVs for both research and hobbyist applications.
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 serves as a review of the
HMI practices and interface technologies for small unmanned systems (SUS) ca-
pable of telemanipulation. The chapter surveys the human operator interfacing for
over 70 teleoperated systems, summarizes the effects of physical and visual inter-
faces on user performance, and provides recommendations for both physical and
perceptual interface implementations based on these findings. Chapter 3 explains
the theory and approach behind implementing the Shared Roles Model, and de-
scribes the Mission Specialist role and its function within the Shared Roles Model.
Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the UAV control system, manipulator
system, and interface software. Chapter 5 includes results of 5 subject Exploratory
Study and provides recommendations for the experimental study. Chapter 6 de-
scribes the experimental design of a 36 subject experimental study, and Chapter
7 presents descriptive and inferential statistical results of this study. Chapter 8
discusses the experimental results, while Chapter 9 provides conclusions of this
work and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
This chapter surveys the human-machine interaction (HMI) practices and in-
terface technologies for small unmanned systems (SUS) capable of telemanipula-
tion and surveys the existing manipulating UAV platforms found in the literature.
“Small” unmanned systems are self contained, portable by humans, and advan-
tageous for performing remote manipulation when the task or environment is too
dangerous, complex, costly, or difficult for a human to perform themselves [49].
The complexity and variety of telemanipulation tasks by SUS make their cate-
gorization and classification difficult, but primary tasks generally include the re-
trieval or deployment of objects. Domain-specific examples include urban search-
and-rescue [43, 61], law enforcement [40, 62], construction [13, 63, 64], space
exploration [65, 66, 67] and environmental sampling [14, 68, 69]. In addition
to object deployment and retrieval, unmanned systems can also perform special-
ized tasks such as bomb disposal [40], door opening [52, 70], valve turning [71],
and maintenance and service tasks [39]. In addition to unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs), this section also includes unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs).
UGVs are multi-purpose ground-based mobile robots equipped with sensing
equipment and manipulators. ROVs are a subset of unmanned underwater vehicles
(UUVs) tethered to a main vessel and used for deep-sea explorations, normally
equipped with manipulators designed for teleoperation, not autonomous manipu-
lation [72]. UAVs are aircraft piloted by remote control or on board computers,
and UAV platforms suitable for telemanipulation are limited to vertical take-off
and landing (VTOL) vehicles because they have the ability to stabilize and hover
in place, as opposed to fixed-wing UAVs that require continuous motion in-flight
[50]. Note that this study excludes teleoperated systems with unusually large
workspaces (e.g., excavation vehicles), with prohibitively long time delays (e.g.,
space operation), or that require highly specialized training (e.g., telesurgery).
A primary challenge associated with SUS telemanipulation is maintaining sit-
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uation awareness of the manipulator and vehicle in space [32]. Methods for mit-
igating loss of situation awareness through improving remote presence include
enhanced visualizations [73], multimodal displays [74, 75], and feedback systems
[76, 77, 78]. Additional HMI considerations include methods for direct remote
control [79, 80] (especially when fine-tuned movements are necessary [81, 82]),
type of controller hardware [38, 83], and controller feedback methods [60, 84, 85].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews manipulating UAVs
found in the literature, and Section 2.2 describes common interface technologies
used for telemanipulation operator input. Section 2.3 presents the physical factors
that affect telemanipulation, and Section 2.4 describes the visualization types that
affect telemanipulation performance.
2.1 Review of Manipulating UAVs
This section presents the UAV grasping configurations and manipulator designs
found in the literature, and Table 2.1 presents a summary of results. Manipula-
tion tasks with UAVs include grasping, pushing, payload acquisition and drop-
off, perching, probing, and other physical interactions with the environment. This
chapter also discusses the advantages and limitations tasks and manipulator de-
signs, from simple claw-like mechanisms to complex robotic arms.
2.1.1 Single Degree-of-Freedom Manipulators
Early manipulating UAVs used simple one or two degree-of-freedom (DoF)
impactive grippers, such as claws or pinchers. Impactive grippers physically grab
the object upon contact and apply a sufficient force to overcome gravity to lift
the object. Ghadiok et al. [25] developed a single DoF impactive gripper that
flattened itself prior to landing and takeoff and successfully gripped objects using
visual detection with an IR sensor. Quentin et al. [63] mounted a servo-actuated,
single DoF gripper to a quadrotor to autonomously grasp rectangular modules for
construction of cubic structures. Pounds et al. [55] constructed an underactuated
manipulator with four fingers, mounted on a T-Rex 600 ESP RC helicopter for
grasping and retrieval of objects. Thomas et al. [86] used a similar underactuated
gripper (based on the design in [91]) to perform avian-inspired grasping at high






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.1.2 Multiple Degree-of-Freedom Manipulators
Impactive grippers are useful for pick-and-place operations; however, increas-
ing the number of manipulator DoF enables the end-effector to track the object of
interest more precisely in the presence of platform instability. Orsag et al. [23]
mounted three 2 DoF serial chain manipulators to a quadrotor, where each ma-
nipulator had small hooks mounted on the ends so the arms could push and pull
objects. Morton et al. mounted a 2 DoF arm to a DJI F550 hexacopter and tested
stability of the aircraft with the manipulator in stow, reach forward, and drop for-
ward positions during takeoff, grasping, and landing [88]. Kim et al. developed
a similar two-link 2 DoF arm mounted to a Smart Xcopter for precision grasp-
ing experiments using a Vicon system [89] and a vision guidance approach [90].
Fanni and Khalifa [18] developed a 2 DoF manipulator designed to track a 6 DoF
trajectory to maximize utility while minimizing the number of actuators. Suarez
et al. [92] constructed two human-sized dual arm prototypes, each with 5 DoF,
mounted on an octo-rotor platform.
2.1.3 Ingressive Manipulators
Ingressive grippers, similar to impactive grippers, are also used to transport ob-
jects by UAVs [24, 87] as they can penetrate the surface of porous materials to
retrieve objects rather than overcoming gravity via normal and frictional forces.
Ingressive grippers were mounted to a Hummingbird quadrotor in [24] to retrieve
wooden objects on a stable aircraft. Mellinger et al. [87] used multiple UAVs to
simultaneously locate, grip (using a similar version of the mechanism in [24]), and
transport different configurations of wooden structures to a new location. Ingress
grippers are advantageous because they can engage with any point on the mate-
rial; however, the types of objects suitable for penetration for manipulation are
obviously limited due to material properties.
2.1.4 Manipulators for Specialized Tasks
In addition to object deployment and retrieval, aerial platforms can also perform
highly specialized manipulation tasks. Korpela et al. [71] mounted dual 2 DoF
manipulators to a quadrotor and implemented a visual valve detection algorithm
for valve turning from a flying aircraft. Tsukagoshi et al. [52] developed a cus-
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tomized UAV platform to perch on a door with suction cups and use the lift forces
generated by the vehicle’s propellers to subsequently push open the door; if the
door had a knob, a pneumatically actuated soft-bag manipulator twisted the knob
and opened the door. McArthur, Chowdhury, and Cappelleri [70] designed a UAV
frontal manipulator capable of opening an electrical box handle using computer
vision algorithms. Researchers in [16, 93] designed and prototyped a structural
inspection system consisting of an active 3 DoF structure and a Cardan gimbal
with 3-passive DoF; these elements resulted in 6 DoF relative to the UAV, allow-
ing it to perform nondestructive testing with a variety of different sensors. Ore et
al. [14] developed a water sampling quadrotor capable of capturing three 20 ml
samples per mission while maintaining a safe altitude above the surface.
2.1.5 Summary
UAV and manipulator systems rely more directly on sophisticated control al-
gorithms and sensor data to automate tasks as aerial manipulation tasks increase
in complexity. For example, motion capture sensors can enable precision track-
ing of the UAV position relative to the object of interest [13, 25, 71, 86, 89]. In
laboratories, reliance on tracking software and visual sensors to complete the ma-
nipulation is practical; however, tasks in real-world scenarios are highly uncertain
and will require human operators [32, 33], especially for ad hoc teams where there
is little to no prior training or exposure to the robot. Although a large number of
manipulating UAVs appear in the literature, the HMI for nearly all manipulating
UAS is either i) undocumented, or ii) consists of a ground control station with
no further detail about the human interfacing. Dynamics and controls are cur-
rently the primary research focus for manipulating UAVs, and Mission Specialist
HMI remains a largely unstudied research topic. Due to the lack of focused HMI
studies for manipulating UAVs, the remaining sections also survey literature on
telemanipulation for UGVs, ROVs, and stationary telemanipulation systems.
2.2 Operator Interfaces Used for Telemanipulation Inputs
This section describes interfaces, both hardware and software, used for operator
telemanipulation inputs. Hardware interfaces are first discussed, including semi-
automatic controls and master-slave devices. Then this section examines software
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interfaces, including computer and touch-based tablet software.
2.2.1 Hardware Interfaces
A master-slave controller, joystick, or other physical device maps hardware in-
puts to actuators to control manipulators, typically under direct control. Hardware
interfaces can control each degree of freedom individually, or a subset of the de-
grees of freedom, under varying levels of autonomy. Operator inputs can directly
map to manipulator movements or scale movements down or up [94]. This section
describes multiple hardware devices used for telemanipulation.
2.2.1.1 Master Slave Controllers
A common telemanipulation input device is a master-slave configuration where
the master controller is geometrically similar to the manipulator at certain scales
[95]. In this setup, operator inputs from the master arm map directly to the slave
arm, and the position and force responses of both master and slave devices may
be identical or scaled proportionally, depending on the task. Additionally, the
master is often a kinematic replica of the slave, providing an intuitive interface
[83]. Remote surgery, also known as “telesurgery”, is an archetypal example of
master-slave control. Master-slave surgical devices enable operators to perform
accurate, small-scale manipulation tasks. (For a review of medical telerobotic
systems, see [96, 97].)
Tethered ROVs normally use master-slave controllers to perform sub-surface
manipulation and exploration. Commercially available manipulators, such as the
seven degree of freedom Orion (Schilling Robotics, USA), are commonly de-
ployed with ROVs due to their robustness in deep-sea environments and readily
available master controllers [35, 98, 99, 100]. The master controller for these sys-
tems is a scaled-down kinematic replica attached to a console panel with push
keys, a small screen, and status indicators. Master joint movements produce an
equivalent or scaled movement of the slave arm joint, and the keys determine
manipulator control mode (e.g., rate or position) and functions (e.g., freezing or
enabling hydraulics).
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2.2.1.2 Semiautomatic Input Devices
Semiautomatic input devices enable remote control and human-assisted con-
trol during telemanipulation tasks. These devices have geometries dissimilar to
the manipulator [95], such as joysticks or other physical controllers. Joysticks
can operate under either position or rate control; under position control the joy-
stick commands the desired position of the joint or end effector, and under rate
control the joystick commands the desired velocity. In both cases, the input com-
mands are proportional to the joystick displacement [83]. Dual joysticks, such
as gamepad controllers, provide input if the slave manipulator requires control
for both orientation and translation [83]. Joysticks and gamepad controllers can
operate manipulators on ROVs [101, 102], UGVs [38], and simulated UAVs [60].
Non-joystick, three-dimensional semiautomatic devices are also used for tele-
manipulation input under direct and human-assisted control. Examples include
the Novint Falcon haptic device (Novint Technologies LLC, U.S.), a three DoF
version of the original delta-robot configuration [103], and the Geomagic R©TouchTM
(3D Systems, U.S.). These smaller, inexpensive master controllers are widely
studied for applications in robotics and gaming [78, 104] and can provide force
feedback based on user input. These controllers normally have smaller working
volumes compared to traditional master-slave configurations.
2.2.2 Software Interfaces
Operators can control unmanned systems via accessible networks through com-
puter or tablet software that provides the means for human control of the system.
Operators can give either high level directives or control the manipulator posi-
tion directly. Software-based interfaces for manipulator control normally run on
ground control station computers or tablets, are for specific manipulation tasks
or platforms, and include a combination of mouse, keyboard, and touch inputs.
This section describes features of computer and tablet-based software used for
telemanipulation.
2.2.2.1 Computer Software
Networked SUS are normally controlled through user interface software imple-
mented on a computer, which requires a keyboard and/or mouse for user input
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[105]. Operators control the manipulator by deciding where to click within the in-
terface or through keystroke inputs. Computer software controls manipulators by
position and requires 2D user input to map to locations in 3D space. Full 3D rep-
resentation includes interface elements that control for each DoF separately (e.g.,
control in the x, y, and z axes [106]), or control the position of the end effector
through inverse kinematics [107]. In general, computers can process and display
large amounts of data and complex mixed visualizations [108, 109, 110]; however,
an constraint of computer software is providing an adequate 2D representation of
the manipulator and robot that exist in a 3D remote environment. This is normally
attempted through visualizations such as video streams [111, 112], stereo vision
[43, 62], or mixed reality displays [65, 113].
2.2.2.2 Tablet Software
A fixed control station is inappropriate and mobile operation is essential for a
majority of unmanned systems operating over an extended range [109], and an at-
tractive alternative to stationary computer control stations are portable consumer
electronics (e.g., tablets or smart phones). Mobile tablets are an appealing in-
terface technology to use for telemanipulation control because they are widely
available, are low cost, and use standard gestures [114, 115, 116]. The devel-
opment of intuitive telemanipulation interfaces for these handheld devices is be-
coming increasingly important; however, some challenges remain, including intu-
itively mapping 2D inputs to 3D space [111], decreased computational power and
the need for efficient algorithms [41, 109], and designing effective touch gesture-
based controls [116]. Additionally, mobile device visualizations are less complex
compared to computers, as bandwidth constraints limit how much sensor data and
information streams to the device. Touch-based interfaces are generally intuitive
for non-expert users [116], but the interface elements that control the manipulation
affect operator performance.
2.3 Physical Factors Affecting Telemanipulation
This section discusses the types of physical factors that affect SUS operator
performance during telemanipulation, including controller form factors and vari-
ations of manual control. Table 2.2 presents an overview of the physical interface
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implementations surveyed in this section, and Table 2.3 includes a summary of
the findings.
2.3.1 Input Form Factor
Control input devices are a critical link between an operator and the unmanned
system in a remote environment [117, 118]. The form factor and design of input
devices influence intuitiveness and learning requirements, which subsequently af-
fects operator performance [38, 60]. The sections below discuss capabilities and
general effects on operator performance of the following telemanipulation inter-
faces: physical hand controllers, computer devices, and touch-based mobile de-
vices.
2.3.1.1 Physical Hand Controllers
Common telemanipulation hand controllers include master-slave devices, joy-
sticks, and other three dimensional devices. Depending on the level and location
of control within the manipulator, each design affords different types of interac-
tion between the controller device and robot. For example, hand controllers that
are geometrically similar and retain all robotic manipulator DoFs are normally
easier for users to learn because they intuitively map user input directly to output
[35, 38]. A remote operator identifies their body and immediate environment with
the remote vehicle and its environment; therefore, a geometrically similar device
better enables the match between their own movements to the remote manipulator
attached to the vehicle [119].
Joysticks are also commonly used input devices, but because they are geomet-
rically dissimilar to manipulators, visual motor mapping between the end-effector
and joystick affects task completion [120, 121]. Maintaining situation awareness
of the vehicle’s orientation in space and the surrounding environment is neces-
sary to achieve proper mental mapping between the SUS manipulator and joy-
stick [122]. To improve performance, joystick input should be analogous (i.e.,
moving the joystick to the left moves the vehicle to the left); however, this be-
comes difficult as manipulators increase in complexity and planer movements do
not correspond directly to responses in the system. While joysticks may not be
as intuitive as master-slave devices for direct joint control, they can be effective if
used for end effector control [35].
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Some studies have specifically compared the effects of using joysticks versus
master controllers as input devices for telemanipulation tasks. Nixon [60] found
that joystick input increased task completion time compared to a 3D haptic in-
put device when performing a simulated manipulation task with a UAV. Vozar
[38, 111] studied the effects of a master-slave device and dual joysticks for tele-
operating a UGV manipulator and found that the master-slave device was more ef-
fective than a traditional gamepad controller [38]. This is consistent with previous
findings that position master-slave configurations are more suitable for dexterous
manipulation tasks because they have a natural correspondence in time and space
as the operator performs movements [117, 119].
2.3.1.2 Computer Input Devices
Computer input devices facilitate control of systems that have higher levels of
automation and complexity. Computer keyboards and mice are widely available
physical interfaces that non-expert operators are likely accustomed to using. A
limitation of these systems, however, is the lack of mobility of networked work-
stations that require operation in close proximity to their operator.
Common input modes for computer control include “click-and-drag”, where
the user clicks a point on the robot and drags the cursor to indicate desired trans-
lation, or “point-and-click”, where the user defines a goal end-effector position by
clicking within the remote environment [108]. You and Hauser [123] compared
multiple click-and-drag mouse input schemes for manipulator control, including:
direct joint control, inverse kinematics, reactive potential field, and a real-time mo-
tion planner. Their real-time motion planning strategy improved safety, reduced
task completion time, and rated favorably by users, likely because it allowed users
to focus more on the positioning task, instead of on constructing paths.
A potential issue when using a computer for manipulator control input is precise
positing in a 3D remote environment. Materna et al. [110] developed an interface
that used a 2D mouse used to interact with and set the 3D scene, but a 3D mouse
set the end effector goal pose within that space. The 3D mouse was comfortable
and intuitive, and enabled precise manipulation of the end effector.
Buttons, including keyboard strokes or clicking buttons with a mouse on a com-
puter interface, should primarily generate sequences of actions (e.g., behavior
chaining), rather than directly control manipulators [112, 124, 125]. The oper-
ator control unit for the SURROGATE ground vehicle ran on a computer desktop
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and operated with a standard keyboard and mouse. Using this interface, operators
sent entire sequences of actions by chaining behaviors together to reduce operator
interaction time [125]. In contrast, using keyboards and buttons for direct con-
trol degrades task performance, although some operators prefer the kinesthetic
feedback from physically pressing buttons [124].
Table 2.2: Summary of Physical Interface Devices for Telemanipulation1.




























































































[126] • • • •
[127] • • • • •
[128] • • • •
[80] • • •
[84] • • • •
[60] • • • •
[113] • • •
[73] • • •
[35] • • • • • • • •
[85] • • • •
[44] • • • •
[36] • • • •
[79] • • •
[108] • • • • •
[129] • • • • • •
[130] • • • • •
[123] • • • • • •
[110] • • • • • •
[131] • • • •
[41] • • •
[132] • •
[133] • •
[115] • • •
[125] • •
[116] • • •
[124] • • •
1 Some systems had multiple control modes (e.g., full remote control vs. human-
led options).
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2.3.1.3 Touch Input Devices
A variety of 2D touch elements enable the operation of manipulators in 3D
environments. Lopez et al. [116] created a touch-based version of direct control
hardware; their interface contained four control element options, including virtual
buttons, virtual joysticks, touchscreen gestures, and tilting the device. Touch-
based buttons and joysticks yielded the best task completion scores because they
enabled more precise control of manipulator movements (compared to the tilt and
gesture-based interfaces).
Other tablet interface implementations have taken a direct manipulation design
approach, where users can touch the screen to control the robot “directly” in the
remote environment. Hashimoto et al. [115] developed a touch screen based ap-
plication in which users directly manipulated the robot by touching it on a view of
the world, as seen from a third person view obtained by pointing a camera at the
robot. While the touch controls were intuitive, some users requested a stylus pen
to enable more precise interaction, and others reported it was difficult to under-
stand the depth of the space from a single view. Singh et al. [124] also developed
a direct touch-screen control method where operators could touch and drag the
manipulator end effector in a desired trajectory, which reduced task completion
time and mental workload.
Another method to directly manipulate in three dimensions on a 2D screen is
multi-touch gesturing. In [132], participants used two fingers to draw axes of ro-
tation and translation; additional gestures sent movement commands and verified
autonomously generated motion paths. The interface interpreted multi-touch ges-
tures as actions and sent the location where the user touched (single screen points)
as targets to the remote manipulator.
While touch-based gestures may be effective, limited bandwidth and computa-
tional power limit the use of advanced data visualizations and control algorithms
on tablets and smart phones [109]. Mobile devices only afford simplified data
visualizations and interaction elements as it is impractical to send and display all
robot and sensor data [109]. Additionally, when designing kinematic algorithms
for touch-and-drag control (which is often preferred by users [124, 115]), they
must be computationally efficient enough to run on tablet devices. For example,
Parga et al. [41] and Singh et al. [124] developed touch-based interfaces with
inverse kinematic solvers capable of running on small tablet devices.
Direct control can be difficult on a touch-based 2D environment due to a lack
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of precision [115, 116], but operators can more readily program behavior and ac-
tion sequences when using a mobile device. In [133] a pictorial tablet interface
enabled human-delegated inspection tasks by “teaching” the robot desired navi-
gation paths and inspection tasks, after which the robot autonomously completed
the same inspection mission. Herbert et al. [125] developed a tablet interface de-
signed for field operations which only needed high-level directives and relied on
autonomy to carry out individual actions by first selecting the object in the im-
age, followed by selecting the appropriate behavior sequence. Saito and Suehiro
developed Titi (TeachIng Tablet Interface) with a 2D input screen to enable pick-
and-place operations by a portable manipulator [131]. Operators drew pick-up and
place frames on the 2D screen and assigned them to predefined trajectories for the
system to complete, effectively teaching the robot to perform manipulation.
2.3.2 Variations of Manual Control
The manner in which control inputs map to output affects performance [38, 44,
117] when the operator has some level of manual control of the manipulator (e.g.,
remote control or human-led). This section includes the following variations of
manual control: direct control (including both position and rate control with no
feedback), bilateral control (haptic feedback), and virtual fixtures. Additionally,
this section includes information on the location of control in the manipulator, for
example, if the user controls only the end-effector or has command over individual
degrees-of-freedom.
2.3.2.1 Direct Control with No Feedback
Under direct position control, operators control each joint or DoF of the ma-
nipulator individually, and a reference position maps from the input device to the
output device [117]. Master-slave and joystick interfaces are commonly used for
direct control, and can operate by controlling either the position or rate of each
joint. Early studies [134, 135, 136] analyzed the effects of position and rate con-
trol on target acquisition and found that position controlled joysticks resulted in
higher index of performance (Fitts’s Law) compared to velocity controlled joy-
sticks. Experiments by Kim et al. [79, 137] examined pick-and-place tasks using
two isotonic joysticks and also found better operator performance under posi-
tion control; however, if the control device is slow, superior performance of posi-
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tion control diminishes, and it is recommended to use position control for small
workspace tasks and rate control for slow-workspace tasks [79].
Whether the operator has control over the end effector or each joint has an affect
on performance, and the optimal location of control depends on the importance
of speed versus accuracy on the task. Atherton and Goodrich [44] found that
participants worked faster with a joystick under joint control compared to end-
effector control, but joint control resulted in more collisions with the environment.
Additionally, operators may be imprecise in positioning the end effector at the
desired location and tended to overshoot the target when operating a master-slave
controller under position control [138]. Draper [117] also notes that when the
operator is in constant manual control of a remote manipulator, the user should be
in control of the end-effector as direct joint control can be inefficient.
Achieving transparency under position control has traditionally been the goal of
master-slave manipulator systems [139]. Master-slave kinematic laws have gener-
alized this type of system for mixed position and rate control [85]; however, when
controlling both manipulator position and rate, the process for switching between
these modes affects user performance [80, 118]. Herdocia et al. [80] found that a
manual switch between position and rate control resulted in slow performance and
higher error rates than a differential-end-zone coordination scheme, where a fixed
inner space controlled position, and velocity control occurred at the boundary of
the inner space.
Operator fatigue is another issue that can arise when operating large master-
slave devices [117, 138]. Due to the complexity of these master controllers, op-
erator fatigue under remote control can degrade operator performance [72]. For
example, Gupta et al. [138] found that operators became tired after repeating
pick and place tasks (after approximately N = 30) when using a master controller,
despite that a majority of users became proficient within a few minutes.
Position control enhancements can reduce fatigue in master-slave operators.
Love and Book [140] found that an adaptive impedance manipulator controller
reduced the total energy output of the operator when executing remote tasks com-
pared to non-adaptation. Force scaling can reduce the required magnitude of op-
erator input by scaling input forces up when operating large devices, or scaling
down when performing micromanipulations [139]. Implementing smaller work-
ing volumes for the master controller also reduces operator fatigue [141], and
fatigue likely decreases after being adequately trained with the master controller
[142].
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Table 2.3: Categories of Physical Factors that Affect Telemanipulation.
Physical Factor Summary of Findings Refs.
Type of Hardware:
Physical Devices
Geometrically similar master controllers can be eas-
ier to use, are more intuitive, and improve perfor-
mance compared to joysticks; if using joysticks, in-







Keyboard or button-only interfaces can nega-
tively impact performance, but “click-and-drag” and
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achieve; touch-based devices are effective for pro-
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under position instead of rate control; should use
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cision; operator fatigue is a potential issue when








Can decrease task completion time, reduce error
rate, and magnitude of applied forces; does not nec-








Can increase precision, reduce mental workload,
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2.3.2.2 Bilateral Force Feedback
Force feedback (also known as haptic feedback) is a broad term that includes
both tactile and kinesthetic information. In general, forces felt by the robot using
tactile and other sensors are then fed to a haptics device to provide force feedback
to a user [148]. Feedback and additional cues from force and tactile sensors in
teleoperation systems complement visual information, increase spatial awareness
of the remote environment, and reduce error rate and magnitudes of applied forces
[144, 149].
Task completion time is generally decreased when haptic feedback is present.
Implementing haptic feedback with proximity sensors for grasping tasks reduced
completion time compared to visual-only feedback, despite that users were not
requested to be time-efficient [128]. Additional vibratory feedback from contact
and proximity sensors, when used in conjunction with surface reconstruction, also
resulted in reduced task completion times for object identification [75]. Salcud-
ean et al. [85] found that providing contact force feedback improved a joystick
telemanipulation system under both position and rate control.
In addition to decreased task completion time, haptic feedback can also re-
duce average and maximum applied forces [76, 84]. Haptic feedback in a master
controller reduced contact forces and the occurrence of large robot-environment
interaction forces during telemanipulation [84]. In [76], acceleration haptic feed-
back significantly reduced peak and average contact forces when grasping flexible
objects. A reduction in manipulator force is especially important for operations
where the object being manipulation is highly sensitive to force, which is why a
majority of telesurgery systems implement haptic feedback (for a review on the
benefits of haptic feedback in telesurgery, see [149]).
While haptic feedback has the potential to improve performance and reduce
task completion time, it is unlikely that the benefits of haptic feedback remain sig-
nificant under time delay. Yip et al. [84] studied an insertion tasks under different
time delays for multiple haptic feedback modes (lateral, graphic, and bilateral)
and found that as the delay increased up to 500 ms, task completion times in-
creased significantly for all feedback variations. Additionally, introducing haptic
feedback with time delays of 0.2 ms degraded performance during UAV obstacle
avoidance, including increased number of collisions and operator workload [150].
In general, however, for short-range SUS deployments when communication de-
lays between the operator and vehicle are not significant, haptic feedback with
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small workspace controllers will offer performance benefits for direct or human-
led control operations.
2.3.2.3 Virtual Fixtures
Virtual fixtures are task-dependent computer-generated guides overlaid on a re-
flection of the remote workspace [151]. They provide force feedback similar to
general haptics discussed in the previous section; however, virtual fixtures assist
the operator with force feedback for a specific, structured teleoperation task. Ex-
amples of virtual fixture implementations include a guide from the robot gripper
to an object in the remote workspace [126] or force clues influencing the trajectory
of the gripper [130].
Virtual fixtures are either “guidance” or “forbidden region” virtual fixtures:
guidance virtual fixtures assist in keeping the manipulator on desired paths or
surfaces, while forbidden region virtual fixtures physically prevent motion in the
remote workspace in specific forbidden zones [147] (note that guiding fixtures are
likely better at micro scales due to slight inaccuracies in system control [152]).
Virtual fixtures have been successful in guiding remote control operations, pro-
viding localized references, reducing mental workload, and increasing precision
[151, 153].
Studies show that virtual fixtures can reduce task completion time for manipula-
tion and positioning tasks [126, 127]. Authors in [126] significantly reduced com-
pletion time through a human-led control scheme where the operator positioned
the gripper close to a position fixture, and the system autonomously completed
the task using the virtual force cues. Kuang et al. [130] similarly found improved
positioning with the assistance of haptic and graphic virtual fixtures. Li and Oka-
mura [146] improved execution time by recognizing operator performance and
adaptively applying virtual fixtures when appropriate based on the current task.
Virtual fixtures also improve telemanipulation performance in the presence of
time delays, primarily because static virtual fixtures are immune to temporal dis-
tortions in sensory data due to delayed communications [145]. Xia et al. [127]
used virtual fixtures to limit manipulator movement to a given workspace and in-
fluence its motion along a desired path. After inserting a four second time delay,
the implementation of virtual fixtures decreased task completion times and lim-
ited the number of adverse effects (e.g., tearing) on the material handled by the
manipulator. Authors in [129] used guiding virtual fixtures to assist with remotely
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retrieving objects at the bottom of the ocean floor using an ROV. They inserted ar-
tificial time delays of either 5, 10, or 15 seconds, and the virtual fixtures enabled
the operator to overcome significant time delays to complete the task.
One limitation of implementing virtual fixtures is their dependency on a pri-
ori knowledge of the nature and geometry of the task. The implementation of
virtual fixtures works well for controlled tasks such path following or manufac-
turing; however, SUS deployments are often highly dynamic and uncertain, and
a priori knowledge of the remote environment is highly unlikely. One potential
solution is to use remote sensing methods to develop graphical models of the re-
mote environment at the site of manipulation in real time [127, 154], which is only
possible if the system is accurately modeled. In changing environments, adaptive
virtual fixtures can help overcome new obstacles [155]; however, these systems
require training data sets to learn desired paths prior to dynamic environmental
changes. More research is needed regarding the modeling and development of
virtual fixtures in real time in unstructured environments before the benefits of
virtual fixtures can be fully realized for SUS.
2.3.3 Summary of Physical Factors that Affect Telemanipulation
Physical control input devices are an important link between the remote system
and human operator, and form factor of the device facilitates the type and level
of autonomy (LOA) of interaction with the system. Nearly all master-slave and
joystick controllers (and variations of physical controllers) only allow for direct
remote control or human-led operations, which require constant input from the
operator. Control should generally be at the end-effector when operating physical
controllers under manual teleoperation, instead of each individual joint. While
continuous teleoperation using physical systems can be fatiguing, control en-
hancements such as haptic feedback or assistive virtual fixtures improve overall
performance. Virtual fixtures allow humans to safely cope with more complex
and unstructured tasks and remain within the control loop, but adaptive fixtures
require additional research to develop constraints in near real-time, as this work is
in its early stages [153]. Mobile devices with computing power, such as laptops
or tablets, afford goal-oriented input and directives from the operator when sys-
tems have advanced autonomous capabilities. Additionally, the past 5-10 years
has seen a trend of increased mobile tablet use for controlling unmanned sys-
tems, which will likely continue to increase as computing power and connectivity
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evolve; however, further evaluation of touch-based gesturing and interaction is
needed to develop effective manipulator direct control through mobile devices.
2.4 Visual Display Types that Affect Telemanipulation
This section discusses multiple types of visual displays that affect SUS opera-
tor performance during telemanipulation. Common remote manipulation displays
include mixed reality (including augmented reality and augmented virtuality), vir-
tual reality, and stereo vision/depth imagery. Table 2.4 presents an overview of the
visual interface implementations surveyed in this section, and Table 2.5 includes
a summary of findings.
2.4.1 Mixed Reality Displays
Mixed reality (MR) is a display subclass that spans between the extrema on the
reality-virtuality continuum that juxtaposes real and virtual objects within a scene
[156] (see Figure 2.1). Contrary to virtual environments where the user is totally
immersed in and able to interact with a purely synthetic world, MR interfaces
integrate elements of both virtual and real worlds. They provide a user with addi-
tional or enhanced information which can aid in reducing operator mistakes [157],
communicate processed sensor data [158], and improve human-robot collabora-
tion [159]. MR displays are classified as either augmented reality (AR), where
a display of the real environment is augmented by virtual objects, or augmented
virtuality (AV), where a virtual environment augmented with real world objects or
imagery [156].
2.4.1.1 Augmented Reality
AR interfaces display real world imagery (usually in the form of a video stream)
with synthetic object and indicator overlay cues and aids. This section focuses
on monitor-based AR displays with computer-generated objects overlaid onto the
imagery, as opposed to immersive environments. These object overlays, such
as coordinate systems [42, 113], depth information [38, 158], or virtual handles
[115, 132], aid in manipulator positioning under remote control or human-assisted
teleoperation.
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[40] • • • •
[160] • • • • • •
[161] • • • •
[113] • • • •
[42] • • • •
[38] • • • • •
[158] • • • • •
[115] • • • •
[132] • • • • •
[44] • • • • •
[43] • • • • • • •
[62] • • • • •
[162] • • • • • •
[39] • • • • • •
[163] • • • • • •
[37] • • •2 • • •
[35] • • • •
1 Device that displays the interface.
2 This underwater vehicle also used sonar sensors to create virtual reconstruc-
tions of the environment.
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Figure 2.1: The Reality-Virtuality Continuum based on Milgram and Kishino,
1994 [156]. This Continuum Represents Multiple Classes of Objects Rendered
in a Display. The Left Corresponds to Environments Consisting Solely of ‘Real‘
Objects, for Example, a Live Video Stream. The Right End Defines Environments
Consisting Solely of Virtual Objects, Typically Rendered Using a Computer.
Augmented coordinate system displays can improve the operator’s mental model
of the position and orientation of the manipulator in space and reduce operation
errors. Chintamani et al. [42] found that augmenting a video stream with the end-
effector coordinate system reduced participant reversal errors and total distance
traveled by the end effector. Nawab et al. [113] generated virtual color-coded co-
ordinate systems on the end-effector of the robot that mapped to similarly color-
coded joysticks for controlling position and orientation. They also reduced total
distance traveled and reversal errors when using augmented coordinate systems.
Virtual handles, or three-dimensional widgets [164], in an AR interface alert
the user to the types of allowable interactions within a remote environment. For
example, a three-dimensional ring with arrows indicates potential rotation move-
ment. Hashimoto et al. [115] implemented two virtual handles, a lever to indicate
manipulator movement and a ring to indicate rotation movement, which partici-
pants found intuitive to use. Chen et al. [132] also implemented virtual rings to
indicate rotation direction around an object identified by the robot.
The use of augmented depth information informs an operator of how far away
objects are and when an object of interest is within reach of the manipulator. An
early implementation of AR depth sensing was the Augmented Reality through
Graphical Overlays on Stereovideo (ARGOS) system by Milgram et al. [165,
166]. Their system used virtual pointers and tape measures to calculate and dis-
play distances between user-selected points, which positively affected user perfor-
mance [167]. Vozar and Tilbury [38] implemented a virtual crosshair that changed
from black to either green (if the object was within reach), or red (if the object was
out of reach) to provide depth cuing. Users felt enhanced presence in the remote
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workspace when using the AR interface, but their performance dropped compared
to using a video-only interface.
Depth distortions due to calibration errors can negatively affect performance
[168]; therefore, AR systems should draw digitally generated graphics with the
same calibration parameters as the video so users can accurately align graphic ob-
jects to real objects [169, 170]. Additionally, digitally overlaid objects will always
occlude objects in the video, and interface designers should create object displays
to minimize occlusion [168]. For example, instead of using solid reconstructions
of remote objects (which might appear the most realistic), wireframe reconstruc-
tions reduce occlusion yet accurately represent object shape, size, and location
[115, 166, 171].
2.4.1.2 Augmented Virtuality
AV displays use virtual environments augmented with real objects [156]. Gen-
erating AV is more computationally intensive than AR, and the quality of the
virtual environment is primarily dependent on the quality of sensor used in recon-
struction [172]. Generation of virtual 3D reconstructions of remote environments
requires laser scanners (e.g., LiDAR) [43, 44] or imagery from multiple views
[74].
Moore et al. [43] developed an interface to display a virtual reconstruction
of a ground vehicle using stereo imagery and LiDAR data, augmented by both
real-world imagery of objects in the remote scene and virtual handles. Atherton
and Goodrich [44] developed an AV interface to display a virtual environment
and manipulator generated by a range imaging scanner, and augmented the virtual
environment with video from a camera mounted on the end-effector. Results from
user experimentation include decreased mental workload and increased situation
awareness; however, their AV interface increased task time, likely caused by non-
optimal calibration of the virtual elements. When designed carefully, however,
virtual elements can potentially result in teleoperation performance comparable
to line of sight performance [112].
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Table 2.5: Types of Visual Interface Displays that Affect Telemanipulation.
Type of Display Summary of Findings Refs.
Augmented
Reality
Task performance benefits gained from augmented
coordinate system displays and depth information;
calibration is important to avoid negative perfor-








Can improve telepresence and situation awareness of




Virtual reconstructions typically used for motion
planning and trajectory confirmation under human-
led or human-delegated operation; especially useful






Generally improves task performance and end-
effector placement; limitations on scenarios and tasks





Virtual reality (VR) is an extrema on the reality-virtuality continuum where
the environment consists solely of virtual objects [156]. A VR display can im-
prove situational awareness and partially compensate for communication delays
between the vehicle and operator, especially in deep sea explorations [162, 177].
To reconstruct a virtual environment based on a robot’s surroundings, sensors such
as stereo cameras, laser scanners/range finders, or multiple camera views are nec-
essary to capture both depth and position information. Virtual environments en-
able the operator to test, preview, and verify planned sequences of motion.
To facilitate human-led or human-delegated operation, virtual reconstruction
environments can display a preview of pre-defined manipulator actions before
they are physically carried out. The VR interface in [62] provided users with
a planning tool to assist in creating and reviewing manipulator sequences on a
ground vehicle. Mast et al. [39] included 3D reconstructions in a VR interface that
showed an animated preview of the planned trajectory based on a user-specified
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target position for the gripper. Authors in [173] developed a VR interface that
also enabled testing and optimization of an ROV manipulator, and users noted
that small manipulation behaviors during system tuning were easier to see in the
VR reconstruction as opposed to on the real manipulator.
Virtual reconstructions especially aid in visualization of ROV manipulators in
underwater environments where limited viewing angle, turbidity, and poor light-
ing can obstruct images. The VR interface in [35] allowed the operator to input
the desired ROV end-effector position with a single click to generate and preview
a manipulator trajectory. Zhang et al. [163] also simulated motion command
inputs in a VR environment before the ROV semi-autonomously completed the
movements.
Without accurate representation of the vehicle’s surroundings in the virtual re-
construction, operators may find the model misleading or incomplete due to lack
of information. The interface for Nomad, a ground vehicle for desert operations
[66], included a VR representation of the robot’s state. Their system did not trans-
mit detailed local terrain models, and operators choose not to view the VR recon-
struction because of a lack of contextual information.
On the contrary, 3D displays that are too information-rich can impair perfor-
mance. Olmos et al. [178] found that when one view in a split-screen display
is more information-rich (e.g., 3D immersive environment), operators inappropri-
ately allocate attention to that display, even when the task requires attention on
a different display. Similarly, Thomas and Wickens [179] observed a “cognitive
tunneling” effect when participants used an immersive display compared to an
egocentric display, likely caused by a failure to integrate information accurately
across two different frames of reference. Interfaces should combine visual and
auditory alerts with multiple information-rich VR views to improve attention al-
location and lessen visual loading [32, 178, 180].
2.4.3 Stereo Vision and Depth Imaging
Stereo vision is widely used in teleoperation [181] and requires two cameras at
a fixed displacement to obtain two different views of the scene. A majority of tele-
operation studies found that stereo 3D displays are beneficial and indicate clear,
positive performance benefits for spatial manipulations compared to monoscopic
displays [174]. In particular, stereovision is beneficial for aiding in end-effector
positioning in a remote workspace. Mast et al. [39] found that stereo vision in-
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tegrated into a larger display improved completion time for positioning a service
robot manipulator for grasping tasks. Stereo video also improved deep sea explo-
ration in unknown environments using the Virtual Environment Vehicle Interface
(VEVI) control software developed by NASA, which enabled successful collec-
tion and sampling using a robotic ROV manipulator [162].
Depth sensors, such as time-of-flight and structured-light sensors [182], are
also used to acquire and display 3D image data in two dimensions. Active range
imaging systems use light pulses and resolve distances based on the known speed
of light. Day et al. [40] used active range sensors in a bomb disposal interface
to track and display distance from the end effector to objects of interest. Their
interface was successfully tested by subject matter experts who found the display
generated by the range sensor desirable. One limitation of active depth sensors,
however, is low resolution [40, 182, 183], although time-of-flight and stereo vision
data create more precise depth maps when combined [184].
Although often beneficial, stereoscopic depth displays do not always yield bet-
ter performance over monoscopic displays. Drascic et al. [175] found that stere-
ovision decreased task completion time only after the user gained enough opera-
tional experience. Additionally, Draper et al. [176] found that stereovision was
better only under highly difficult task conditions. Additionally, limited research
exists comparing the usage of imagery from stereo vision to active time-of-flight
range sensors for performing manipulation tasks.
2.4.4 Summary of Visual Factors that Affect Telemanipulation
Visual enhancements using processed sensor data offer great potential for im-
proving telemanipulation performance of SUS. Depth sensing through stereo-
scopic or time-of-flight sensors can enhance overall task performance and end-
effector placement. Visual cues using AR (such as coordinate system displays or
virtual handles) offer task performance benefits during direct control operations
for minimal computational effort; however, the virtual objects calibrate appropri-
ately. Complete VR environments, typically used for motion planning and trajec-
tory confirmation, are effective for systems operating at levels of autonomy higher
than remote control, especially when poor visibility of the remote environment is
prohibitive. It is recommended that additional research compare AV to VR and
AR, as researchers suggest AV offers the benefits of both virtual reconstructions
and real world imagery and makes relationships in the environment perceptually
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evident to the user [44]. Overall, the quality and type of visual display greatly
affects operator performance, and the appropriate type of visual display depends




This section presents the theoretical foundations and approach for implement-
ing the Shared Roles Model and focusing on the Mission Specialist role. First, this
section presents a Mission Specialist-Pilot focused version of the Shared Roles
Model, including descriptions of each role synthesized from the literature. Then,
methods for evaluating the effectiveness of a Mission Specialist interface are de-
scribed. The final section presents the foundations of the Mission Specialist in-
terface developed in this study, which includes the use of a mobile, touch-based
device, multiple cameras, and virtual dials to enable aerial telemanipulation.
3.1 Shared Roles Model for Small Unmanned Aerial Systems
The Shared Roles Model is based on observations of ad hoc team process and
communication during eight disasters and over 20 field exercises [185, 186, 187,
34] and provides a framework for evaluating human-robot team interaction. The
Shared Roles Model is a compromise between two opposing approaches - the
Taskable Agent Model (full platform autonomy) and the Remote Tool Model (no
platform autonomy) - emphasizing its ability to capture an appropriate balance of
robot semiautonomy and the connectivity needs of the human team [34].
In this model, the robot has some platform or payload autonomy and is no
longer operated as a tool. The roles are now divided between the human and
robot to take full advantage of the autonomous capabilities, and together they
share complete control of the system; this is represented by an overlapping of the
payload/platform elements with the Pilot and Mission Specialist in Figure 3.1.
Results from the use of the Shared Roles Model enable a better understanding
of individual and team performance; however, these results must be hypothesis-
driven due to the empirical nature of the model.
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Figure 3.1: A Pilot and Mission Specialist Focused Version of the Shared Roles Model,
Adapted and Modified from [34].
3.1.1 Human Role Descriptions
Three team roles (Flight Director, Mission Specialist, and Pilot) are established
for small UAS [45, 46] and included in the Shared Roles Model. These roles are
present in nearly all UAS operations and have been synthesized from the research
literature. These roles represent trends in role function and are not associated with
any specific UAV platform [48].
Pilot is the role that operates (and primarily navigates) the UAV and is respon-
sible for the overall airworthiness and general maintenance of the vehicle. In
addition to the Flight Director, the Pilot has the authority to cease the flight at
any point. Due to the FAA restrictions, the Pilot is responsible for ensuring the
vehicle is only operated within LOS and stays within the maximum altitude of
400 feet above ground level.
Mission Specialist is the role responsible for operating the UAV payload (or in
some cases verbally directing the Pilot for payload control). In the case of visual
reconnaissance missions, the Mission Specialist inspects the video and image data
streaming from the on-board camera. In the case of physical object manipulation,
the Mission Specialist will be the role responsible for operating the manipulator.
Flight Director (also referred to as Safety Officer) is the role responsible for
the overall safety, management, and situation awareness of the team, including
both human and UAV. The Flight Director also performs an initial site safety
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assessment and has the authority to cease the flight at any point if safety becomes
a concern.
To adapt the Shared Roles Model for telemanipulation by small UAS, the model
implementation excludes the Knowledge Worker and Safety Officer roles. The fo-
cus is on team members directly involved in telemanipulation tasks in a controlled
study: the Mission Specialist and Pilot.
3.2 Evaluating the Effectiveness of a Mission Specialist Interface
Since its development, Shared Roles has been a natural, yet abstract, framework
for evaluating the effects of autonomy on performance and identifying bottlenecks
in communication and coordination, emphasizing the “what” and “why” of coa-
gency between the humans and robots [34], which can only be assessed through
post hoc empirical analysis of team behavior, team communication, and robot fail-
ure rates [188]. A goal of this work, in addition to the “what” and “why”, is to
evaluate “how” a Mission Specialist engages with the Pilot and interface to per-
form aerial telemanipulation, and ultimately identify the appropriate HMI for a
dedicated Mission Specialist interface and develop a set of interface recommen-
dations for future HRI work. To investigate the “how”, multiple dependent vari-
ables and covariates are measured, including individual characteristics regarding
personality, experience, and role empowerment, stress levels, verbal engagement,
and multiple measures of task performance.
3.2.1 Individual Mission Specialist Characteristics
It is valuable to understand how individual Mission Specialists perform dif-
ferently given the current state of the human-robot team. For example, identi-
fying what factors influence a Mission Specialist to begin issuing commands to
the Pilot, or determining if fluctuations in stress levels throughout a mission af-
fect performance. Individual behaviors, however, may vary due to differences in
cognitive mechanisms that are not directly observable and vary widely between
participants. Stress [189], role empowerment [47], personality, and perception of
the robot are unobservable factors hypothesized to influence the Mission Special-
ist performance. Biophysical measurements, specifically electrodermal activity
(EDA), were measured as stress level indicators. Note that stress in this context
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refers to internal state anxiety, or situational stress [189]. A suite of individual
characteristics were measured before each trial, including but not limited to indi-
cators of extroversion, locus of control, and amount of previous interaction with
robots.
3.2.2 Post Hoc Performance Measurements
Communication and behavior are observable variables used to evaluate perfor-
mance and compared to individual characteristics. Audio and video recordings
were codified after each experiment to determine the frequency and type of ver-
bal communication with the Mission Specialist and Pilot [186, 190]. In addition
to codified audio and video, post-assessments were administered to understand
each Mission Specialist’s confidence and comfort in individual and team abilities
to complete tasks during the trials. Multiple measurements of task performance,
including success rate and completion time, were also calculated after each exper-
iment. Additional detail regarding all data collected and measurements made in
this study are described in detail in Chapter 6
Internal cognitive mechanisms are unobservable by nature, and real-time vari-
ables were measured as proxies. Biophysical measurements, specifically heart rate
and heart rate variability (HRV), were measured as stress level indicators [191].
A custom script captured touch gesture inputs from the Mission Specialist touch
device. The robot state (location, battery, operation mode) were also recorded
for the duration of the experiment using a motion capture system. Each of these
measures captured aspects of individual processes that would have been other-
wise unobservable from audio/video coding protocols and were used to determine
if there is are existing relationships between these measurements (e.g., stress) and
team performance, with a focus on the Mission Specialist.
3.3 Foundations of the Mission Specialist Interface
3.3.1 Use of a Mobile, Mission Specialist Interface
The use of a dedicated Mission Specialist interface (or equivalent) is established
in the literature [11, 34, 35, 38, 47, 115]; however, the characteristics of small
UAS result in stricter interface design constraints compared to other platforms
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that use stationary control stations. Hardware devices that have proven success-
ful in other telemanipulation applications, such master-slave configurations, are
not suitable for UAS field applications that require mobility and fast deployment.
Additionally, payload limitations restrict the number, size, and quality of sensors,
and visualization on multiple screens to enhance visual displays is logistically
challenging in field situations. UAS interface developers and designers must care-
fully consider the sensor types and feedback modalities necessary to achieve and
maintain greater situation awareness in the remote environment.
Recent efforts to make control of manipulators and robot arms more intuitive in-
corporate planar control movements on touch-screen interfaces and mobile tablets,
such as touch-based joystick elements [116] or touch-and-drag movements [124],
as described in Chapter 2. These controls are promising for ad hoc UAS opera-
tions; in their design guidelines for Mission Specialist interfaces, authors in [47]
recommend they be designed for natural human interaction and take on a mobile
form factor. In their study, an Apple iPad interface enabled pinching, zooming,
and tapping to control a camera payload. Limited work has been conducted on
touchscreen-based interface elements for telemanipulation control, but elements
that afford direct control and interaction with the manipulator have shown to im-
prove performance over gesture and tilt based interaction [116]; therefore, this
study implemented two virtual knobs capable of rotation to move each link of the
manipulator directly, and multiple buttons that enable preset positions for ease of
use.
3.3.2 Evaluating Multiple Viewpoints in the Mission Specialist Interface
It is well known that interfaces with limited fields of view are prone to a host
of perceptual problems that can affect performance [32, 186, 192, 193, 194, 195].
The remote operation and telemanipulation of small UAS requires the use of cam-
eras to capture the environment in which the robot is navigating; however, human
operator performance is often compromised due to inadequate placement, num-
ber, or quality of video streams [180]. Only a portion of the remote environment
can effectively be captured by a on-board cameras or sensors, and the operator
often has to use additional cognitive effort to gain situation awareness beyond di-
rect viewing [32]. Remote perception due to limited field-of-view (FOV) includes
impaired target detection [196], reduced self-identification within a remote en-
vironment [196], lost distance cues [193], and degraded depth perception [193].
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One way to ameliorate these issues is to combine multiple views in an attempt to
provide more complete information about the remote environment.
The ideal view or views for successfully performing telemanipulation by small
UAS likely depends on the task, and precise camera location and image quality
must be carefully designed to maximize sensor utility with payload constraints
(e.g., limited number of sensors). Overall awareness and recognition are opti-
mized by exocentric views, while the immediate environment is better viewed
egocentrically [32, 179]. In the context of a manipulation task for Mission Special-
ists, an egocentric view is obtained by cameras placed directly on the end effector,
sometimes referred to as an “eye-in-hand” view, while the exocentric view looks at
the entire manipulator from the UAV’s perspective, providing a third person view
of the manipulator. The Pilot may additionally have an orientation view of the
vehicle’s location in a map, as well as a similar or duplicate exocentric view of the
manipulator. To investigate effects of viewpoint on telemanipulation, this study
implements a mobile tablet-based interface on the Apple iPad for the Mission Spe-
cialist with three visualization variations: an exocentric view, an egocentric view,
and a mixed egocentric-exocentric view. Results from this study indicate which






This chapter describes the hardware and software implementations for the UAV
control system, manipulator, and interface software and is organized as follows.
Section 4.1 describes the UAV and manipulator hardware development. Section
4.2 presents the UAV system identification, and Section 4.3 details the control
implementation. Finally, Section 4.4 describes the interface software.
4.1 Hardware Description and Implementation
4.1.1 UAV Platform
The UAV used in this study was a DJI Matrice 100 quadcopter (DJI Science and
Technology Co., Ltd., China), which is an affordable developer platform on the
consumer market. The Matrice 100 (M100) has a 650 mm diagonal wheelbase and
a maximum takeoff weight of 3.6 kg. A 22.8V LiPo battery powers the vehicle and
provides approximately 19 minutes hovering time with the maximum payload.
A DJI N1 flight controller publishes IMU data including acceleration, angular
velocity, and quaternion at 100 Hz and controls the vehicle’s low level functions.
Table 4.1 shows the weights of individual components and the total weight of the
system, and Figure 4.1 shows the coordinate system of the M100.
Table 4.1: Weights of Components Used With the DJI Matrice 100 (M100) Plat-
form, With182 g Leftover for Payload Capacity.
Component Weight (g)
M100 base platform with NUC and battery 2,133
TB48D intelligent battery 676
Manipulator and controller 519
On board camera 90
Total Weight: 3,418 g
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Figure 4.1: Coordinate Frame of the DJI Matrice 100 (Modified Image From
[197]). The Rotation of the Aircraft Around the x, y, and z Axes Are Roll (φ),
Pitch (θ), and Yaw (ψ), Respectively. The World Body Frame W Uses the North,
East, Down (NED) Convention as Shown, With the Vehicle Heading North. B is
the Body Frame of the UAV Also Using the NED Convention Specified by DJI.
An Intel NUC Core Dawson Canyon (NUC7i5DNKE) with an i5 processor
was the on-board computer. This unit has 8 GB of DDR4 SDRAM memory, with
an 128 GB M.2 SATA solid-state drive and ran Ubuntu 14.04 and ROS Indigo.
Onboard XT30 and XT60 power ports connected to the TB48D battery provided
power to other devices (NUC, manipulator controller, camera) without an addi-
tional power supply. Other components also mounted to the aircraft included a
custom-built robotic manipulator, Arduino controller, USB cameras, and power
adapters. Note that only 182 g is leftover as remaining payload before the system
reaches the maximum takeoff weight of 3.6 kg. This payload capacity could eas-
ily be increased by using a larger platform (e.g., the DJI Matrice 600); however,
the indoor lab space required this study to use the M100 due to safety reasons.
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4.1.2 Manipulator Design and Fabrication
A two-link manipulator with two degrees-of-freedom (DoF) was mounted for
manipulation in the ventral region of the UAV (see Figure 4.2). This design was
chosen for two reasons: a) reproducibility and b) frequent appearance in the litera-
ture [18, 23, 88, 89], making the results from this HRI study applicable to existing
platforms. The manipulator was CAD modeled using Creo 4.0 (PTC, Needham,
MA, USA). Each manipulator segment was initially designed to be a unit compo-
nent and manufactured using 3D printing technology; however, the available 3D
printing equipment, Lulzbot TAZ 6 (Aleph Objects, Loveland, CO, USA), was not
accurate enough to print the required parts. The structure of the manipulator was
assembled from laser cut pieces of acrylic board cut using an Epilog Fusion 32
Machine (Epilog Laser, Golden, CO, USA) during the next design iteration. Laser
cutting technology was preferred for manufacturing the structural components due
to being highly a efficient and precise process.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) The Assembled Manipulator With Two Hs-422 Servos Controlling
the Base and Elbow Joint, and a Stationary Gripper End Effector, and (b) the Arm
Attached to the Ventral Region of the UAV, Shown In Flight.
The manipulator had two servo motors: one at the base joint and one at the
elbow joint between each link. Two HS-422 (Hitec, South Korea) servo motors
located in the skeleton actuated the manipulator links. The length of the top link
was 10.5 cm and the bottom link was 14.4 cm; the total weight of the manipulator
was 472 g. An Arduino UNO board controlled the motors and communicated via
serial connection to the on board computer. A local network enabled the remote
Arduino control through the ground control station or tablet application. Note
that the tasks did not require the use of a functioning gripper end effector, but the
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design of the manipulator included a gripper for future use.
4.1.2.1 Manipulator Dynamic Analysis
To ensure the servos motors could provide adequate torque, the dynamic be-
havior of manipulator was described in terms of the time rate of change of its
configuration in relation to the joint torques exerted by the actuators. The result-
ing equations of motion represent this relationship in a set of differential equations
that govern the dynamic response of the robot linkage to input joint torques. The
dynamic model for a two DOF robot (shown in Figure 4.3) was developed using
Newton’s Euler approach, and separate dynamic equations for each link were eval-
uated in numeric or recursive manner. In this scenario, the sum of forces is equal
to variation of linear momentum, and the joint torques are coupling moments. For
single torque calculation, the equation is:
M(θ)θ̈ + C(θ)θ̇ +G(θ) + U = τ (4.1)
where M is the inertia matrix, θ is a vector of coordinates [θ1θ2]′, θ̇ is angular
velocity, θ̈ is angular acceleration, C is a matrix containing centripetal forces,
G(θ) contains conservative forces, U are torque inputs, and τ is a resulting torque.




















This matrix set of equations was solved using MATLAB with the appropriate
parameters for the robotic manipulator, resulting in maximum torques of 3.98 kg-
cm and 1.34 kg-cm, and actuator inertias of 2.35 kg·cm2 and 0.587 kg·cm2. The
rated torque of the HS-422 motors was 4.1 kg-cm and are sufficient to actuate
the robotic manipulator links. Figure 4.4 contains an illustration of the robotic
manipulator relative to the vehicle.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a Two-Link Serial Chain Manipulator Illustrating the
Length of Each Manipulator, Joint Angles, and Relative Positive and Negative
Axes.
Figure 4.4: Original Schematic of the Two-Link Serial Chain Manipulator, and an
Illustration of the Rotated Schematic Relative to the Plane of the Rotor Blades of
the UAV, With the End Effector Position at (x, y) (Not to Scale).
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4.1.3 Motion Capture System
A motion capture system consisting of 10 Vero 2.2 Megapixel infrared cameras
(Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) provided position feedback of the vehicle
in the flight arena. Data from the cameras was streamed via the Tracker 3.0 Net-
work, which is a proprietary object tracking software application developed by
Vicon that provides data integration with robotic control systems. For integra-
tion with the UAV platform controllers that use a Robot Operating System (ROS)
framework, the vicon bridge driver [198] initiated a connection with the Vi-
con data source (Tracker software) and published the data streams as ROS topics.
4.1.4 UAV System Architecture
An overview of the complete system architecture is presented in Figure 4.5.
The DJI software development kit (SDK) ROS implementation enables commu-
nication between the ground control station and the N1 flight controller, in a ROS
environment.
Figure 4.5: An Overview of the System Architecture, Including the On-Board
Computer, Mission Specialist Interface, Vicon System, and Arduino Controller.
An Intel NUC6CAYH Mini PC with 128GB SSD and 8GB RAM was the UAV
ground control station and ran Ubuntu 14.04 and ROS Indigo for compatibility
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with the UAV on board computer. The ground control station remotely accessed
the on board computer via SSH connection over a local 5 GHz wireless network.
The motion tracking system captured positioning of the UAV using five infrared
reflective markers. Global position information was published at a rate of 30 Hz
from the Vicon server, fed to the control implementation, and stored locally.
Figure 4.6 contains a diagram of the control architecture. The onboard com-
puter communicated to the flight controller or DJI aircraft through a UART inter-
face. For flight control and navigation, the onboard computer ran the DJI SDK,
multi-sensor fusion framework, MPC formulation, low-level attitude P/PID con-
trollers, trajectory generation, and Vicon ROS client; these were accessed through
SSH by the ground control PC. The IMU in the flight controller sent and received
position data, u, through the DJI SDK. The DJI SDK received orientation, angu-
lar velocity, and body frame acceleration [Φ, Φ̇, aβ] from the IMU at 100 Hz. A
Vicon server published position, orientation, translation and angular velocity as
[p, q, ṗ, q̇] over a wireless connection at 30 Hz. A multi-sensor fusion framework
[199] filtered noisy measurements and compensated for possible delays in the Wi-
Fi connection; results from this framework were used in the roll, pitch, yaw, and
height controllers. The desired position [p∗, q∗] was set on the ground station by
either publishing position as a ROS topic or by the RC transmitter. For this trials,
positions were published as a ROS topic using rqt ez publisher [200].
4.2 System Identification
Quadrotor dynamics have been widely studied and modeled as a rigid body
frame with four attached motors [201]; however, for precision control and trajec-
tory tracking, more accurate and detailed system models and control techniques
based on these models are necessary. The development of accurate dynamic mod-
els is non-trivial. System identification can be performed through a priori mod-
eling, which normally requires a physical test bed and 3D CAD models, or by
taking a posteriori modeling approach, which relies on experimental data [202].
Developing detailed quadrotor models to account for these is often difficult due
to nonlinear dynamics, air and flapping effects, and system noise, especially for
consumer electronics where detailed information is normally not available; there-
fore, this work takes a data-driven modeling approach to identify the relationship
between system inputs and outputs.
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Figure 4.6: Detailed Diagram of the Control Architecture Illustrating the Control Nodes
and Communication Between the Vicon System, On-Board Computer, and M100 Flight
Controller.
The dynamic system model for the Matrice 100 has been previously identified
and modeled from test flight data by Sa et al. [203]; however, the M100 used in
this study was modified via the addition of a custom manipulator, which required
an updated dynamic system model. A similar data-driven approach to the one used
in [203] was implemented on the modified M100 with the attached manipulator.
The on board computer recorded input commands from the RC controller and
system outputs from the onboard IMU. Table 4.2 contains the input and output
data and transfer functions used for system identification.
Table 4.2: Input and Output Data For Each Parameter Used During the System
Identification Process [203].
System Input Output Transfer Function
Roll RC roll (rad) IMU roll (rad) 1st and 2nd order
Pitch RC pitch (rad) IMU pitch (rad) 1st and 2nd order
Yaw Rate RC yaw rate (rad/s) IMU yaw rate (rad/s) 1st and 2nd order
Vert. Vel. RC vert. vel. (m/s) IMU vert. vel. (m/s) 1st order
System identification required scaling the input RC commands to match the
output response recorded on the IMU for roll, pitch, yaw rate, an vertical velocity
commands. The scaling parameters were identified using the following nonlinear
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least squares optimization formulation [7]:




∥∥zMeask − λucmdk ∥∥2 (4.3)
Where λ = [λφ, λω, λψ̇, λż]
′ contains the scaling parameters, zMeask = [φ, θ, ψ̇, ż]
′
obtained from onboard the vehicle, and ucmdk = [uφ, uθ, uφ̇, uż] from the RC com-
mands. Table 4.3 contains the resulting parameters, and Figure 4.7 shows the
regression results for roll, pitch, yaw rate and vertical velocity systems. Using
the command scaling parameters identified in the regression step, the underlying
pitch, roll, yaw rate, and vertical velocity dynamics were identified using flight
data from two separate experiments (one for identification and one for verifica-
tion) and MATLAB R2018a [204, 205]. Both first and second order system trans-
fer functions were used to estimate the system plant for all dynamics but vertical
velocity, which only used the first order system. Table 4.2 contains a summary
of the parameters used for dynamic system identification, and Figures 4.8-4.14
shows the system identification results (MATLAB outputs are included in Ap-
pendix A).
Table 4.3: Virtual RC Input Scaling Commands.
Param. Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Average
λφ 0.4601 0.4790 0.4180 0.4524
λω 0.4675 0.4686 0.4108 0.4490
λψ̇ 1.244 1.340 1.443 1.343
λż 0.8162 0.7447 0.6447 0.7352
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(a) Pitch: Before Regression. (b) Pitch: After Regression.
(c) Roll: Before Regression. (d) Roll: After Regression.
Figure 4.7: Results for Input Command Scaling Regression for Pitch, Roll, Yaw




(e) Yaw Rate: Before Regression. (f) Yaw Rate: After Regression.
(g) Thrust: Before Regression. (h) Thrust: After Regression.
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Figure 4.8: Estimated Pitch Using a 1st Order Model With a 75.49% Fit.
Figure 4.9: Estimated Roll Using a 1st Order Model With a 77.67% Fit.
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Figure 4.10: Estimated Yaw Rate Using a 1st Order Model With a 79.89% Fit.
Figure 4.11: Estimated Pitch Using a 2nd Order Model With a 85.4% Fit.
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Figure 4.12: Estimated Roll Using a 2nd Order Model With a 88.16% Fit.
Figure 4.13: Estimated Yaw Rate Using a 2nd Order Model With a 79.99% Fit.
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Table 4.4 contains a summary of the identified system dynamics. These time
constants and gains were used in a model predictive control (MPC) scheme for
roll and pitch, and PID and P controllers for thrust and yaw rate, respectively,
following the procedures in [203].
Table 4.4: Identification of System Dynamics Parameter Summary.
Roll Pitch Yaw Rate Vertical Velocity
1st order τroll = 0.180 τpitch = 0.175 τyaw = 0.266 τheight = 0.395
Input: VRC κroll = 1.260 κpitch = 1.260 κyaw = 1.049 κheight = 2.515
Output: IMU Fit=77.67% Fit=75.49% Fit=79.89% Fit=53.06%
2nd order ωroll = 7.937 ωpitch = 7.662 ωyaw = 20.910
Input: VRC κroll = 1.157 κpitch = 1.132 κyaw = 1.046 N/A
Output: IMU ζroll = 0.543 ζpitch = 0.512 ζyaw = 2.779
Fit=88.16% Fit=85.40% Fit=79.99%
4.3.1 Roll and Pitch Controllers
A linear MPC implementation controlled the lateral position of the vehicle, lin-
earized around the hovering condition [206]. The following MPC scheme from






(xk − xref:k)TQx(xk − xref:k) + (uk − uref:k)TRu(uk − uref:k)+
(uk − uk−1)TR∆(uk − uk−1)
)
+ (xN − xref:N)TP (xN − xref:N)
(4.4)
Subject to:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk +Bddk; (4.5)
dk+1 = dk; k = 0, ..., N − 1 (4.6)
uk ∈ U (4.7)
x0 = x(t0), d0 = d(t0). (4.8)
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where Qx ≥ 0 is the state error penalty, Ru ≥ 0 is the penalty on the con-
trol input error, R∆ ≥ 0 is the penalty on the control change rate, and P is the
penalty on the terminal state error [206]. The state vector is defined as x =
(x, y, vx, vy, wφ, wω), the control input vector as u = (wuφ , wuθ), the state se-





T , the control input sequence as U = [uT0 , ...,
uTN−1]





T . The kth
reference state and control input are defined as xref:k and uref:k, respectively. The
optimization problem in equation 4.4 was solved using the FORCES Pro [207]
framework over a horizon of 20. FORCES Pro generates a tailored algorithm to
compute optimal solutions to the given MPC problem, and the result is generated
as executable C code [207].
4.3.2 Yaw and Altitude Controllers
The following PID controller was used to control velocity:







where ez(t) = z∗ − z, z∗ is the desired height, z is the current height measure-
ments, and Kp, Ki, Kd are coefficients for the proportional, integral, and deriva-
tive terms respectively. The yaw was controlled using a simple P controller:
uψ̇(t) = Kψeψ(t) (4.10)
where eψ(t) = ψ∗−ψ is the yaw angle heading error and Kψ is the coefficient for
the proportional term.
4.3.3 Hovering Test
The UAV was tested hovering in the (x, y, z) =(0,0,1) meters position using the
control implementations described above. This goals of this test were to measure
precision in station-keeping and determine the effects of propeller wash and air
turbulence present in the motion capture arena. Figure 4.15 shows results of a hov-
ering test with a one minute duration. The average position and root-mean square
error (RMSE) values for this test were as follows: x̄ = −3.32 cm, RMSEx = 2.37
cm, ȳ = 5.04 cm, RMSEy = 3.21 cm, z̄ = 98.4 cm, RMSEz = 5.34 cm.
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Figure 4.15: Hovering Test of the M100 Set to Position (0,0,100) cm, With the
Following Average Position and Root-Mean square Error (RMSE) Values: x̄ =
−3.32 cm, RMSEx = 2.37 cm, ȳ = 5.04 cm, RMSEy = 3.21 cm, z̄ = 98.4 cm,
RMSEz = 5.34 cm. The red line goes through x = 0, y = 0.
4.4 Software Description and Implementation
Previous studies found that Mission Specialists preferred a filtered display with
Pilot-only artifacts removed from the interface [48]; therefore, the Mission Spe-
cialist interface in this study contained only the information relevant for their
tasks and goals (i.e., for telemanipulation, not navigation). Figure 4.16 contains
an image of the interface, and Figure 4.17 details interface system architecture.
4.4.1 Web Server
The web server consists of two main components: the first handles the web
server implementation, and the second handles the interaction between the Ar-
duino and manipulator. The web server was built using the Flask (v1.0.2) frame-
work for Python (v3.6) [208]. In this framework, a user requests an HTML file
from a browser to interact with by opening up port 80 on the host machine. The
requested HTML file consists of five main elements: the elbow joint knob, the
base joint knob, task reset button, stow arm button, and camera views. When any
of the touch elements change state, it invokes a JavaScript method to send a POST
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request back to the server with the new states. Then, the server saves these new
states in a list and returns a new HTML page with updated information back to
the browser. After this exchange is made, the second component of the web server
performs its function.
Figure 4.16: Mission Specialist Interface Developed for this Study. The Mixed
View is Shown Here With Both the Exocentric View (Left) From a Camera
Mounted on the Back Left Leg of the UAV, and an Egocentric Camera (Right)
From a Camera Mounted on the Manipulator.
The second component of the web server handles the interaction with the Ar-
duino, which controls the manipulator servos. A method called “sendCommand”
takes no arguments and uses serial communication to communicate with the Ar-
duino. This method runs on a second thread to allow the web server and serial
communication to work in parallel. The method works by checking the current
state, or value, of the knobs and buttons respectively against their previous values
to see if any states have changed. If they have changed, a command with the syn-
tax “<” + name + “,” + value + “>” is constructed and sent over serial to move
the servo to the requested updated position.
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4.4.2 Arduino Sketch
The Arduino sketch runs on the on-board Arduino and is responsible for han-
dling all movement of the robotic manipulator. The manipulator consists of two
servos, each connected to a different data pin on the Arduino. The Arduino re-
ceives a command over serial and parses it using preset delimiters. Depending
on which servo is requested to change position, the sketch will invoke a separate
method to send the new position to the respective data line. These new positions
can range anywhere from 0◦ to 140◦ for the elbow, 0◦ to 180◦ for the base, and
pre-determined positions for the Task Reset and Stow Arm buttons.
4.4.3 Video Stream
The video streaming implementation uses done using the OpenCV library in
C++ to receive, process, and send camera data to the user interface. A large por-
tion of the C++ code was developed for an open source project at the University of
Texas [209], which was modified in this study to support two cameras instead of
one. The video stream program searches for two cameras connected via USB to
the host machine and assigns each camera to a separate object. These two objects
take pictures at a predetermined rate, encode them in a “.jpg” format, and either
stitch the images together (for the mixed condition) or send each over separately
(for the egocentric and exocentric conditions) using UDP to the user interface. On
a second thread, this program awaits user input to select which view they would
like to send to the user (exocentric, egocentric, mixed).
4.4.4 iPad User Interface
The iPad user interface is an application written in the Swift and Objective-C++
languages. Swift is Apple’s primary programming language, and Objective-C++
enabled iPad support of the OpenCV library. The interface contains an HTML
container, which displays the HTML page sent from the web server, and a UIIm-
age view, which displays images to the screen. Upon opening the “Robotic Ma-
nipulator Interface” application, the user first sees a blank text box and a ‘Send’
button. This text box requires the IP Address of the web server, which tells the
server to send back an HTML page for the HTML container to display. It also al-
lows the application to start receiving view data from the video stream application
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on the host machine. It should be noted that the web server and the video stream
operate independently, but the application requires video feed in order to process
the HTML page. This is a precaution to ensure that both the video and the web
server are running on the host machine.
Due to Apple’s support for Objective C and C++ when migrating to Swift, the
open-source code from [209] was added to the existing web server implemen-
tation with few modifications. This code listens on a UDP socket for incoming
messages, and upon receiving one of these messages, it stitches together all pack-
ets that make a single image and passes them through a decoder. This decoder
converts the image from a “.jpg” to its original format. Using a function from
OpenCV, the new image is converted from an OpenCV data type to an UIImage,
which is then returned and displayed to the user’s screen. Note that the server
originally streamed video data over a 2.4 GHz wireless network which resulted
in dropped frames and lagging video. The network was then changed to a 5 GHz
network prior to conducting the study to improve performance and reduce time
delays in the video stream, which were then negligible.
Figure 4.17: Diagram of the Interface Architecture, Including the Web Page Hosted on





This chapter presents results from a 5 subject exploratory study that evaluated
the UAV system, interface software, and three tasks. First, descriptions of the tasks
are presented, followed by an overview of participants. Then, results from the pre-
and post-questionnaires, task performance data, and biometric data are presented.
Finally, recommendations for the follow-up study are made, which include: i)
resetting the manipulator position before each task, ii) record eye tracking during
the mixed trials, and iii) vary the task starting points between trials.
5.1 Overview and Purpose
The purpose of the exploratory study was to: i) rigorously test the Mission
Specialist interface (see Figure 5.1), and ii) explore the types of tasks suitable
for manipulation by small UAS. The exploratory study took place at the Peschel
Research Group indoor flying arena located in the Biorenewables Complex at
Iowa State University. The evaluated tasks included the following: i) grasping and
dropping differently sized hoops, ii) probing and target acquisition, iii) pushing or
flipping up a small sign, and iv) verbally reading out the text written on the sign.
Each participant completed three flights, one flight per interface condition (ego-
centric, exocentric, mixed views). Each flight included three tasks to complete at
predefined waypoints and a series of questions related to visualization to answer
during the flight. During each flight, the Pilot positioned the vehicle in a starting
location, and the Mission Specialist could verbally direct the Pilot to adjust the
position as needed. The maximum duration of each flight was limited to eight
minutes for consistency and battery life considerations. The order of the interface
conditions was randomized for each subject to reduce learning effects and coun-
terbalance the exploratory study. Participants were allowed up to three minutes of
practice time with the Mission Specialist interface before completing the trials.
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Figure 5.1: Interface Used in the Exploratory Study, Including Touch-Based Con-
trol Knobs for the Manipulator and Egocentric and Exocentric Views Developed
in a Standalone iPad Application.
5.2 Participants
Exploratory Study participants were other graduate and undergraduate researcher
assistants with a connection to the research lab group who had little to no flying
experience. Detailed demographic information about each participant was col-
lected through a pre-assessment questionnaire consisting of 35 questions. Of the
five participants, one was a woman and four were men. A total of four participants
were under 25 years of age, and one participant was between ages 25 and 34. All
subjects were either undergraduate or graduate students.
5.2.1 Pre-Assessment Survey Results
Summaries of responses from the pre-assessment questionnaire are included in
Figures 5.2-5.5. A majority of participants had some prior experience using mo-
bile touch and pen-based tablet devices, with a 80% of participants using touch-
based devices continuously throughout the day. Four of the subjects considered
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their use of digital photographs/video and electronic geographic information for
decision making to be “average”, while 40% of subjects said they never used
mobile apps for decision-making in their current job. Additionally, a majority
of subjects did not create apps or geographic information for decision-making in
their current job.
Figure 5.2: Pre-Assessment Responses for the Exploratory Study Participants
(N = 5 Participants) Related to Robot and Technology Experience.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Pre-Assessment Responses (N = 5 Participants) Related to the (a)
Length of Technology Usage and (b) the Frequency of Technology Usage.
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Figure 5.4: Pre-Assessment Responses (N = 5 Participants) Related to the Use
of Technologies for Decision-Making in a Subject’s Current Job.
Figure 5.5: Pre-Assessment Responses (N = 5 Participants) Related to the Cre-
ation of Technologies Used for Decision-Making in a Subject’s Current Job.
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5.3 Measurements
There were four different types of data collected taken during the exploratory
study: i) task performance metrics, ii) pre- and post-assessment surveys, iii) bio-
physical measurements, and iv) audio and video recordings. The section below
describes results from each of these measurements.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Task Performance
Task performance measures included task completion time, task completion
rate, number of servo commands sent to the manipulator, number of manipulator
reversals, and stress indicator data (EDA response).
5.4.1.1 Task Completion Data
Table 5.1 contains the task completion time data for the exploratory study. On
average, the probing and target acquisition task took the shortest amount of time
to complete for all three conditions. The task completion rates, on average, were
80% for the egocentric condition, 100% for the exocentric condition, and 83%
for the mixed condition. The difference in completion rates was not statistically
significant, but the pushing task was the most often missed task. Missed tasks
occurred when participants took a long time to complete a given task, and due to
limited flight time and battery during the experiment, facilitators choose to end
the flight or proceed to the next task which resulted in the task being incomplete.
Table 5.1: Mean (M ) and Standard Deviation (SD) of the Task Completion Times
For All Three Interface Conditions During the Exploratory Study in Seconds.
Condition Probe Grasp Push
M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 45.30 42.69 77.18 39.22 55.93 68.39
Exocentric 35.10 23.03 57.34 25.54 68.53 48.00
Mixed 30.22 7.72 59.67 21.71 100.98 17.99
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of Task Completion Times for the Probing, Grasping, and
Pushing Tasks Across All Three Conditions (N = 5 Participants).
5.4.1.2 Servo Input Commands
The servo input commands were recorded for each flight for all five participants.
On average, subjects sent 1,060 commands to the elbow joint, 705 commands to
the base joint, and 1,765 commands total. A command was saved to a text file
each time the value in the servo control knobs changed in value, which trigged
a POST request. Note that a POST request was sent to the server each time the
knob interface elements changed by a single degree; therefore, the total number
of POST requests sent is not representative of single motion arm movements from
one starting position to another, but instead provides and estimate which joint was
more frequently operated by the subjects.
In addition to total number of servo commands, the total number of reversals
was calculated from the raw servo data. A “command reversal” was defined as re-
peated similar movements that occurred one directly after another. These repeated
movements appeared as a peak when plotting the manipulator POST requests; if
any given peak has a prominence greater than three, the movement was considered
a reversal. Figure 5.7a is an example of raw servo data for the base joint. These
data were filtered using a one-dimensional median filter, and the peaks and peak
prominence values were calculated using the findpeaks MATLAB function.
Any peak with a prominence less than three was discarded. As seen in Figure
5.7b, the circle marker appears when the identified peak is not a true reversal,
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which occur on the positive or negative sloping side of the identified peaks.
The average number of reversals for the elbow joint was 16.3, for the base joint
was 14.8, and total average reversals was 31.2. When analyzed by condition, the
total average reversals for the egocentric condition was 27.6, for the exocentric
condition was 25.8, and for the mixed condition was 41, with the base joint result-
ing in more reversals on average compared to the elbow joint.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Example of Raw Data for the Elbow Joint Commands Collected
During the Exploratory Study, with Task Reset Locations Identified by Circles
(for This Subject a Task Reset Protocol Was Tested). (b) Filtered Data With Star
Markers Identifying the Identified Peaks of Command Reversals and Circles Rep-
resenting Removed Peaks That Were Not Identified as Reversals.
5.4.2 Stress Levels
The E4 wristwatch measured electrodermal (EDA) skin response during the Ex-
ploratory Study trials. Baseline data was not captured for two of the participants,
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and stress response deviations from baseline could not be calculated for those par-
ticipants. For the remaining three participants, average baseline, condition, and
task-specific EDA responses were calculated from E4 data. The average devia-
tion from baseline for the egocentric condition was 0.222 µS, for the exocentric
condition was 0.446 µS, and for the mixed condition was 0.886 µS. The average
EDA deviation from baseline was greater than zero (indicating that stress levels
are higher during the trials), but the sample size for the Exploratory Study was
underpowered and this difference is not statistically significant. These EDA data
do indicate a trend, however, that may result in significant differences when the
statistical power and sample sizes increase during a future experimental study.
Table 5.2: Average Post-Assessment Response Scores Separated by Condition.
Question Ego. Exo. Mix.
1.
How confident did you feel in your ability to
control the manipulator with the interface?
4.2 4.25 4.5
2.
How comfortable did you feel in your ability to
control the manipulator with the interface?
4 4 4
3.
How confident did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the touching/probing task?
4.6 3.75 5
4.
How comfortable did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the touching/probing task?
4.4 4.5 4.75
5.
How confident did you feel in your ability to
instruct the Pilot to accurately control the vehicle?
4.4 3.75 4.5
6.
How comfortable did you feel in your ability to
instruct the Pilot to accurately control the vehicle?
4.4 3.25 4.25
7.
How confident did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the pushing task?
3.6 3.5 3.5
8.
How comfortable did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the pushing task?
3.6 3.75 3.5
10.
How confident did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the grasping task?
4.4 4.75 5
11.
How comfortable did you feel in your team’s
ability to perform the grasping task?
4 4.75 4.5
5.4.3 Role Empowerment and Interface Preferences
Table 5.2 includes summaries of the post-assessment responses collected af-
ter each trial. Although not significant, reported confidence levels were less on
average in the egocentric condition compared to both the exocentric or mixed
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conditions as reported in questions 1, 4, 10 and 11. Comfort generally remained
the same across all conditions, indicated by responses to questions 2, 7, and 8.
Additionally, subjects reported higher levels of confidence and comfort for com-
pleting the pushing and probing tasks under the egocentric condition, indicating
that Mission Specialist participants preferred a close-up view of the end effector
during certain tasks.
5.5 Recommendations for Future Studies
Based on results and observations from this exploratory study, three primary
recommendations were made for the subsequent experimental study:
1. Reset the position of the manipulator before the UAV reaches the task sta-
tion to prevent participants setting the arm in a desired configuration. Sub-
jects often situated the manipulator in a position ready to complete the next
task before being instructed to begin; therefore, subjects who used this“pre-
planing” strategy could reduce their task completion times compared to
participants who wait for explicit instructions to begin. Any subsequent
experimental study should include a task reset button in the interface for
participants to use prior to completing each task so the manipulator starting
position is identical across all tasks, participants, and conditions.
2. Record eye tracking to observe the amount of time spent on each view and
switching frequency between views in the mixed condition. Performance
between the exocentric and mixed conditions generally seemed to be im-
proved compared to the egocentric condition; however, there was no sig-
nificant benefit to the mixed condition during the exploratory study. To
further investigate how participants allocate their attention when given mul-
tiple views, it is recommended to place a camera directly above the interface
to record facial expressions and eye movements across the left and right
views on the interface. This camera setup was implemented for the last par-
ticipant in the exploratory study, and the data confirmed that eye tracking
was visible when recording from a camera mounted directly above the iPad
interface and provided valuable attention-related data for future trials.
3. Offset the starting position differently for tasks in each trial to avoid learn-
ing effects. Each trial consisted of three sets of similar tasks with slight vari-
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ations. To introduce more variation between tasks across trials, the starting
position of the UAV at each station should be offset slightly, but at a differ-
ent location and direction from the task for each trial. This recommendation
prevents participants from memorizing or learning the required verbal com-




EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DESIGN
This chapter describes the experimental design and protocol for a 36-subject
experiment to evaluate a focused Mission Specialist interface. First, an overview
of the study is presented followed by a description of the experimental design and
tasks. Next, the research hypotheses and expected findings are presented. The
final section includes a description of the data collection techniques.
6.1 Overview
The purpose of the experimental study was to: i) evaluate which field of view is
the most appropriate for a Mission Specialist performing aerial telemanipulation
tasks, and ii) observe and measure performance indicators and behaviors exhibited
by the Mission Specialist. All of the experimental trials took place in an indoor
laboratory in the Biorenewables Complex at Iowa State University. Participants
completed a series of tasks during each flight, which included probing, grasping,
and pushing-type tasks. The tasks were designed to be non domain-specific and
represent of a wide range of physical interactions that are possible with a UAV in
the ventral region. A total of 36 participants were included in a within-subjects
study, and the use of a dedicated Mission Specialist interface was evaluated under
three conditions: a) egocentric view from a camera mounted to the manipulator
(sometimes referred to as “eye-in-hand” view), b) exocentric view of the manipu-
lator from a camera mounted to the back leg (third-person view), and c) a mixed
exocentric–egocentric view. An overview of the experimental planning and design
process included in this chapter is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the Experimental Design Procedures Completed for Plan-
ning, Designing, and Executing this Human-Robot Interaction Study on Aerial
Telemanipulation (Adapted From [210]).
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Figure 6.2: Random Condition Assignment Ensures Counterbalancing Across All
Six Possible Interface Order Conditions. Condition Assignment Also Included
Balancing for Gender.
6.2 Experimental Design
This section presents the experimental design and research hypotheses for this
study to determine the most appropriate and preferred view for the Mission Spe-
cialist. A 36 participant within-subjects study was designed using guidelines in
Bethel et al. [210]. The G*Power software [211] calculated the number of partic-
ipants based on an a priori power analysis with the following parameters: power
equal to 0.90, single within-group design with three measures (conditions), al-
pha equal to 0.05, an estimate of mean correlation for repeated measures of 0.50,
and a medium desired effect size (f = 0.25). Each participant performed a sin-
gle trial with each of the three interface conditions for a total of three trials per
subject. Figure 6.2 illustrates the random condition order assignment and counter-
balancing applied to avoid confounds and reduce learning effects. Randomization
occurred without replacement to ensure an equal number of participants in each
of the six categories for condition order.
6.3 Description of Tasks
Participants completed three tasks per trial: a probing task, grasping task, and
combined compound pushing and visualization task. Figures 6.3 through 6.5 con-
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tain photos of the task stations. The task objects were mounted to the top of a
traffic monitoring cone approximately 1.4 m from the ground. The probing task
requirements remained the same for each trial, and participants were instructed to
touch the end effector as close as possible to the center of the target. To complete
the grasping task, participants were instructed to lift up the ring with the manipu-
lator and then release it to the ground. The grasping task used two different sized
rings: trials one and three used a ring with a 19 cm diameter, and trial two used
a ring with a 14 cm diameter. The pushing task required participants to lift up
the rectangular plate attached to the ring until it snapped to magnets at the top.
Participants were told to read aloud the numbers, letters, or characters written on
the plate. The example shown in Figure 6.3, “B?”, was used for trial three. Trial
one used the numbers “625”, and trial two used the letters “MAN”.
Figure 6.3: The Probing and Target Acquisition Station. Participants Were In-
structed to Touch the End Effector as Close as Possible to the Center of the Target,
But Any Contact Between the End Effector and Target Completed the Task. The
Ring That Each Participant Touched With the Manipulator Was Recorded for All
Trials.
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Figure 6.4: The Grasping Task Station. Participants Were Instructed to Lift Up
The Ring With the Manipulator, and Then Release it to the Ground. The Grasping
Task Used Two Different Sized Rings: Trials One and Three Used a Ring With a
19 cm Diameter, and Trial Two Used a Ring With a 14 cm Diameter. The Ring
Shown in These Images is the 14 cm Diameter Ring.
Figure 6.5: The Pushing and Visualization Task Station. Participants Were In-
structed to Lift Up the Rectangular Plate Attached to the Ring Until it Snapped
to Magnets at the Top. Participants Were Then Told to Read Aloud The Num-
bers, Letters, or Characters Written on the Plate. The Example Here, “B?”, Was
Used for Trial Three. Trial One Used the Numbers “625”, and Trial Two Used the
Letters “MAN”.
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The UAV’s starting position before each task was slightly altered each trial to
prevent participants from learning the required verbal commands issued to the
Pilot to get the UAV in the proper position. Table 6.1 shows the specific offset
values in the x and y axes for each task, where the zero position is perfectly
aligned with the task station. Note that for the probing task, the vehicle’s +x
axis aligned with the global +y axis, but for the grasping and pushing tasks, the
vehicle and global +x axes were aligned. Additionally, the Pilot controlled the
z positioning for the duration of the experiment for safety reasons, so there were
no offset positions in the z axis for any task. The task order and starting offset
positions were the same for each trial, and only the condition assignment was
randomized for each participant.
Table 6.1: Task Order and Offset Positions in Centimeters for Each Trial. The
Order and Starting Position Remained the Same Across All Three Trials for Each
Participant, and Only the Condition Order Was Randomly Assigned and Varied
Between Participants.













6.4 Description of Interface Modifications
Based on recommendations after the exploratory study, a few modifications
were made to the Mission Specialist interface and study protocol. Figure 6.7
shows the Mission Specialist interface used in the experimental study. The ad-
ditions included a task reset button and a stow arm button, as well as a timer at
the top of the screen. Participants were instructed to press the task reset button
before the UAV navigated to the task station; this ensured the starting position
of the manipulator was the same for each participants for all tasks and prevented




Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic of the Probing Task Starting Positions; (b) Schematic of
the Grasping Task Starting Positions, and (c) Schematic of the Pushing Task Start-
ing Positions. The Numbers Indicate the Approximate Location of the Starting




At the end of each flight, participants were also instructed to press the stow
arm button to make sure the manipulator was in a position that avoided damage
during landing. The timer at the top of the screen allowed participants to self-
monitor their time during each task, although the experimental moderator verbally
announced the beginning and end of each task.
6.5 Experimental Protocol
The general experimental procedure is outlined below. See section 6.6 for de-
tailed descriptions of data collected during the trials. The research assistant was
responsible for all other activities in the protocol below, unless they involve op-
erating the UAV; in that case, the Pilot was responsible for those tasks. Note that
the Pilot remained the same individual for all participants and trials throughout
the experiment.
1. Administer a consent form and verbally read it aloud to each participant.
Instruct participants to sign the form if they are interested in participating.
2. Administer the 35 question pre-assessment to assess prior robot experience,
personality, leadership experience, and touch device usage. (This question-
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Figure 6.7: The Mission Specialist Interface Used in the Experimental Study. The
Modifications Include a Task Reset Button to Reset the Manipulator Before Each
Task, a Stow Arm Button to Ensure a Safe Landing on the Manipulator, and a
Timer for Participants to Keep Track of Their Time Remaining During the Tasks.
naire is included in Appendix 9.2.2). Use this questionnaire as a screening
tool for participation; if a participant considers themselves an “expert”, ex-
clude them from the study.
3. If the participant meets all inclusion criteria, give them an instruction and
command protocol sheet to use during the experiment.
4. Allow the participant to practice using the interface on the mobile touch-
based tablet device for no more than five minutes prior to the first trial. No
performance data is collected during the practice time, but begin baseline
EDA data collection.
5. After practicing, assign the participant an order of experimental conditions
based on the previous randomized condition assignment protocol, partici-
pant number, and gender.
6. Explain the mission and tasks (read aloud from the Mission Script which
can be found in Appendix 9.2.2). Make sure the participant understands
what they are required to do during the experiment.
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7. Begin recording of video, audio, Vicon, manipulator, and wristwatch data.
8. Set up and turn on the UAV and navigate to the first station. Instruct the
participant to begin the first task. During the experiment, read the Mission
Script aloud as the participant progresses through each task. (A description
of the tasks can also be found in Appendix 9.2.2).
9. After completion of the first task, navigate the UAV to the next station and
instruct the participant to hit the Task Reset button. Once arriving at the
station starting position, instruct the participant to complete the second task
as noted in the Mission Script. Navigate the UAV to the final stations after
the participant completes the tasks as directed.
10. Return the UAV to the launch point and dis-arm the motors. Enter the arena
and turn off the vehicle. Cease all data collection.
11. After each trial, administer the appropriate post-assessment to record par-
ticipants’ self-reported confidence and comfort when using each interface.
12. Repeat steps 8 through 11 for the second and third interface conditions.
13. At the end of the experiment, ask participant what their preferred interface
view is and why they chose their preference.
6.6 Data Collection and Measurements
The experiment consisted of a within-subjects trial with four separate meth-
ods of evaluation to achieve accurate results and convergent validity, based on
the guidelines given in [210, 212]. The different data types collected during each
experiment included: i) pre- and post-assessment surveys, ii) biophysical mea-
surements, iii) task performance metrics, and iv) audio/video recordings.
6.6.1 Questionnaires
Questionnaires administered in this study included a 35 question pre-assessment
and a three 15 question post-assessments; each of these assessments is described
in greater detail below.
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6.6.1.1 Pre-Assessment Survey
A pre-assessment survey was administered to each participant to assess individ-
ual background knowledge, technology and robot experience (e.g., with hobbyist
vehicles and tablets), and leadership experience (see Appendix 9.2.2 for the com-
plete 35 question pre-assessment survey). This assessment served as a screening
tool to ensure that participants did not self-identify as expert pilots or RC hobby-
ists, to identify the types of robots (if any) participants had experience with, and
to ensure they had some experience operating touch-based devices. In addition
to questions about technology and robot experience, the pre-assessment contained
two personality assessment instruments to measure the following: i) scales of
domineering and submissiveness, and ii) locus of control.
The personality portion contained items from the Computerized Adaptive Testing-
Personality Disorder (CAT-PD) instrument [213], which was built upon the Inter-
national Personality Item Pool (IPIP) [214, 215] and targeted two specific scales:
domineering and submissiveness. Items from the IPIP are widely accepted in the
field of psychology and have been used in over 600 publications to-date [214]. The
domineering scale reflects the tendency to be controlling, dominant, and forceful
in relationships, while submissiveness reflects the yielding of power to others and
a lack of self-confidence in decision-making [214, 215]. The second personality
assessment tool targets the concept of locus of control. Originally developed by
Rotter [216], locus of control is psychological concept describing the extent to
which people believe events occur as the product of their own controllable actions
or uncontrollable factors (e.g., luck or fate). People who lean towards having an
internal locus of control strongly believe their own actions and behavior dictate the
outcome of events [217]. On the contrary, people who lean towards having an ex-
ternal locus of control strongly believe outcomes are determined by forces outside
of their control [217]. These two personality assessment instruments were chosen
because these traits are hypothesized to affect the level of interaction between the
Mission Specialist and Pilot, and task performance.
6.6.1.2 Post-Assessment Survey
Post-assessment surveys were given to evaluate self-reported role empower-
ment (confidence and comfort) for each Mission Specialist participant. There
were three post-assessment surveys, one for each experimental condition, each
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consisting of 15 questions. These surveys were given immediately after each trial
for the appropriate condition. Responses addressed confidence and comfort in
using the interface, completing tasks, and interacting with the Pilot measured on
a standard 5-point Likert scale. Appendix 9.2.2 includes these post-assessment
surveys.
6.6.2 Operator Performance
This study used the following measures of operator performance: i) success rate
(percent task completion), ii) task completion time, and iii) manipulator reversal
rate.
• Success rate (effectiveness): Sr. The percentage of tasks successfully com-
pleted each trial, measured by reviewing video captured of the robot during
each trial and recording the number of completed and incomplete tasks.
• Task completion time (efficiency): Tc. The total amount of time required
to complete a task, measured from the time instruction was given (or when
they began controlling the manipulator if they started early) to when the task
was completed. This is also measured by reviewing synced video and audio
from three cameras placed strategically around the arena.
• Reversal rate (control effort): nrev. The number of times the servo control
inputs reversed direction. A command reversal happens when similar ma-
nipulator movements occur directly one after another. This measure was
calculated using recorded input commands sent from the Mission Specialist
interface to the UAV.
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6.6.3 Biophysical Measurements
Biophysical measurements, specifically sympathetic nervous system activation,
were measured as stress level indicators [191]. Sympathetic activation increases
with stressors, whether these are physical, emotional, or cognitive. Due to the
nature of these experiments, it is unlikely that participants experienced any signif-
icant physical stress while in a seated, stationary position during the trials; there-
fore, sympathetic activation is assumed to be caused by emotional or cognitive
stressors. The skin is the only organ that is purely innervated by the sympa-
thetic nervous system and not affected by parasympathetic activation. To mea-
sure sympathetic nervous system activation, each participant wore the Empatica
E4 wristband (Empatica, Inc., Cambridge, USA) containing an EDA sensor to
monitor subtle electrical changes across the surface of the skin. Participants wore
the wristband on their non-dominant hand to avoid confounds in extra movement,
which can create a noisy signal in the data. Data recording was managed through
the E4 Realtime App, and an event marker controlled by the researcher flagged
the start of each experiment and synced the biophysical data to video data. The
data were uploaded to E4 Connect, a secure cloud storage platform managed by
Empatica. Additionally, baseline measurements were obtained by each participant
wearing the wristband before the first trial.
Figure 6.8: The Empatica E4 Wristband, AaWearable Research Device That Of-
fers Real-Time Physiological Data Acquisition and Software for In-Depth Analy-
sis and Visualization.
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Figure 6.9: An Example of a Session Measured With the E4 Wristband, Including
Electrodermal Activity (EDA) (Also Known as Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)),
Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), Acceleration, and Heart Rate (HR). The Red Lines
are Event Markers that Correspond to a Specific Time Point in the Experimental
Video, Flagging the Start of Each Trial and Enabling Synchronization Between
the Two Data Streams.
6.6.4 Video and Audio Recordings
Three cameras at stationary locations throughout the arena captured video record-
ings with audio for each trial, including a wide-angle view of the entire scene as
the primary data source (as recommended in [218]). The task completion times,
success rates, task order, and total flight times were determined by coding the
start and end of each task and flight. Verbal communication from these record-
ings were codified after each experiment to identify the frequency, type, and time
stamp of commands issue by the Mission Specialist to the Pilot. The Datavyu
[219] software was used for all video coding analyses. Additionally, a camera
placed directly above the tablet interface facing each Mission Specialist partici-
pant captured eye tracking movements. The total time spent viewing each camera
and the switching frequency between the camera views were manually processed
and measured for the mixed condition using a custom binary variable counter tool.
6.7 Research Hypotheses and Expected Findings
There were three primary hypotheses for the formal evaluation of a focused
Mission Specialist interface that assessed the effects of interface FOV on task
performance and user preference. The hypotheses address task performance, in-
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dividual preferences, and personality effects.
6.7.1 Hypothesis 1
The mixed interface view condition will improve overall Mission Specialist
task performance. A limited field-of-view can cause erroneous depth and speed
judgments [32], as well as negatively impact self-location in the remote environ-
ment when viewing it through a video feed [196]. Multiple camera views are
normally used to enhance the operator’s sense of remote presence and improve
self-location identification [180]. A potential issue with multiple viewpoints is
inappropriate attention allocation to either display [179]; however, the displays
used in this study are not overtly sensory rich (e.g., virtual environments) and
cognitive tunneling is not anticipated to be significant. Additionally, self-reported
confidence and comfort are expected to correlate with improved task performance.
Performance indicators measured in this study associated with this hypothesis in-
clude post-assessment responses, task completion measures, manipulator perfor-
mance, and electrodermal response (stress) [189, 191].
6.7.2 Hypothesis 2
Mission Specialist personality will positively influence performance if they
are domineering or have an internal locus of control, and negatively affect
performance if they are submissive or have an external locus of control. Mis-
sion Specialist participants operate as part of a human-robot team with the Pilot;
therefore, personality traits related to locus of control, domineering, and submis-
siveness are hypothesized to affect human-team performance and function. The
extroversion of a participant, which is partly indicated by scales of domineering
and submissiveness, may influence their confidence and comfort levels in verbally
engaging with the Pilot and affect performance. Additionally, their locus of con-
trol scale, or the extent to which they believe they have the potential to influence
certain outcomes, has been found to affect effort exertion [220] and persistency
[221] when completing tasks. In addition to the performance measures previously




Tasks that Mission Specialists rate as the most difficult to complete will
be more stressful and result in lower overall task performance compared
to tasks that were rated easier to complete. Actively engaging with objects
in the remote environment requires depth perception, accurate mental models of
the manipulator and vehicle, and situational awareness. Participants are likely to
rate tasks to be more difficult if they have poor situation awareness and are un-
able to create an accurate mental model of the robot and task. The perception
of task difficulty may vary with the level of information available in separate in-
terfaces, and the perception of task difficulty is hypothesized to negatively affect
overall task performance if tasks are perceived to be more difficult.This hypoth-
esis will be measured by task completion time, task completion rate, and post-
assessments/self-reporting. Additionally, electrodermal response deviation from





This section presents the results from a 36 subject study to evaluate the appro-
priate Mission Specialist interface visualization for aerial telemanipulation. First,
this section describes the demographics of participants included in this study.
Then, descriptive and inferential statistical results from the following data collec-
tion methods are presented: pre-assessment questionnaire, task performance mea-
surements, manipulator control data, biometric data, verbal commands issued by
the Mission Specialist, eye tracking movements (mixed interface condition only),
and the post-assessment questionnaires.
7.1 Participants
Participant recruitment occurred on the campus of Iowa State University through
the use of flyers, email announcements, word of mouth, and community groups
and organizations. Targeted participants were students and professionals on cam-
pus in civil, environmental, agricultural, or a related field of engineering. A total
of 37 participants were run through the study, with 36 participants successfully
completing all trials whose data are included the following analyses. Tables 7.1
and 7.2 contain summaries of demographic information, including gender, age,
and occupation. Of the 36 total participants, 29 participants (80%) self-identified
as Caucasian, three participants (8%) self-identified as Asian, one participant
(3%) self-identified as Middle Eastern, two participants (6%) self-identified as
Hispanic, and one participant (3%) self-identified as South Asian.
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Table 7.1: Summary of the Number of Participant’s (n) in Each Gender and Age
Category.
Women Men
Age Group n % n %
Under 25 years 5 29 8 40
25 to 34 years 4 24 9 45
35 to 44 years 7 41 2 10
45 to 54 years 1 6 0 0
55 years and older 0 0 1 5
Total: 17 47% 19 53%
Table 7.2: Summary of the Number of Participants (n) in Each Occupation Cate-
gory.
Occupation n % of Total
Undergraduate Student 11 31
Graduate Student 12 33
Postdoctoral Researcher 2 6
University Staff (e.g., lab coordinator, lecturer) 4 11
University Faculty 7 19
Total 36 100
7.2 Pre-Assessment Results
This section provides descriptive statistical results of responses from the pre-
assessments administered to each participant before the experiment, including
questions related to technology, robot experience, and two personality assess-
ments. The pre-assessment questions can be found in Appendix 9.2.2.
7.2.1 Technology and Robot Experience
Figures 7.1–7.4 include summaries of participant responses to the pre-assessment
questions that focused on prior experience with touch devices, robots, and flying
UAVs, and the types of technologies used for decision making in their current
occupation. All participants had touch device experience, with 86% of partici-
pants operating touch devices continuously each day. In general, participants used
touch-based devices longer and more frequently than pen-based devices. The most
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common technologies used for decision-making by participants included digital
media, verbal reports, and geographic information on electronic devices, and the
most common technologies created for decision-making also included digital me-
dia and verbal reports. Applications on mobile devices were not frequently used
and almost never created by a majority of participants for decision-making in their
current job.
A total of n = 9 participants previously owned robots: four participants owned
small, off-the-shelf quadrotors, two participants owned educational robots, three
participants owned RC toy cars, one participant owned an RC helicopter, and
one participant owned a cleaning robot (note that some participants owned more
than one robot). A total of n = 11 participants had experience flying unmanned
aircraft: seven flew RC quadrotors, three flew RC helicopters, and one flew a
fixed wing aircraft. No participants with prior flying experience claimed to have
expert-level piloting skills. A total of n = 6 participants previously operated a
robot arm (four were in a school laboratory or classroom, one was a self-built
hobbyist arm, and one was operated in a museum). Only one participant had a
pilot’s license; however, this license was for commercial aircraft and they had no
prior experience flying unmanned aircraft. A total of n = 14 participants were in
a job with a leadership role, with nine participants leading a research or lab group,
four participants leading students in an academic capacity, and one participant in
a business management position.
Figure 7.1: Pre-Assessment Responses Related to Prior Robot and Technology
Experience, Including Questions Related to Touch-Based Devices, Tablet-Based
Devices, Robot Ownership, and RC Vehicles.
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Figure 7.2: Pre-Assessment Responses Related to the Length and Frequency of
Touch and Pen-Based Tablet Usage. A Majority of Participants Had 5 to 10 Years
Experience with Touch-Based Devices and Used Them Continuously Each Day.
Figure 7.3: Pre-Assessment Responses Related to the Use of Technologies for
Decision-Making in a Participant’s Occupation. Digital Photographs and Verbal
Reports Were Used Most Frequently, and Geographic Information on Paper Was
Used Least Frequently.
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Figure 7.4: Pre-Assessment Responses Related to the Creation of Technologies
Used for Decision-Making in a Participant’s Occupation. Digital Photographs and
Verbal Reports Were Created Most Frequently, and Mobile Apps Were Created
Least Frequently.
7.2.2 Personality Assessments
This section presents results from two personality assessments given in the
pre-assessment questionnaire: a focused, abbreviated version of the Computer-
ized Adaptive Testing-Personality Disorder (CAT-PD) instrument [213] focused
on submissiveness and domineering scales, and locus of control measured by the
Internal Control Index (ICI) [222].
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7.2.2.1 CAT-PD: Domineering and Submissiveness
The questionnaire targeted two specific scales from the CAT-PD instrument:
domineering and submissiveness. The domineering scale reflects the tendency
to be controlling, dominant, and forceful in relationships, while submissiveness
reflects the yielding of power to others and a lack of self-confidence in decision-
making [214, 215]. Table 7.3 contains summary statistics for the domineering and
submissiveness scales, separated by gender. In total, six question responses were
averaged to scale domineering, and six separate question responses were averaged
to scale submissiveness. Values were reported on a five-point Likert scale. Figure
7.5 contains a scatterplot of domineering versus submissiveness scales, separated
by gender. There was no correlation between domineering and submissiveness
(ρs = .031), and there was no difference in domineering (Z = 0.286, p = .775)
or submissiveness (Z = −0.144, p = .886) scales between men and women.
Figure 7.5: Pre-Assessment Responses for Submissiveness and Domineering
Scales from Responses Recorded Based on a Five-Point Likert Scale. A Total
of Six Questions Were Used to Calculate the Average Scores for Both Domineer-
ing and Submissiveness Scales. There Was No Correlation Between Domineering
and Submissiveness (ρs = .031), and There Was No Difference in Domineer-
ing (Z = 0.286, p = .775) or Submissiveness (Z = −0.144, p = .886) Scales
Between Men and Women.
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Table 7.3: Descriptive Statistical Results for Domineering and Submissiveness
Personality Traits from the CAT-PD Scale. Responses Were Recorded on a Five-
Point Likert Scale (1=Low, 5=High).
Women Men
Scale n M SD n M SD p-value
Domineering 17 2.73 1.02 19 2.78 0.811 .775
Submissiveness 17 1.89 0.607 19 1.95 0.725 .886
7.2.2.2 Locus of Control
Locus of control was measured using a 28-question tool developed by Dut-
tweiler [222], resulting in an Internal Control Index (ICI) for each participant.
Table 7.4 contains summary statistics for the computed ICI values. A maximum
high internal locus of control response results in a score of 140, while a minimum
low internal response results in a score of 28 [222]. There was no difference in
locus of control between men and women participants (Z = −1.00, p = .318).
Table 7.4: Descriptive Statistical Results for Internal Control Index (ICI) Locus
of Control Scores. A Maximum High Internal Locus of Control Response Results
in a Score of 140, While a Minimum Low Internal Response Results in a Score
of 28. There Was No Difference In Locus of Control Between Men and Women
Participants (Z = −1.00, p = .318).
Statistics
Gender n M SD min max
Women 17 108 8.4 92 123
Men 19 104 9.2 82 114
7.3 Task Performance Measures
This section presents the results for task performance measures, including the
total trial completion time, individual task completion times, and task success rate.
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7.3.1 Total Completion Time
This section presents descriptive and inferential statistical results for the total
task completion time. The total time for each participant to complete all three
tasks was calculated for each of the three conditions by reviewing coded recorded
video and audio after each experiment and summing completion times for all tasks
for each participant.
7.3.1.1 Preliminary Analyses
A key assumption of using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is that the distribution of the dependent variable is approximately normal. This
assumption was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality [223], measures
of kurtosis and skewness, and visual inspection of the data.
The Shapiro-Wilk test, skewness, and kurtosis measures indicated that the total
task completion times were not normally distributed and positively skewed (W =
0.95, p = .001, s = 0.79, k = 3.70); similar results were found for completion
times of the probing task (W = 0.86, p < .001, s = 1.22, k = 3.61), grasping
task (W = 0.89, p < .001, s = 1.27, k = 4.40), and pushing task (W = 0.90, p <
.001, s = 0.226, k = 1.64). Figure 7.6 contains normal probability plots and
histograms of the task completion time data.
The log transformation was used to transform the data to a normal distribution.
The Shapiro-Wilk test results from the log-transformed data indicate that they
came from a normal distribution (W = 0.99, p = .403), with skewness s =
−0.109 and kurtosis k = 2.45. Figure 7.7 contains normal probability plots and
histograms of the log transformed task completion time data.
In addition to an assumption of normality, the validity of repeated measures
ANOVA relies on an assumption of sphericity, which assumes homogeneity of
variances of the differences between conditions. The assumption of sphericity
was evaluated using Mauchly’s test [224]:
s21−2 ≈ s22−3 ≈ s21−3 (7.1)
where s2A−B is the variance of the difference between conditionsA andB. Results
from Mauchly’s test for the log-transformed task completion time data indicate
that the conditions of sphericity were met (W = 0.99, p = .985).
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Figure 7.6: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Positively
Skewed Task Completion Time Data for the Probing Task, Grasping Task, Pushing
Task, and Total Task Completion Time (s = 0.79, k = 3.70, Shapiro-Wilk Test:
W = 0.95, p = .001).
Figure 7.7: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Log-
Transformed, Normally Distributed Task Completion Time Data for the Prob-
ing Task, Grasping Task, Pushing Task, and Total Task Completion Time (s =
−0.109, k = 2.45, Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.99, p = .403).
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7.3.1.2 Effect of Interface Condition on Total Task Completion Time
Table 7.5 presents the descriptive statistics for the total task completion time
data for each interface condition, including mean (M ), standard deviation (SD),
minimum, and maximum. Figure 7.8 contains box and dot plots of the total task
completion time data. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the
effects of interface condition on total task completion time. Results indicate that
there was no difference in total task completion time between interface conditions
(F (2, 70) = 2.37, p = .101), and Hypothesis 1, which states that the mixed condi-
tion will improve task completion time compared to the egocentric and exocentric
conditions, was not supported with these data.
Figure 7.8: Box and Dot Plots of Total Trial Completion Times for All Con-
ditions. Results of a Repeated Measures ANOVA Indicate That There Was
No Difference in Total Task Completion Time Between Interface Conditions
(F (2, 70) = 2.37, p = .101). The White Bar Represents the Mean (M ), the Dark
Shaded Area is the Standard Error of the Mean (SEM), and the Lighter Colored
Shaded Areas Represent One Standard Deviation (SD).
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Table 7.5: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Time in Seconds Required
to Complete All Tasks (Probing, Grasping, and Pushing) for Each Condition. The
Maximum Allowable Time for Individual Tasks Was 120 Seconds, With a Total
Maximum Allowable Time of 360 Seconds.
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 170 72.9 61.4 360
Exocentric 36 146 54.3 74.0 260
Mixed 36 166 53.3 62.0 302
7.3.1.3 Gender Effects on Total Task Completion Time
In total, 17 participants were women and 19 participants were men. Table 7.6
contains descriptive statistics for total task time separated by gender. A unpaired
Welch’s t-test was conducted to determine the effects of gender on total task com-
pletion time. Results indicate there was no gender effect on total task completion
time for the egocentric condition (t(34) = 1.64, p = .111), exocentric condition
(t(34) = −0.01, p = .989), or the mixed condition (t(34) = 1.08, p = .286).
Table 7.6: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Time in Seconds Re-
quired to Complete All Tasks Categorized by Gender and Condition. There Was
No Gender Effect on Total Task Completion Time for the Egocentric Condition
(t(34) = 1.64, p = .111), Exocentric Condition (t(34) = −0.01, p = .989), or the
Mixed Condition (t(34) = 1.08, p = .286).
Women Men
Condition n M SD n M SD p-value
Egocentric 17 152 58.2 19 191 83.5 .111
Exocentric 17 146 48.3 19 146 61.7 .989
Mixed 17 157 49.7 19 176 56.7 .286
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7.3.1.4 Learning Effects for Total Task Completion Time
One concern of a within-subjects design is the presence of “learning effects’”,
or improved performance of a single participant between subsequent trials. A one-
way repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for effects of trial number on
total task completion time. Results indicate that no learning effects were present,
as there was no difference in total task completion time between trials (F (2, 70) =
1.33, p = .271). Table 7.7 contains descriptive statistics for total task completion
time for the ordered trials.
Table 7.7: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Time in Seconds Required
to Complete All Tasks by Trial Number. There Was No Difference In Total Task
Completion Time Between Trials (F (2, 70) = 1.33, p = .271).
Statistics
Trial N M SD min max
1 36 172 62.2 61.9 360
2 36 155 59.6 78.8 360
3 36 155 61.8 61.4 302
7.3.2 Task Completion Times
This section presents descriptive and inferential statistical results of completion
times for the probing task, grasping task, and pushing task. Figure 7.9 contains
box and dot plots of the individual task completion time data across all three
conditions.
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Figure 7.9: Box and Dot Plots of the Task Completion Times for Tasks Across All
Conditions. The Black Horizontal Bars and ∗ Indicate A Difference Between The
Pushing Task Time for Egocentric and Exocentric Conditions at p < .01. The Red
Horizontal Bar at the Top Indicates Tasks that Failed at 120 Seconds and Reached
the Maximum Time Limit for Task Completion.
7.3.2.1 Probe-Type Task Completion Time
Descriptive statistics for the probing task completion times for each condition
are shown in Table 7.8. Results from a one way repeated measures ANOVA in-
dicate there was no effect of interface condition on probing task completion time
(F (2, 70) = 0.029, p = .950), and Hypothesis 1 was not supported.
Table 7.8: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Probe-Type Task Completion
Time in Seconds for Each Condition. There Was No Difference In Probing Task
Completion Time Between Conditions (F (2, 70) = 0.029, p = .950).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 50.0 37.3 8.48 120
Exocentric 36 44.7 28.8 9.71 120
Mixed 36 42.3 22.0 7.60 105
7.3.2.2 Grasp-Type Task Completion Time
Descriptive statistics for the grasping task completion times for each condition
are shown in Table 7.9. Results from a one way repeated measures ANOVA indi-
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cate there was no effect of interface condition on grasping task completion time
(F (2, 70) = 1.41, p = .251), and Hypothesis 1 was not supported.
Table 7.9: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Grasp-Type Task Completion
Time in Seconds for Each Condition. There Was No Difference In Grasping Task
Completion Time Between Conditions (F (2, 70) = 1.41, p = .251).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 43.1 26.1 11.3 120
Exocentric 36 47.1 27.2 9.20 120
Mixed 36 48.3 20.8 18.22 104
7.3.2.3 Push-Type Task Completion Time
Descriptive statistics for the pushing task completion times for each condition
are shown in Table 7.10. Results from a one way repeated measures ANOVA
indicate that there was a difference in pushing task completion time between con-
ditions (F (2, 70) = 4.49, p = .014). A post hoc analysis with Bonferroni adjust-
ment to compensate for multiple comparisons was used to locate the differences
between means, and the pushing task completion time for the egocentric condition
was greater than the exocentric condition (p < .01). The other pairwise compar-
isons were not different, and Hypotheses 1 and 3 was only partially supported.
Table 7.10: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Push-Type Task Completion
Time in Seconds for Each Condition. There Was a Difference In Pushing Task
Completion Time Between Conditions (F (2, 70) = 4.49, p = .014). The Push-
ing Task Completion Time for the Egocentric Condition Was Greater Than the
Exocentric Condition (p < .01).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 77.2 38.0 15.7 120
Exocentric 36 54.4 30.8 11.0 120
Mixed 36 75.1 33.9 13.0 120
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7.3.2.4 Task Completion Time Within Conditions
This section compares task times within each condition (see Figure 7.10). One-
way, repeated measures ANOVA tests were used to compare task time for the
probing, grasping, and pushing tasks separately for each condition. Results in-
dicate that there was a difference in completion times between tasks for the ego-
centric condition (F (2, 70) = 3.96, p < .001). A post hoc multiple compar-
isons test indicate that the pushing task (M = 77.2, SD = 38.0) took longer
than the grasping task (M = 43.1, SD = 26.1, p < .001) and probing task
(M = 50.0, SD = 37.3, p = .002) for the egocentric condition. For the exo-
centric condition, there was no difference between completion time for the prob-
ing (M = 44.7, SD = 28.8), grasping (M = 47.1, SD = 27.2), and push-
ing tasks (M = 54.4, SD = 30.8), F (2, 70) = 1.34, p = .270. For the mixed
condition, results indicate there was a difference between task completion times
(F (2, 70) = 13.7, p < .001). A post hoc multiple comparisons test indicate that
the pushing task (M = 75.1, SD = 33.9) took longer than the grasping task
(M = 48.3, SD = 20.8, p < .001) and probing task (M = 42.3, SD = 22.0, p <
.001). Hypothesis 3, which states the pushing task will be the most difficult for
Mission Specialists to complete, was supported by these data.
Figure 7.10: Box and Dot Plots of the Task Completion Times for All Tasks
Within Each Condition. ∗∗Pushing Task Time Greater Than Probing (p = .002)
and Grasping (p < .001); ∗Pushing Task Time Greater Than Both Probing and
Grasping at p < .001. The Red Horizontal Bar at the Top Indicates Tasks that
Failed at 120 Seconds and Reached the Maximum Time Limit for Task Comple-
tion
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7.3.3 Task Success Rate
Success rate Sr for each participant was measured as the number of tasks com-
pleted per trial, with possible values Sr ∈ [0, 3]. These data were measured
through scales that are not intervally distributed and did not meet the assump-
tions of ANOVA; therefore, the non parametric Friedman’s two way analysis of
variance was used to test if the repeated success measures are from the same dis-
tribution [225].
7.3.3.1 Effect of Condition on Task Success Rate
Descriptive statistics for the task success rate for each condition are shown in
Table 7.11, and Figure 7.11 contains a bar chart summarizing the number and type
of tasks missed for all conditions. Of the total N = 38 missed tasks, the probing
task was missed n = 6 times, the grasping task was missed n = 10 times, and the
pushing task was missed n = 22 times.
Results from Friedman’s test show that there was a difference in task comple-
tion success rate between conditions (χ2(2, N = 36) = 10.7, p = .005). A post
hoc test with Bonferroni adjustment was used to located the differences. Results
show that the task success rate for the egocentric condition had a mean column
rank smaller than the success rate for both the exocentric condition (p = .016) and
the mixed condition (p = .012), but the success rates for the exocentric and mixed
conditions were not different (p = .999). Hypothesis 1 was partially supported
with these data.
Table 7.11: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Tasks Successfully
Completed for Each Condition.There Was a Difference in Task Completion Suc-
cess Rate Between Conditions (χ2(2, N = 36) = 10.7, p = .005), and the Success
Rate for the Egocentric Condition Was Less Than Both the Exocentric Condition
(p = .016) and Mixed Condition (p = .012).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 2.36 0.90 0 3
Exocentric 36 2.78 0.48 1 3
Mixed 36 2.81 0.40 2 3
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Figure 7.11: Number of Tasks Missed During the Trials, Categorized by Interface
Condition and Task Type (Total Number of Missed Tasks for All Conditions and
Trials Was N = 38).
7.3.3.2 Effect of Trial on Task Success Rate
Descriptive statistics for the task success rate for the ordered trials are shown in
Table 7.12. Results from Friedman’s test show that there was a difference in task
completion rate between trials (χ2(2, N = 36) = 6.42, p = .040). A post hoc test
with Bonferroni adjustment indicates that the success rate for the first trial had a
mean column rank smaller than the success rate for the third trial (p = .036), but
the mean column rank of the first and second trials (p = .970) and second and
third trials (p = .381) were not different.
Table 7.12: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Tasks Successfully
Completed for Each Trial. There Was a Difference in Task Completion Rate Be-
tween Trials (χ2(2, N = 36) = 6.42, p = .040), and the First Trial Had a Smaller
Success Rate Than the Third Trial (p = .036). The Success Rates for the First and
Second (p = .970) and Second and Third (p = .381) Trials Were Not Different.
Statistics
Trial N M SD min max
1 36 2.5 0.74 0 3
2 36 2.63 0.72 0 3
3 36 2.81 0.47 1 3
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7.4 Manipulator Performance
This section presents statistical results for measures of manipulator perfor-
mance, including the number of commands sent to the manipulator and the ma-
nipulator reversal rate.
7.4.1 Manipulator Commands Sent
The total number of commands sent to the manipulator from the mobile in-
terface was recorded for each trial. A command was logged as a single POST
request, and each individual degree change in either the base or elbow joint trig-
gered a single request. For example, if a participant moved the manipulator from
85 degrees to 95 degrees, ten POST requests were logged; therefore, the manip-
ulator command data were an indication of a participant’s amount of interaction
with each joint knob within the interface.
7.4.1.1 Preliminary Analyses
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the nor-
mality of the manipulator command data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, and skewness
and kurtosis parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. The dis-
tribution of total number of manipulator commands sent was positively skewed
(s = 1.45, k = 5.54), and the results from the Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.88, p <
.001) indicate the data were not from a normal distribution (see Figure 7.12).
A logarithmic transformation was applied to the servo command data to trans-
form them to a normal distribution. The log-transformed command data had pa-
rameters of skewness s = 0.17 and kurtosis k = 2.73; additionally, performing
the Shapiro-Wilk test resulted in failing to reject the null hypothesis that the data
came from a normal distribution (W = 0.99, p = .851). Figure 7.13 shows the
normal probability plots and histograms for the log-transformed data. Addition-
ally, results from Mauchly’s test indicate that the conditions of sphericity were
met for the total number of manipulator commands sent (χ2 = 0.305, p = .858).
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Figure 7.12: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Posi-
tively Skewed Manipulator Command Data for the Elbow and Base Joints (s =
1.45, k = 5.54, Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.88, p < .001).
Figure 7.13: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Log-
Transformed, Normally Distributed Manipulator Command Data for the Elbow
and Base Commands (s = 0.17, k = 2.73., Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.99, p =
.851).
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7.4.1.2 Effect of Condition on Manipulator Commands
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.13 for number of commands sent
to the base, elbow, and total number of commands for each condition. There
was no effect of interface condition on the number of commands sent to the base
(F (2, 70) = 0.87, p = .425), the number of commands sent to the elbow joint
(F (2, 70) = 0.46, p = .631), or the total number of commands sent to the ma-
nipulator (F (2, 70) = 1.12, p = .332). Additionally, there was no interaction
between interface condition and manipulator joint to which the commands are
sent (F (2, 140) = 0.59, p = .56).
Table 7.13: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Manipulator Com-
mands for Each Condition (N = 36). There Was No Effect of Interface Condition
on the Number of Commands Sent to the Base (F (2, 70) = 0.87, p = .425), the
Number of Commands Sent to the Elbow (F (2, 70) = 0.46, p = .631), or the
Total Number of Commands Sent to the Manipulator (F (2, 70) = 1.12, p = .332)
Base Elbow Total
Condition M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 492 299 481 341 973 502
Exocentric 387 237 467 361 853 512
Mixed 429 219 418 256 847 333
7.4.1.3 Effect of Trial Number on Manipulator Commands
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.14 for the total number of servo
commands sent for each ordered trial. There was no effect of trial number on
the number of commands sent to the base joint (F (2, 70) = 0.08, p = .921), the
number of commands sent to the elbow joint (F (2, 70) = 0.38, p = .683), or the
total number of commands sent to the manipulator (F (2, 70) = 0.29, p = .746).
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Table 7.14: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Manipulator Com-
mands for Each Trial (N = 36). There Was No Effect of Trial Number on the
Number of Commands Sent to the Base Joint (F (2, 70) = 0.08, p = .921), the
Elbow Joint (F (2, 70) = 0.38, p = .683), or the Total Number of Commands
(F (2, 70) = 0.29, p = .746).
Base Elbow Total
Trial M SD M SD M SD
1 424 234 435 366 859 487
2 454 254 454 326 908 483
3 431 281 476 273 907 405
7.4.2 Manipulator Reversal Rate
This section presents statistical results for the number of reversals performed
with the manipulator. The reversal rates were calculated on per trial basis, not for
individual tasks, because the manipulator control POST requests were not time-
stamped, and time synchronization with other data streams was not possible.
7.4.2.1 Preliminary Analysis
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the normal-
ity of the manipulator command data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, and skewness and
kurtosis parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. Figure 7.14
contains normal probability plots and histograms of the reversal rate data, which
were positively skewed (s = 2.15, k = 10.1). Results from the Shapiro-Wilk test
conducted on the total reversal rate data (p < .001,W = 0.81) also indicate they
were not from a normal distribution.
A logarithmic transformation was applied to the base, elbow, and total rever-
sal rate data. The log-transformed total reversal rate data resulted in skewness
s = 0.18 and kurtosis k = 3.11; additionally, the Shapiro-Wilk test failed to
reject the null hypothesis that the data came from a normal distribution (p =
.482,W = 0.99). Figure 7.15 shows the normal probability plots and histograms
for the log-transformed data. Results from Mauchly’s test indicate that conditions
of sphericity for the log-transformed data were met (χ2 = 0.107, p = .948).
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Figure 7.14: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Posi-
tively Skewed Manipulator Reversal Rate Data (s = 2.15, k = 10.1, Shapiro-Wilk
Test: p < .001,W = 0.81).
Figure 7.15: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Log-
Transformed, Normally Distributed Reversal Rate Data (s = 0.18, k = 3.11
Shapiro-Wilk Test: p = .482,W = 0.99).
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7.4.2.2 Effect of Condition on Manipulator Reversal Rate
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.15 for the base, elbow, and total
number of command reversals for each condition; box and dot plots of these data
are shown in Figure 7.16. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA test was used to
determine the effects of interface condition on manipulator reversal rates. Results
indicate there was no effect of interface condition on number of reversals for the
base (F (2, 70) = 0.208, p = .813), elbow (F (2, 70) = 1.72, p = .187), or the
total number of reversal rates with the manipulator (F (2, 70) = 1.83, p = .169).
Table 7.15: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Manipulator Com-
mand Reversals for Each Condition. There Was No Effect of Interface Condition
on Number of Reversals for the Base Joint (F (2, 70) = 0.208, p = .813), Elbow
Joint (F (2, 70) = 1.72, p = .187), or the Total Number of Reversal Rates with the
Manipulator (F (2, 70) = 1.83, p = .169)
Base Elbow Total
Condition N M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 36 11.4 8.4 10.8 6.2 22.2 12
Exocentric 36 9.8 6.5 9.1 8.0 18.9 13.0
Mixed 36 9.9 6.3 9.8 5.4 19.8 9.3
Figure 7.16: Box and Dot Plots of the Manipulator Reversal Rate for All Condi-
tions. The Mean Number of Total Reversals was M = 22.2 for the Egocentric
Condition, M = 18.9 for the Exocentric Condition, and M = 19.8 for the Mixed
Condition.
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7.4.2.3 Effect of Trial Number on Manipulator Reversal Rate
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.16 for the total number of rever-
sal rates for the base, elbow, and total command reversals for each ordered trial.
A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA test was used to determine the effect of
trial number on reversal rates. Results indicate that trial number did not affect
the number of reversals for the base joint (F (2, 70) = 0.149, p = .862), elbow
joint (F (2, 70) = 0.265, p = .775), or the total number of reversal rates with the
manipulator (F (2, 70) = 0.264, p = .769).
Table 7.16: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Manipulator Com-
mand Reversals for Each Trial. There Was No Effect of Trial Number on The
Number of Reversals for the Base Joint (F (2, 70) = 0.149, p = .862), Elbow
Joint (F (2, 70) = 0.265, p = .775), or the Total Number of Reversal Rates With
the Manipulator (F (2, 70) = 0.264, p = .769).
Base Elbow Total
Trial N M SD M SD M SD
1 36 9.8 7.0 9.7 5.7 19.5 10.6
2 36 10.8 7.8 10.7 8.0 22.4 14.0
3 36 10.6 6.5 9.3 6.0 19.9 10.2
7.5 Biometric Data
This section presents descriptive and inferential statistical results for the elec-
trodermal (EDA) response data in micro Siemens (µS) collected from the Empat-
ica e4 wristwatch during the trials. Data from three participants were removed
due to technical issues with the Empatica wristband which resulted in data not
being properly collected. In total, data from N = 33 participants were used for
the following analyses, with n = 19 men and n = 14 women.
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7.5.1 EDA Response Deviation from Baseline
This section provides statistical analyses for the average EDA response devi-
ation from baseline calculated for each experimental condition. The Empatica
wristwatch data were synced to the video data at the beginning of each trial, and
the time stamps for the beginning and ending of each trial were calculated from
the coded video and audio. Using these synchronized data, the EDA responses for
the duration of each trial (three total per participant) were calculated and filtered
to removed artifacts. Then, the EDA response time series were averaged for each
condition. Finally, the average baseline response (measured during the practice
flight) was subtracted from the averaged data from each trial; this accounted for
individual differences in EDA levels and provided a basis for comparison.
7.5.1.1 Preliminary Analyses
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the nor-
mality of the EDA response data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, and skewness and
kurtosis parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. The sum
of the biometric data distributions was positively skewed (skewness s = 2.08,
kurtosis k = 10.49) as can be seen from Figure 7.17 and the results from the
Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.69, p < .001). The log and Box Cox transformations
were unable to transform the eye tracking data to a normal distribution; therefore,
nonparametric tests were used to analyze these data.
Figure 7.17: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Posi-
tively Skewed EDA Response Data for All Conditions. (s = 2.08, k = 10.49,
Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.69, p < .001).
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7.5.1.2 Effect of Condition on EDA Response
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.17 for the average EDA response
deviation from baseline in micro Siemens (µS) for each condition, and Figure 7.18
contains box and dot plots of these data. Results from the Wilcoxon signed rank
test show that the EDA deviations from baseline were from a distribution with a
mean larger than zero for the egocentric (Z = 3.06, p = .001), exocentric (Z =
2.86, p = .002), and mixed conditions (Z = 3.02, p = .001). The nonparametric
Friedman’s test was used to determine the effects of condition on average EDA
response deviation from baseline. Results indicate there was no effect of condition
on EDA response deviation from baseline (χ2(2, N = 33) = 0.240, p = .886).
Table 7.17: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Average EDA Response (µS)
Deviation from Baseline for Each Condition. There Was No Effect of Condition
on EDA Response Deviation From Baseline (χ2(2, N = 33) = 0.240, p = .886)
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 33 1.14 3.15 -5.86 15.3
Exocentric 33 1.08 3.23 -6.59 12.1
Mixed 33 1.27 2.51 -0.364 10.5
7.5.1.3 Effect of Trial Number on EDA Response
Average deviations from baseline were calculated using the same procedure
from the previous section; however, in this case the responses were evaluated by
trial number, not condition. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.18 for
the average EDA response deviation from baseline in micro Siemens (µS) for the
ordered trials; these data are also shown in box and dot plots in Figure 7.19. There
was an effect of trial number on EDA deviation from baseline (χ2(2, N = 33) =
6.54, p = .038). A post hoc analysis with Bonferroni adjustment to compensate
for multiple comparisons was used to locate the differences. The EDA deviations
from baseline during the first trial were less than the second trial data (p = .035).
The other pairwise comparisons were not different.
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Figure 7.18: Box and Dot Plots of the EDA Response Deviation From Baseline
in µS. The Average Response Deviation was M = 1.14 for the Egocentric Con-
dition, M = 1.08 for the Exocentric Condition, and M = 1.27 for the Mixed
Condition. Average EDA Responses Were Statistically Greater Than Zero for All
Conditions (Blue Line), (all p < .005).
Figure 7.19: Box and Dot Plots of the EDA Response Deviation From Baseline
in µS. The Average Response Deviation was M = 1.06 for Trial 1, M = 1.35 for
Trial 2, and M = 1.08 for Trial 3. EDA Deviations From Baseline During Trial 2
Were Greater Than the Trial 1(p = .035).
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Table 7.18: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Average EDA Response (µS)
Deviation from Baseline for Each Trial. There Was an Effect of Trial Number On
EDA Deviation From Baseline (χ2(2, N = 33) = 6.54, p = .038), and the EDA
Deviations From Baseline During Trial 2 Were Greater Than Trial 1 (p = .035).
Statistics
Trial N M SD min max
1 33 1.06 2.23 -0.36 10.5
2 33 1.35 3.70 -5.86 15.3
3 33 1.08 2.78 -6.59 12.1
7.5.1.4 Effect of Task Type on EDA Response
The EDA responses for the duration of each task (3 tasks x 3 conditions = 9
total tasks) were calculated and filtered to removed artifacts. The task-specific
EDA responses were averaged, and the baseline response was subtracted to ac-
count for individual differences in EDA levels. Descriptive statistics are shown
in Table 7.19 for the average EDA deviation from baseline during each task in
micro Siemens (µS) for all conditions; these data are also shown in Figure 7.20.
Friedman’s test was used to test the effects of condition on EDA response de-
viation from baseline. Results indicate there was no effect of condition EDA
baseline deviations for the probing task (χ2(2, N = 33) = 3.89, p = .144),
the grasping task (χ2(2, N = 33) = 0.182, p = .913), and the pushing task
(χ2(2, N = 33) = 2.36, p = .307). Hypothesis 2 is not supported with these data.
Figure 7.20: Box and Dot Plots of the EDA Response Deviation From Baseline
in µS for All Tasks and Conditions. There Was No Condition Effect for Any
Task (Probe: χ2(2, N = 33) = 3.89, p = .144, Grasp: χ2(2, N = 33) = 0.182,
p = .913, Push: χ2(2, N = 33) = 2.36, p = .307).
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Table 7.19: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Average EDA Deviation from
Baseline for Each Condition. There Was No Condition Effect on EDA Base-
line Deviations for Any Task (Probe: χ2(2, N = 33) = 3.89, p = .144, Grasp:
χ2(2, N = 33) = 0.182, p = .913, Push: χ2(2, N = 33) = 2.36, p = .307).
Probe Grasp Push
Condition N M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 33 1.15 2.96 1.24 3.44 0.98 3.22
Exocentric 33 1.08 3.50 1.13 3.54 0.93 3.01
Mixed 33 1.04 2.31 1.19 2.34 1.37 2.70
7.6 Verbal Commands
This section presents statistical results for the total number of verbal commands
given by the Mission Specialist to the Pilot. Only specific commands for vehicle
control are included in this analysis, although all verbal communication by the
Mission Specialist was recorded during video coding. Verbal commands included
directions to move the vehicle left, right, forward, or backward.
7.6.1 Number of Verbal Commands
This section presents the descriptive and inferential statistical results for the
number of verbal commands given by the Mission Specialist for each condition.
The total number of verbal commands were calculated by summing the number
of commands given for each task recorded during the video coding procedure.
7.6.1.1 Preliminary Analyses
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the nor-
mality of the verbal command data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, skewness and kur-
tosis parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. The verbal
command data were positively skewed (s = 1.51, k = 5.87, Shapiro-Wilk Test:
W = 0.88, p < .001) as can be seen from Figure 7.21.
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Figure 7.21: Normal Probability Plot (Left) of the Total Number of Mission Spe-
cialist Verbal Commands for Each Condition, and Histogram (Right) of the Total
Number of Verbal Commands for All Conditions Combined (s = 1.51, k = 5.87,
Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.88, p < .001).
Figure 7.22: Normal Probability Plot (Left) of the Log-Transformed, Normally
Distributed Verbal Command Data for Each Condition, and Histogram (Right) of
the Log-Transformed Total Number of Verbal Commands (s = −0.37, k = 3.29,
Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.98, p = .120).
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The verbal command data were log-transformed to a normal distribution (Shapiro-
Wilk test W = 0.98, p = .120), with skewness s = −0.37 and kurtosis k = 3.29.
The normal probability plots and histogram of the log-transformed data are shown
in Figure 7.22. Conditions of sphericity were met for the log-transformed total
number of verbal commands by the Mission Specialist (χ2 = 2.48, p = .289).
7.6.1.2 Effect of Condition on Number of Verbal Commands
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.22 for the total number of commands
given by the Mission Specialist for each condition. Friedman’s test was used to
test the effects of condition on total number of verbal commands given by the
Mission Specialist. Results indicate there was no difference in the total number
of verbal commands sent between conditions (F (2, 70) = 0.79, p = .456), and
Hypothesis 3 was not supported.
Table 7.20: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Number of Verbal Com-
mands Given for Each Condition. There Was No Difference in the Total Number
of Verbal Commands Sent Between Conditions (F (2, 70) = 0.79, p = .456).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 8.94 5.49 1.0 20
Exocentric 36 7.75 5.89 0.0 32
Mixed 36 9.00 5.94 1.0 27
7.6.1.3 Effect of Trial Number on Number of Verbal Commands
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.21 for the total number of commands
for each trial. Friedman’s test was used to test the effects of trial on total number
of verbal commands given by the Mission Specialist. Results indicate there was
no difference in the total number of Mission Specialist verbal commands given
between trials (F (2, 70) = 2.00, p = .143).
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Table 7.21: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Number of Verbal Com-
mands Given for Each Trial. There Was No Difference in the Total Number of
Mission Specialist Verbal Commands Given Between Trials (F (2, 70) = 2.00,
p = .143)
Statistics
Trial N M SD min max
1 36 7.58 5.50 1.0 27
2 36 9.14 6.12 1.0 32
3 36 9.00 5.60 2.0 27
7.6.1.4 Effect of Task Type on Number of Verbal Commands
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.22 for the total number of verbal
commands given for all tasks and conditions; box and dot plots of these data are
shown in Figure 7.23. A two-way, repeated measures ANOVA was used to test
the effects of two independent variables (task type and condition) on the num-
ber of verbal commands. There was a main effect of task type (F (2, 210) =
8.07, p < .001), indicating differences in verbal commands between probing
(M = 2.24, SD = 1.19), grasping (M = 2.85, SD = 2.05), and pushing
(M = 3.48, SD = 3.69) tasks. There was an interaction between condition
and task type (F (4, 210) = 3.38, p = .010). A post hoc analysis with Bonfer-
roni adjustment was used to locate the differences. For the egocentric condition,
the number of pushing task verbal commands was greater than the probing task
(p = .003). There were no differences in verbal commands between tasks for the
exocentric condition. For the mixed condition, the pushing task verbal commands
were greater than the probing task (p = .003), and the number of commands given
during the pushing task was greater than the grasping task (p = .034). These data
indicate that the pushing task required more verbal commands and may have been
more challenging, and Hypothesis 2 was partially supported with these data.
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Figure 7.23: Box and Dot Plots of the Total Number of Verbal Commands Issues
for Each Task and Condition. The Horizontal Bars Indicate That: **The Pushing
Task Completion Time is Different From the Probing Task Completion Time for
the Egocentric Condition at p < .01, and *The Pushing Task Completion Time
Was Different From Both the Grasping and Probing Task Completion Times for
the Mixed Condition at p < .01.
Table 7.22: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Number of Verbal Com-
mands Given for Each Task, for All Conditions. There Was A Main Effect of
Task Type (F (2, 210) = 8.07, p < .001), and an Interaction Between Condition
and Task Type (F (4, 210) = 3.38, p = .010).
Probe Grasp Push
Condition N M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 36 2.03 1.54 2.91 2.39 4.00 3.47
Exocentric 36 2.50 2.86 2.97 2.05 2.31 2.46
Mixed 36 2.19 1.19 2.67 1.67 4.14 4.61
7.6.2 Verbal Command Rates
This section presents statistical results for the Mission Specialist verbal com-
mand rates. The verbal command rate was calculated for all trials and tasks as the
total number of commands given by the Mission Specialist per minute.
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7.6.2.1 Preliminary Analysis
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the nor-
mality of the verbal command rate data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, skewness and
kurtosis parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. The verbal
command rate data (number of commands per minute) were positively skewed
(s = 1.10, k = 4.48, Shapiro-Wilk W = 0.92, p < .001). Figure 7.24 contains
normal probability plots and histogram of the verbal command rate data.
Figure 7.24: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Pos-
itively Skewed Command Rate Data (s = 1.10, k = 4.48, Shapiro-Wilk Test:
W = 0.92, p < .001).
Figure 7.25: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Nor-
mally Distributed Command Rate Data (s = 0.038, k = 2.34, Shapiro-Wilk Test:
W = 0.99, p = .600).
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The verbal command rate data were transformed using the square root function
(the log transformation was too strong) to a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test
W = 0.99, p = .600), with skewness s = 0.038 and kurtosis k = 2.34. Condi-
tions of sphericity were met for the square root transformed verbal command rate
data (χ2 = 2.96, p = .230). The normal probability plots and histogram of the
transformed verbal command rate data are shown in Figure 7.25.
7.6.2.2 Effect of Condition on Verbal Command Rate
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.23 for the verbal command rates of
the Mission Specialists for each condition, and Figure 7.26 contains box and dot
plots of the verbal command rate data. A repeated measures ANOVA was used
to test the effects of condition on Mission Specialist verbal command rate. Re-
sults indicate there was no difference in verbal command rate between conditions
(F (2, 70) = 0.081, p = .923), and Hypothesis 3 was not supported.
Table 7.23: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Verbal Command Rate for Each
Condition. There Was No Difference in Verbal Command Rate Between Condi-
tions (F (2, 70) = 0.081, p = .923).
Statistics
Condition N M SD min max
Egocentric 36 3.63 2.31 0.161 8.29
Exocentric 36 3.51 2.39 0.161 11.5
Mixed 36 3.44 2.21 0.321 11.7
7.6.2.3 Effect of Trial Number on Verbal Command Rate
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.24 for the verbal command rates
for each trial. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the effects of trial
number on Mission Specialist verbal command rate. Results indicate there was an
effect of trial order on verbal command rate (F (2, 70) = 4.47, p = .015). A post
hoc comparison found that the verbal command rate for trial two was greater than
trial one (p = .049), and the verbal command rate for trial three was marginally
greater than trial one (p = .076).
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Figure 7.26: Box and Dot Plots of the Verbal Command Rate Data for Each Con-
dition. The Average Verbal Command Rate (Commands Per Minute) for the Ego-
centric Condition Was M = 3.63, for the Exocentric Condition Was M = 3.51,
and for the Mixed Condition Was M = 3.44. There Was No Difference in Verbal
Command Rate Between Conditions (F (2, 70) = 0.0782, p = .925).
Table 7.24: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Verbal Command Rate for Each
Trial. There Was an Effect of Trial Order On Verbal Command Rate (F (2, 70) =
4.47, p = .015).
Statistics
Trial N M SD min max
1 36 2.91 1.08 0.319 7.19
2 36 3.91 2.59 0.161 11.5
3 36 3.80 2.28 0.415 11.7
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7.6.2.4 Effect of Task and Condition on Verbal Command Rate
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 7.25 for the verbal command rate data
for each task and condition, and box and dot plots of these data are shown in Fig-
ure 7.27. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the effects of condition
and task on verbal command rate. Results indicate there was a difference in verbal
command rate for the tasks (F (2, 210) = 6.24, p = .002). There was no condition
and task interaction (F (4, 210) = 1.24, p = .292). A post hoc multiple com-
parisons test found that the verbal command rate for the grasping task was larger
than the pushing task for the exocentric condition (p = .001), and a trend that the
exocentric probing command rate was smaller than the grasping rate (p = .079).
Figure 7.27: Box and Dot Plots of the Verbal Command Rates for Each Task and
Condition. The Horizontal Bars Indicate That the **Pushing Verbal Command
Rate Was Different From Grasping for the Exocentric Condition at p < .005.
Table 7.25: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Verbal Command Rate for Each
Task, for All Conditions. There Was A Main Effect of Task Type (F (2, 210) =
6.24, p = .002), But There Was No Interaction Between Condition and Task Type
(F (4, 210) = 1.24, p = .292).
Probe Grasp Push
Condition N M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 36 3.39 2.57 4.21 3.37 3.40 2.43
Exocentric 36 3.43 2.87 4.28 2.87 2.82 2.74
Mixed 36 3.47 1.94 3.58 2.16 3.30 3.00
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7.7 Eye Movement Tracking for the Mixed Condition
This section presents the descriptive and inferential statistical results for the
eye tracking data for the mixed condition only, which includes the following: i)
the total duration (in seconds) that each participant spent viewing the egocentric
and exocentric cameras, and ii) the total number of times participants switched
between the two camera views. These data were collected separately for each
task.
7.7.1 Total Duration Spent on Exocentric and Egocentric Views
This section presents descriptive and inferential statistical results for the total
duration (in seconds) each participant spent on both the egocentric and exocentric
views, which was calculated for each task during the mixed condition trial only.
7.7.1.1 Preliminary Analysis
Normal probability and histogram plots were used to visually assess the nor-
mality of the eye tracking data, and the Shapiro-Wilk test, skewness and kurtosis
parameters were used as quantitative measures of normality. The duration of time
spent on the egocentric (s = 2.19, k = 9.27, Shapiro-Wilk W = 0.80, p < .001)
and exocentric (s = 1.20, k = 4.19, Shapiro-Wilk W = 0.90, p < .001) views
were positively skewed, as can be seen from Figure 7.28. The log and Box Cox
transformations were unable to transform all eye tracking data to normal distribu-
tions; therefore, nonparametric tests were used to analyze these data.
7.7.2 Difference in View Durations Between Egocentric and Exocentric Views
Descriptive statistics for the total time allocated to the egocentric and exocen-
tric view during the mixed condition is shown in Table 7.26. The nonparametric
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to test if there was a difference in total time
spent on the exocentric and egocentric views during the mixed trial. Results indi-
cate that there was no difference between total time spent looking at the egocentric
view compared to the exocentric view (z = −1.08, p = .278).
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Figure 7.28: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histograms (Right) of the Dura-
tion Spent Viewing the Egocentric and Exocentric Views During the Mixed Con-
dition (Egocentric: s = 2.19, k = 9.27, Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.80, p < .001;
Exocentric: s = 1.20, k = 4.19, Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.90, p < .001).
7.7.3 Effect of Task Type on Egocentric and Exocentric View Durations
The nonparametric Friedman’s test was used to test the effect of task type on
the viewing duration of egocentric and exocentric views. Figure 7.29 contains box
and dot plots of the total duration spent on the exocentric and egocentric views for
all tasks. Results indicate that the task type affects the total time spent viewing the
egocentric view (χ2(2, N = 108) = 9.83, p = .007), but task type did not have an
effect on time spent viewing the exocentric view (χ2(2, N = 108) = 0.290, p =
.863). A post hoc multiple comparisons test with Bonferroni adjustment indicate
that the total amount of time spent on the egocentric view was less during the
probing task compared to the grasping task (p = .006); the amount of time spent
viewing the egocentric camera during the pushing task was not different from any
other task.
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Table 7.26: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Total Duration in Seconds Spent
on Each Camera View for Tasks During the Mixed Condition. There Was No
Difference in Total Time Spent Looking at the Egocentric View and the Exocentric
View (z = −1.08, p = .278). The Amount of Time Spent on the Egocentric View
During the Probing Task Was Less Than the Grasping Task (p = .006).
Probe Grasp Push Total
View N M SD M SD M SD M SD
Egocentric 36 19.4 13.3 30.9 21.2 27.2 25.3 77.5, 40.5
Exocentric 36 25.9 18.8 31.8 24.8 31.9 22.4 89.6 47.6
Figure 7.29: Box and Dot Plots of the Total Duration Spent on the Exocentric and
Egocentric View for All Tasks. The Horizontal Bars Indicate That the *Egocentric
Probing View Duration Was Less Than the Grasping View Duration at p < .01.
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7.7.4 Switching Frequency Between Views
The total number of times each participant switched focus between the exocen-
tric and egocentric views was measured for each task during the mixed condition.
7.7.4.1 Preliminary Analysis
The switching frequency data between the egocentric and exocentric views
were positively skewed (s = 1.27, k = 4.37, Shapiro-Wilk W = 0.89, p < .001),
as seen in Figure 7.30. The log and Box Cox transformations were unable to
transform the switching frequency data to normal distributions; therefore, non-
parametric tests were used to analyze these data.
Figure 7.30: Normal Probability Plot (Left) and Histogram (Right) of the Posi-
tively Skewed View Switching Data for Each Task During the Mixed Condition
(s = 1.27, k = 4.37, Shapiro-Wilk Test: W = 0.89, p < .001).
7.7.4.2 Effect of Task Type on View Switching
Descriptive statistics for the number of eye tracking switches between views
is shown in Table 7.27, and box and dot plots of the data are shown in Figure
7.31. The nonparametric Friedman’s test was used to test the effect of task type
on the number of times participants switched between the egocentric and exocen-
tric views. Results indicate that the task type affected the total number of view
switches (χ2(2, N = 36) = 11.7, p = .003). A post hoc multiple comparisons
test with Bonferroni adjustment showed that the total number of view switches
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was greater during the pushing task compared to both the grasping task (p = .034)
and the probing task (p = .004). Descriptive statistics for the eye tracking switch
rate, or the number of view switches per second, is shown in Table 7.28, and Fig-
ure 7.32 contains box and dot plots of the view switch rate data. The task type
affected the view switching rate (χ2(2, N = 36) = 9.55, p = .008). A post hoc
multiple comparisons test showed that the view switching rate was smaller for the
pushing task compared to the probing task (p = .007).
Table 7.27: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Number of Eye Tracking
Switches Between Views During the Mixed Condition for All Tasks. The To-
tal Number of View Switches Was Greater During the Pushing Task Compared to
Both the Grasping Task (p = .034) and Probing Task (p = .004).
Statistics
View N M SD min max
Probe 36 22.0 15.5 1 75
Grasp 36 23.0 14.1 7 69
Push 36 34.0 22.8 1 96
Figure 7.31: Box and Dot Plots of the Total Number of View Switches for Each
Task. The Horizontal Bars Indicate That the Total Number of View Switches
for *Pushing Task Was Different From Both the Probing p < .05 and Grasping
p < .005 Tasks.
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Table 7.28: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Eye Tracking Switch Rate Be-
tween Views During the Mixed Condition for All Tasks. The Switching Rate Was
Smaller for the Pushing Task Compared to the Probing Task (p = .007).
Statistics
View N M SD min max
Probe 36 0.532 0.240 0.039 1.03
Grasp 36 0.482 0.193 0.151 1.01
Push 36 0.452 0.210 0.014 0.891
Figure 7.32: Box and Dot Plots of the View Switching Rate Data for Each Task
During the Mixed Condition. The View Switching Rate for Pushing Task (M =
0.452) Different From Probing Task (M = 0.532) at p < .01.
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7.8 Post-Assessment Results
This section presents results from the post-assessments administered to partici-
pants after each trial. The questions assessed participant’s confidence and comfort
in using the manipulator, verbally directing the Pilot, and completing the tasks.
The assessment also included questions regarding task difficulty.
7.8.1 Confidence and Comfort
Descriptive statistics for the post-assessment questionnaire responses are shown
in Tables 7.29 and 7.30. The nonparametric Friedman’s test was used to assess the
effect of condition on questionnaire responses for each individual question, and
a multiple comparisons test with Bonferroni adjustment was used to locate the
differences. Results indicate a trend in differences in confidence when using the
manipulator between conditions (χ2(2, 70) = 5.81, p = .055). There is a trend
that participants were more confident controlling the manipulator in the mixed
condition compared to the egocentric condition (p = .052). Additionally, there
was a difference in participant’s opinion if the amount of information presented in
the interface was adequate (χ2(2, 70) = 8.00, p = .018); participants thought the
information presented in the mixed interface was more adequate than the exocen-
tric (p = .043) and egocentric (p = .043) interfaces.
Trial number generally had greater effects on participant responses (see Table7.30).
Results indicate that participants were more confident in controlling the manipu-
lator during trial three compared to both trials one (p < .001) and two (p = .020).
Participants were more comfortable in controlling the manipulator in both trials
three (p = .002) and two (p = .021) compared to trial one. Participants were also
more confident (p = .004) and comfortable (p =< .001) in their ability to instruct
the Pilot during trial three compared to trial one. Confidence in participants abil-
ity to perform the grasping task also increased in trial three compared to trial one
(p = .021).
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Table 7.29: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Post Assessment Responses (1
to 5 Likert Scale, with 1=Low and 5=High) Related to Confidence and Comfort
for Each Condition.
Ego Exo Mix
M SD M SD M SD
Confidence in controlling the manipulator 3.6 1.3 4.0 .93 4.2 .83
Comfort in controlling the manipulator 3.7 1.3 4.0 .90 4.1 .78
Confidence in ability to perform probing task 4.0 1.0 4.1 1.2 4.4 .86
Comfort in ability to perform probing task 4.9 1.1 4.1 .91 4.3 .80
Confidence in ability to instruct the Pilot 4.3 1.0 4.2 .94 4.3 .85
Comfort in ability to instruct the Pilot 4.4 1.0 4.1 1.1 4.2 .91
Confidence in ability to perform pushing task 3.7 1.2 3.9 1.0 3.9 1.1
Comfort in ability to perform pushing task 3.5 1.4 3.9 1.2 3.9 1.0
Confidence in ability to perform grasping task 4.1 1.2 4.3 .91 4.4 .55
Comfort in ability to perform grasping task 3.9 1.3 4.2 .99 4.4 .59
Table 7.30: Descriptive Statistical Results for the Post Assessment Responses (1
to 5 Likert Scale, with 1=Low and 5=High) Related to Confidence and Comfort
for All Trials.
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3
M SD M SD M SD χ2 p
Confidence in controlling the manipulator 3.5 1.2 3.9 1.1 4.4 .77 19.1 <.001
Comfort in controlling the manipulator 3.7 1.0 3.8 1.1 4.3 .81 12.7 .002
Confidence in performing the probing task 4.0 1.0 4.0 1.2 4.4 .72
Comfort in performing probing task 4.0 1.1 4.0 1.1 4.2 .72
Confidence in ability to instruct the Pilot 4.0 .96 4.2 1.0 4.6 .69 10.7 .005
Comfort in ability to instruct the Pilot 3.8 .99 4.3 1.0 4.5 .94 13.2 .001
Confidence in performing pushing task 3.7 1.0 3.9 1.2 3.9 .89
Comfort in performing pushing task 3.6 1.2 3.7 1.2 3.9 1.1
Confidence in performing grasping task 4.1 .90 4.1 1.2 4.5 .61 7.66 .02
Comfort in performing grasping task 4.1 .98 3.9 1.2 4.4 .77
χ2(2, 108), p values reported for significant results only.
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7.8.2 Task Preferences
This section presents results from the post assessment responses to questions
related to the easiest and most difficult tasks to complete for each condition. A
large percentage of participants thought the grasping task was the easiest task
to complete for the egocentric (39%) and exocentric (50%) conditions, and the
probing task was easiest to complete for the egocentric (39%) and mixed (50%)
conditions. A majority of participants found the pushing task to be the most diffi-
cult for the egocentric (50%) and exocentric (39%), and mixed conditions (64%).
Hypothesis 3 was partially supported with these post-assessment response data.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.33: Post-Assessment Responses Regarding What Participants Thought
the (a) Easiest and (b) Hardest Tasks to Complete Were. A Large Percentage
of Participants Thought the Grasping Task Was the Easiest to Complete for the
Egocentric (39%) and Exocentric (50%) Conditions. A Majority of Participants
Found the Pushing Task to be the Most Difficult for the Egocentric (50%), Exo-
centric (39%), and Mixed Conditions (64%).
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7.9 Interface Preferences
This section presents results for participant preferences for interface condition.
At the completion of each experiment, participants were asked which interface
they preferred, and the reasons for selecting their preference.
7.9.1 Summary of Participant Preferences
Of the 36 total participants, n = 2 preferred the egocentric condition, n =
9 preferred the exocentric interface condition, and n = 25 preferred the mixed
condition. Primary reasons for preference selection are shown in Table 7.31.
Table 7.31: Summary of Participant Reasons for Choosing A Preferred Interface∗.
The Primary Reason for Preferring the Exocentric Condition Was Feeling Dis-
tracted When Using the Mixed Interface, and the Primary Reason for Preferring
the Mixed Condition Was Improved Depth Perception.
Preference Reasons for Choosing n
Egocentric Better depth perception and location determination 2
Exocentric
Thought the mixed condition was distracting 8
Preferred to see the entire arm only 2
Mixed
Improved depth perception 10
Improved situation awareness 5
Could use exocentric for some tasks, and egocentric for others 5
Used egocentric for alignment and exocentric to control arm 3
Enjoyed having the option to choose 2
Better enabled the use of both manipulator joints 1
* Note: some participants gave more than one reason for identifying their preference,
and all reasons mentioned by participants are included in this table.
7.9.2 Performance of Participants Related to Interface Preference
This section presents statistical results of performance for participants based
on interface preference. Only the exocentric and mixed conditions were included
because the sample size of participants who preferred the egocentric condition
(n = 2) was underpowered for conducting statistical analyses.
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7.9.2.1 Task Performance of Participants with Exocentric Preference
This section includes statistical results of performance for participants who pre-
ferred the exocentric condition only. A paired, single-tail t-test was conducted to
compare total task performance time for the exocentric (preferred) condition to
the mixed condition. For participants who preferred the exocentric condition, the
total task completion time for the exocentric condition (M = 129, SD = 61.0)
was faster than the total task completion time for the mixed condition (M =
204, SD = 46.8); t(8) = −5.57, p < .001. Figure 7.34 contains box plots and dot
plots of the task completion time data for participants who preferred the exocentric
condition.
Figure 7.34: Box and Dot Plots of the Total Task Completion Times During the
Exocentric and Mixed Conditions for Participants who Preferred the Exocentric
Condition. Participants Who Preferred the Exocentric Condition Completed All
Tasks More Than 50% Faster When Using the Exocentric Interface (M = 129 s)
Compared to the Mixed Interface (M = 204 s) (p < .001). The Vertical Blue
Lines Represent 1 SD, and the Pink Shaded Area Represents the SEM.
7.9.2.2 Task Performance of Participants with Mixed Preference
This section includes statistical results of performance for participants who pre-
ferred the mixed condition only. A paired, single-tail t-test was conducted to
compare total task performance time for the mixed (preferred) condition to the
exocentric condition. There was no difference between the total task completion
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time for the exocentric condition (M = 154, SD = 61.0) and the mixed condition
(M = 152, SD = 46.8); t(24) = 0.059, p = .316. Figure 7.35 contains box plots
and dot plots of the task completion time data for participants who preferred the
mixed condition.
Figure 7.35: Box and Dot Plots of the Total Task Completion Times During
the Exocentric and Mixed Conditions for Participants who Preferred the Mixed
Interface. There Was No Difference in Performance Between the Exocentric
(M = 154 s) and Mixed (M = 152 s) Conditions (p = .316).
7.9.3 Eye Tracking Analysis: Exocentric and Mixed Preferences
This section presents statistical results for the eye tracking data, including the
total duration spent viewing the exocentric camera, the percentage of time spent
viewing the exocentric camera, and the switching rate between the two views,
based on participant preferences. Data included in this section are from the mixed
condition only.
7.9.3.1 Proportion of Time Spent Viewing the Exocentric Condition
The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare percentages of time spent
viewing the exocentric camera for participants who preferred the exocentric con-
dition to participants who preferred the mixed condition. There was no difference
in percentage of time spent viewing the exocentric view between participants who
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preferred the exocentric condition (M = 0.553, SD = 0.232, N = 9) and partic-
ipants who preferred the mixed condition (M = 0.536, SD = 0.194, N = 25),
Z = 0.390, p = .696.
Figure 7.36: Box and Dot Plots for Percentage of Time Participants Spent Viewing
the Exocentric Conditions, Categorized by Interface Preferences. There Was No
Difference in Percentage of Time Spent Viewing the Exocentric View Between
Participants Who Preferred the Exocentric Condition (M = 0.553) and Partici-
pants Who Preferred the Mixed Condition (M = 0.536), p = .696.
7.9.3.2 Switching Rate Between Views
The Wilcoxon rank sum text was used to compare the switching rate (number
of view switches per second) between participants who preferred the exocentric
condition to switching rates of participants who preferred the mixed condition.
There was no difference in view switching rate between participants who preferred
the exocentric condition (M = 0.464, SD = 0.209, N = 9) and participants
who preferred the mixed condition (M = 0.475, SD = 0.187, N = 25), Z =
0.0781, p = .938.
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Figure 7.37: Number of View Switches Per Second for Participants who Pre-
ferred Either the Exocentric of Mixed Condition. There Was No Difference in
Switching Rate Between Views Between Participants Who Preferred the Exocen-
tric Condition (M = 0.464) and Participants Who Preferred the Mixed Condition
(M = 0.475), p = .938.
7.10 Correlation Analysis
This section presents results from correlation analyses on experimental data,
including task performance metric, manipulator performance, verbal commands,
eye tracking data, personality, and post-assessment responses. The first section
presents results from correlation analyses conducted on data aggregated at the
trial level for each condition. The second section presents results from correlation
analyses conducted on data collected at the task level for each condition. All
correlation analyses used data from the entire participant pool (N = 36).
7.10.1 Trial-Based Data
Figures 7.39-7.41 contain correlation tables for data aggregated at the trial
level for all conditions, and Figure 7.38 contains the legend for the correlation
tables. The Spearman correlation coefficient was used for all analyses for com-
parison of ordinal/ordinal and ordinal/scale data. Results indicate a positive cor-
relation between task time and the number of manipulator commands (rego =
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.578, rexo = .686, rmix = .575, all p < .001) and number of manipulator reversals
(rego = .629, rexo = .664, rmix = .534, all p < .001). There was also a nega-
tive correlation between verbal command rate (number of commands per minute)
and both the number of manipulator commands (rego = −.570, p = .001, rexo =
−.444, p = .010, rmix = −.407, p = .019) and the number of manipulator rever-
sals (rego = −.571, p = .001, rexo = −.378, p = .030, rmix = −.349, p = .047).
Total task completion time was negatively correlated with both confidence (rego =
−.641, p =< .001, rexo = −.542, p = .001, rmix = −.403, p = .02) and comfort
(rego = −.511, p = .002, rexo = −.448, p = .009, rmix = −.549, p = .001)
in participant’s ability to control the manipulator (post response questions one
and two). There was a positive correlation between the verbal command rate
and confidence (rego = .453, p = .008, rexo = .542, p = .001) and comfort
(rego = .418, p = .015, rexo = .424, p = .014) for the egocentric and exo-
centric conditions only. Additionally, there was a positive correlation between
confidence and comfort responses for all trials (rego = .823, rexo = .823, both
p = .009, rmix = .688, p < .001).
Overall, there were no correlations between personality traits and direct mea-
sures of task performance for the trial-based data. Locus of control scale was not
correlated with any measure of performance for any condition. Domineering was
correlated with total task time for the mixed condition only (rmix = −.388, p =
.026). Submissiveness scales were not correlated with any measures of perfor-
mance for any trials. Hypothesis 2, which states that personality will positively
influence performance if they are domineering or have an internal locus of control,
and negatively affect performance if they are submissive or have an external locus
of control, is not supported by these data.
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Figure 7.38: Legend To Aid In Viewing the Correlation Tables in Figures 7.39-
7.50. The Size of the Circle Is Determined By the P-Value, and the Color of the





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figures 7.42-7.50 contain correlation tables for data collected at the task level
for all conditions. For the egocentric condition, task time was positively correlated
with the time it took for participants to issue the first verbal command for the
probing (rego = .625, p < .001) and grasping tasks (rego = .479, p < .005).
Confidence and comfort in participant’s ability to perform individual tasks were
positively correlated for the probing (rego = .712, p < .001), grasping (rego =
.692, p < .001), and pushing tasks (rego = .665, p < .001). For the exocentric
condition, confidence and comfort in participant’s ability to perform individual
tasks were positively correlated for the probing (rexo = .727, p < .001), grasping
(rexo = .886, p < .001), and pushing tasks (rexo = .780, p < .001).
For the mixed condition, the task completion time was positively correlated
with view switching frequency between cameras for the probing (rmix = .629, p <
.001), grasping (rmix = .538, p = .001), and pushing tasks (rmix = .723, p <
.001). Task completion time was also positively correlated with duration spent
viewing the exocentric camera for the probing (rmix = .656, p < .001), grasping
(rmix = .349, p = .047), and pushing tasks (rmix = .499, p = .003). Task
completion time was negatively correlated with comfort levels in completing the
probing (rmix = −.539, p = .001) and pushing tasks (rmix = −.546, p = .001).
Additionally, confidence and comfort in participant’s ability to perform individual
tasks were positively correlated for the probing (rmix = .592, p < .001), grasping


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.11 Eye Tracking and Verbal Command Analysis
This section presents results of the eye tracking analysis in combination with the
Mission Specialist verbal command data. The view that participants were using
at the time of issuing verbal commands to the Pilot was recorded for all trials and
tasks during the mixed condition. The commands included in this analysis were
commands present on the Command Protocol Sheet, which included: forward,
backward, left, and right, with optional distance specifiers.
7.11.1 Comparison of Exocentric and Egocentric Views
Table 7.32 presents summary statistics of the views that participants used when
issuing verbal commands (see also Figure 7.51). The differences between the
number of commands issued when viewing the egocentric and exocentric cameras
were not normally distributed and were unable to be transformed into a normal
distribution; therefore, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the
data. Results indicate that the total number of commands issued while viewing
the egocentric condition was greater than the exocentric condition (Z(108) =
2.57, p = .010). There was a difference in commands issued while viewing the
egocentric condition for the probing task (Z(36) = 2.88, p = .004), but not for
the grasping task (Z(36) = 0.550, p = .583) or pushing task (Z(36) = 1.16, p =
.247).
Table 7.32: Descriptive Statistical Results for Number of Verbal Commands Give
by Mission Specialists While Looking at Each Camera View. The Total Number
of Commands Issued While Viewing the Egocentric Condition Was Greater Than
the Exocentric Condition (Z(108) = 2.57, p = .010).
Exocentric Egocentric
Task N M SD M SD
Probing 36 0.61 0.87 1.58 1.25
Grasping 36 1.31 1.53 1.42 1.13
Pushing 36 1.31 1.75 2.33 3.43
Total 108 1.07 1.46 1.78 2.22
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7.11.2 Comparison of Types of Verbal Commands Issued for Each View
The verbal commands given by Mission Specialists were separated into two
categories: i) horizontal alignment (“left” and “right”), and ii) depth alignment
(“backward” and “forward”). Figure 7.52 contains summaries of the percentages
of each command type given while looking at the exocentric and egocentric views.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare the number of each type of
command issued between the egocentric and exocentric views. Results indicate
participants gave more verbal commands for horizontal alignment while looking
at the egocentric view (M = 0.731, SD = 0.756) compared to the exocentric view
(M = 0.139, SD = 0.373); Z(108) = 5.83, p < .001. There was no difference
in number of depth alignment commands given while looking at the egocentric
(M = 0.935, SD = 1.90) compared to exocentric (M = 1.046, SD = 1.38) view
for all participants (Z(108) = −0.0525, p = .958).
A paired analysis was conducted determine if there is a difference in view
that participants who preferred the exocentric condition used to issue verbal com-
mands. Results indicate that on average, participants who preferred the exocentric
condition used the egocentric view to issue more commands (M = 2.07, SD =
2.20) than the exocentric view (M = 1.44, SD = 2.08), although this difference
was not significant (Z(9) = 0.670, p = .503).
Figure 7.51: Number of Verbal Commands Issued from Participants During Each
Task While Looking at the Egocentric and Exocentric Views. ∗∗∗ Egocentric
(M = 1.58) Different From Exocentric (M = 0.61), p < .005.
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Figure 7.52: Percentages of (a) Horizontal Alignment and (b) Depth Alignment
Verbal Commands Given by Mission Specialists While Looking at the Egocentric
and Exocentric Views. On Average, Participants Used the Egocentric View More
Often to Issue Horizontal Alignment Commands, But the Exocentric View Was
Used Approximately Equally for Both Horizontal and Depth Alignment Com-
mands.
7.12 Summary of Results
This section presents an overview of results from the experimental data for each
section above. Results are labeled according to the section in this chapter that the
statistical results are presented in.
Personality Assessments:
Result 7.2.1 There was no correlation between domineering and submissiveness
scales, and no difference in domineering or submissiveness between men
and women.
Result 7.2.2 There was no difference in locus of control scales between men and
women.
Task Completion:
Result 7.3.1 There was no difference in total task completion time, probing task
completion time, or grasping task completion time between conditions
Result 7.3.2 The pushing task completion time during the egocentric condition
was greater than the exocentric condition; the pushing task completion time
during the mixed condition was not different from any other condition.
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Result 7.3.3 There were no gender or learning effects on total task completion
times.
Result 7.3.4 The pushing task took longer than all other tasks during the ego-
centric and mixed conditions; there was no difference in completion times
between tasks for the exocentric condition.
Result 7.3.5 The task completion success rate for the egocentric condition was
less than the success rate for both the exocentric and mixed conditions.
Result 7.3.6 The task completion success rate for the third trial was greater than
the success rate for the first trial.
Manipulator Performance:
Result 7.4.1 There was no effect of condition or trial order on the total number
of commands sent to the base or elbow joints.
Result 7.4.2 There was no difference in number of manipulator reversals between
condition or trials.
EDA Response:
Result 7.5.1 EDA response deviations from baseline were greater than zero for
all conditions, but there was no effect of condition or task on EDA response.
Result 7.5.2 The EDA response deviation from baseline was greater during trial
2 than trial 1; the other pairwise comparisons were not different.
Verbal Commands:
Result 7.6.1 There was no difference in total number of verbal commands issued
between conditions or trials.
Result 7.6.2 The number of verbal commands given during the pushing task was
greater than the probing task for the egocentric and mixed conditions. There
was no difference in verbal commands given between tasks in the exocentric
condition.
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Result 7.6.3 There was no difference in verbal command rate between condi-
tions.
Result 7.6.4 The verbal command rate was greater in trial 2 compared to trial 1,
and there was a trend that the verbal command rate in trial 3 was also greater
than trial 1.
Eye Tracking (Mixed Condition):
Result 7.7.1 Task type affected the total amount of time spent on the egocentric
view, which was less during the probing task compared to the grasping task.
Result 7.7.2 The task type affected both the total number of view switches and
the view switching rate; the total number of view switches was largest dur-
ing the pushing task, but the view switching rate was smaller for the pushing
task compared to the probing task.
Confidence and Comfort:
Result 7.8.1 There was a trend that interface condition affected confidence and
comfort levels in operating the manipulator, with the mixed condition re-
sulting in higher role empowerment.
Result 7.8.2 Participants thought the information presented in the mixed interface
was more adequate than both the exocentric and egocentric interfaces.
Result 7.8.3 Participants generally reported higher levels of confidence and com-
fort when controlling the manipulator and completing tasks in later trials
compared to the first trial.
Interface Preferences and Performance:
Result 7.9.1 Of 36 total participants, only 2 preferred the egocentric interface, 9
preferred the exocentric interface, and 25 preferred the mixed interface.
Result 7.9.2 The primary reason for choosing the exocentric condition was feel-
ing distraction during the mixed condition.
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Result 7.9.3 The primary reason for choosing the mixed condition was reporting
improved depth perception.
Result 7.9.4 The total task completion time for participants who preferred the
exocentric condition was faster during the exocentric condition compared
to the mixed condition.
Result 7.9.5 There was no difference in task completion time between the exo-
centric and mixed conditions for participants who preferred the mixed con-
dition.
Result 7.9.6 There was no difference in percentage of time spent viewing the
egocentric camera or the view switching rate between participants who pre-
ferred the exocentric view and the participants who preferred the mixed
view.
Correlation Analyses:
Result 7.10.1 There was a positive correlation between task time and both the
number of manipulator commands and manipulator reversal rate.
Result 7.10.2 Total task completion time was negatively correlated with confi-
dence and comfort in ability to control the manipulator.
Result 7.10.3 Overall, there were no correlation trends between personality traits
(submissiveness, domineering, locus of control) and direct measures of task
performance.
Result 7.10.4 Task completion time was positively correlated with view switch-
ing rate for the mixed condition.
Eye Tracking and Verbal Commands:
Result 7.11.1 The number of commands issued while viewing the egocentric
camera was greater than the number of commands issued while viewing
the exocentric camera for the probing task, but not different for other tasks.
Result 7.11.2 Participants gave more horizontal alignment commands while look-
ing at the egocentric view compared to the exocentric view.
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Result 7.11.3 There was no difference in depth alignment verbal commands given
while looking at the egocentric or exocentric view.
Result 7.11.4 There was a trend that participants who preferred the exocentric





This section interprets and discusses the results obtained from the 36 subject
experimental study. First, the original hypotheses are revisited and discussed in
the context of the experimental results. Next, an evaluative model for Mission
Specialist aerial telemanipulation based on empirical findings from this study is
presented, followed by interface considerations and recommendations. Finally,
factors that could have influenced the results are discussed.
8.1 Hypotheses Discussion
8.1.1 Hypothesis 1
The mixed view interface condition will improve Mission Specialist perfor-
mance when completing aerial telemanipulation tasks compared to the ego-
centric and exocentric conditions, measured by task completion time, task
success rate, reversal rate, role empowerment, and stress indicators.
Data collected to measure performance included task completion time, task
success rate, manipulator reversal rate, stress indicators, and post-assessment sur-
veys. The manipulator-based measures of task performance, including number of
manipulator commands and manipulator reversal rate, were not different for the
mixed condition compared to other interface conditions, but additional data sug-
gested that the mixed and exocentric conditions offered performance benefits over
the egocentric condition.
8.1.1.1 Task Completion Time, Success Rate, and Overall Performance
Interface condition did not affect completion times for the probing task, grasp-
ing task, and the total task completion time, but the egocentric condition resulted
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in the slowest pushing task completion times. Additionally, the exocentric and
mixed conditions resulted in higher task completion rates compared to the ego-
centric condition, and the mixed condition resulted in the highest average success
rate. Only two participants out of 36 preferred the egocentric condition, which
was consistent with poor egocentric performance results. Decreased task per-
formance for the egocentric-only view was likely attributed to the “soda straw”
effect (sometimes referred to as the “keyhole” effect), where operators have diffi-
culty understanding and comprehending the remote environment due to a limited
viewing angle [186, 195]. This effect leads to missed information and incomplete
situation awareness of the vehicle and manipulator in the remote environment and
may explain why the exocentric and mixed conditions, which provided a wide
viewing angle and complete view of the manipulator, outperformed the egocen-
tric condition.
8.1.1.2 Performance and Confidence and Comfort
On average, confidence and comfort levels were highest for the mixed condi-
tion and lowest for the egocentric condition, but this difference was not significant.
Participants who reported higher levels of confidence and comfort (role empower-
ment) in controlling the manipulator tended to perform tasks faster than those who
reported decreased levels of confidence and comfort for all conditions. In general,
participants who reported higher levels of role empowerment used the manipu-
lator less and issued verbal commands more frequently, which likely contributed
to a correlation with improved task completion times. Interestingly, self-reported
confidence and comfort in verbal communication with the Pilot did not change
between interface conditions, but participants who reported higher levels of role
empowerment had increased verbal command rates.
This discrepancy between confidence and comfort in verbal communication and
the amount of actual verbal engagement with the Pilot may be confounded by
response bias. Response bias is a potential issue with using self reported data from
questions that deal with subjective measures (e.g., feelings) rather than factual
data (e.g., age) [226]. For example, one instance of response bias occurred in this
study when a subject failed to complete a majority of the tasks but reported their
confidence and comfort levels to be a scale of five (on a five-point Likert scale),
which was not reflective of their actual performance. These self-reported data
should be used as a supplement to other performance data when making interface
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recommendations and not used as a primary decision-making metric.
8.1.1.3 Performance and Participant Stress
Results from this study showed that Mission Specialists had increased EDA
responses during the experimental trials compared to their baseline data, but there
was no change in EDA response between interface conditions. One interpretation
of this may be that operating this technology for the first time in an experimental
trial was sufficiently stressful to cause elevated levels such that the differences in
interface conditions could not impact EDA response (i.e., the response to different
stimulus might be less for a person who is already stressed). Additionally, these
data suggest at the very least that none of the Mission Specialist interfaces created
stressful conditions beyond participation in this study.
Participants had higher EDA response levels during the second trial compared
to the first trial, independent of interface. This trend was likely due to habituation,
which is the reduction in a psychophysiological response that occurs in reaction
to repeated stimulus [227]. In this study, the magnitude of stress differentials
from baseline values increased from trial one to trial two, then tapered off, and
a trend of decreased EDA response during the third trial was present. Figure 8.1
includes two illustrations of habituation trends present in the EDA response data.
This type of habituation is known as “short term” habituation that occurs during a
single testing session [227] and increases in response to stimuli that are presented
frequently and slowly, which was the exposure to the robot during multiple tasks.
(a)
(b)
Figure 8.1: Example EDA Response Levels for Two Example Subjects Across
Three Subsequent Trials. The EDA Responses Were Greater in Trial 2 Compared
to Trial 3 for All Participants, Which Was Likely Due to the Habituation Effect, or




Mission Specialist personality will positively influence performance if they
are domineering or have an internal locus of control, and negatively affect
performance if they are submissive or have an external locus of control, mea-
sured by personality assessment tools and task performance metrics.
Mission Specialist participants operated as part of a human-robot team with the
Pilot; therefore, personality traits related to locus of control, domineering, and
submissiveness were hypothesized to affect human-robot team performance.
8.1.2.1 Submissiveness and Domineering Scales and Performance
The low-level traits of domineering and submissiveness were chosen because
they identify with extroversion. Extroverts have been found to scale high in the
domineering scale [228] while submissiveness has been associated with introver-
sion [229]. Correlation analyses determined there were no significant relation-
ships between submissiveness and domineering scales with trial-based task com-
pletion and success rate metrics, besides a significant correlation between total
task completion time and domineering scales for the mixed condition.
In addition to performance, the extroversion or introversion of a participant
could influence the level of verbal command usage, and participants with greater
scales of extroversion were expected to feel more comfortable engaging with the
Pilot; however, there were no significant correlations between domineering or
submissiveness scales with verbal command data (note that increased verbal com-
mand rates correlated with faster task completion times). The standardized exper-
imental protocols and limited allowable communications with the Mission Spe-
cialist may be reasons why relationships between extroversion, verbal command
usage, and performance were not observed. Additionally, interacting with a small
robot was far outside the norm for most participants, which may have affected
their behavior compared to more natural settings.
8.1.2.2 Locus of Control and Performance
Locus of control was hypothesized to affect performance because it is a per-
sonal belief concept that has the potential to influence certain task completion
outcomes. People with an internal locus of control may exert more effort during
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tasks to achieve success [220] and tend to achieve higher levels of success in the
workplace [230], while people who identify with having an external locus of con-
trol are less persistent when completing tasks [221]. These trends have been ob-
served in the literature, but no correlation between locus of control scale and task
performance metrics were observed in this study. One reason for a lack of locus of
control effects could be that this study was cross-sectional in nature, while many
studies that observe locus of control beliefs with performance are longitudinal and
take place over many weeks, months, or even years. Additionally, there is a subtle
but significant difference in personal locus of control beliefs and the internal or
external locus of the factors required for completing a task [231]. For example, a
Mission Specialist might believe they will be successful at performing aerial tele-
manipulation because they have extensive experience playing first-person video
games (an internal factor), or because they believe the Pilot is highly skilled (an
external factor). These internal and external factors may be confounded with the
independent perceived control over an outcome.
8.1.3 Hypothesis 3
Tasks that Mission Specialists rate as the most difficult to complete will
be more stressful and result in lower overall task performance compared to
tasks that were rated easier to complete, measured by EDA responses, task
completion time, task success rate, verbal commands, and post assessment
responses related to task preferences.
Participants may rate tasks to be more difficult if they have poor situation aware-
ness and are unable to create an accurate mental model of the robot and task in a
remote environment. The perception of task difficulty was hypothesized to nega-
tively affect overall task performance if tasks were perceived to be more difficult,
and post-assessment and performance data indicate that the pushing task was rated
the most difficult to complete on average, and resulted in the worst overall task
performance; however, there was no difference in EDA response between any of
the tasks for all conditions, tasks with higher-rated difficulty do not necessarily
result in higher levels of stress.
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8.1.3.1 Post-Assessment Responses
A majority (64%) of participants reported that the pushing task was the hardest
to complete for the mixed condition; however, only 39% rated the pushing task to
be the most difficult for the exocentric condition, and 50% rated it most difficult
for the egocentric condition. On average, a majority of participants either rated the
grasping or probing task to be the easiest to complete. The higher percentages of
pushing task difficulty ratings for the mixed and egocentric condition was likely
due to the use of the egocentric camera view, which may have been suboptimal for
the pushing task and created a blind spot if not used appropriately. Additionally,
self-reported confidence and comfort levels were, on average, lower overall for the
pushing task compared to the probing and grasping tasks. Participants confidence
and comfort in operating the manipulator increased from trial 1 to trial 3; however,
role empowerment did not increase between trials for the pushing task, despite
performing multiple attempts.
8.1.3.2 Verbal Commands
The number of verbal commands given to the Pilot by the Mission Special-
ist was higher for the pushing task for both the mixed and egocentric conditions
compared to the probing and grasping tasks, indicating that vehicle positioning
and more frequent repositioning was required for successful task completion. Ad-
ditionally, one-third of participants issued verbal commands to position the UAV
forwards, then backwards, then forwards, in at least one repeating cycle, until the
task was complete. This sequence of verbal commands resulted in multiple at-
tempts at starting the task over, because the starting position of the UAV did not
require backwards verbal commands to be issued. This verbal command pattern
to reset the vehicle for a additional completion attempts occurred for only three
participants during the probing task and four participants during the grasping task.
8.1.3.3 Task Completion Time and Success Rate
The pushing task was the most frequently missed task, comprising nearly 60%
of the total number of missed tasks for all trials combined, and took longer to
complete during the egocentric and mixed conditions compared to the probing
and grasping tasks. Additionally, the eye tracking data showed that participants
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switched between views more frequently during the pushing task compared to any
other task, which may indicate that either greater situation awareness by obtaining
information from both camera streams was required, or that the egocentric camera
view was visually simulating and diverted attention from the exocentric camera.
Also, the pushing task results in slowest task completion times for the pushing
task for the egocentric and mixed conditions. These task completion time and
success rate results support hypothesis 3; the pushing task was, on average, rated
to be the most difficult task, and resulted in the lowest over performance, including
increased task completion times and decreased success rates.
8.2 Development of an Evaluative Model
A Mission Specialist-Pilot focused version of the Shared Roles Model describes
telemanipulation in remote presence applications where the roles are split between
the robot and human agents [34] (see Figure 8.2). Shared Roles frames teleoper-
ation in the context of a joint cognitive system (JCS), where humans and ma-
chines can modify their behavior to reach a specific goal [232], and emphasizes
the “what” and “why” of coagency between the humans and robots [34]. This
framework takes advantage of the robot’s semiautonomous capabilities, which
include autonomous waypoint navigation and hovering, and the roles of the Mis-
sion Specialist to complete the telemanipulation. In this study, the Pilot roles
included all aspects of navigation, including monitoring the robot’s autonomous
capabilities and manually refining the UAV position as necessary. The roles of
the Mission Specialist included manually controlling the robotic manipulator and
verbally directing the Pilot to refine vehicle position as necessary. Verbal com-
munication links between the colocated Pilot and Mission Specialist provided a
robust connection between these two roles necessary for completing telemanipu-
lation using a semiautonomous platform. These roles were designed to represent
the current state of aerial telemanipulation capabilities in unstructured, dynamic
environments. While the Shared Roles Model provides an abstract framework for
evaluating effects of autonomy on teleoperation applications, for a given set of au-
tonomous capabilities and shared roles within an aerial telemanipulation system
it is also useful to investigate the “how”, including interfaces and environmental
and personal factors.
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Figure 8.2: A Mission Specialist-Pilot Focused Version of the Shared Roles
Model, Including the Verbal Communication Links, Role-Specific Interfaces, and
Shared Roles of the Mission Specialist and Pilot with the Payload and Platform.
An evaluative model that explains the relationships between robot, personal,
and environmental factors was hypothesized and evaluated to better understand
how a Mission Specialist performs telemanipulation in this system. As shown in
Figure 8.3, the components of this model were either varied (independent vari-
able), measured, or held constant in this study. The measured dependent variables
included stress indicators, reversal rate, verbal communication, and self-efficacy
(confidence and comfort); these are intermediate dependent variables that ulti-
mately led to direct measures of performance that informed this model: success
rate and task completion times. The only dependent variable varied in this study
was the interface type (egocentric, exocentric, mixed). All robot and environmen-
tal factors were held constant except for variables related to the tasks, including
verbal overhead and task requirements. Verbal overhead is considered the amount
of required verbal communication to complete a given task (i.e., the tasks were
designed to require a minimal number of verbal commands for successful com-
pletion). The individual factors, including personality, prior experience, gender,
and preference, were measured covariates. The factors that, on average, affected
performance are included in bold, and the size of the font is a relative indicator
of significance. Variables that did not influence the dependent variables at any
level or were held constant are grayed out. This model provides a detailed frame-
work, a complement to the abstraction of the Shared Roles Model, that can be
used to determine the effects of changes in the system, environment, operators,
and interfacing factors on performance.
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Figure 8.3: An Evaluative Model of Telemanipulation Performance, Incorporat-
ing Environmental, Robot, and Personal Factors, the Independent Variable and
Dependent Variables. The Outputs are Primary Performance Variables that In-
formed the Development of this Model.
8.3 Mission Specialist Interface Recommendations and
Considerations
8.3.1 Interface Recommendation Based on Experimental Results
Both the exocentric and mixed interface conditions offered performance im-
provements compared to the egocentric interface condition, including fewer missed
tasked and higher task completion success rates. Additionally, on average partic-
ipants completed fewer reversal rates with the manipulator and reported higher
levels of role empowerment for the exocentric and mixed conditions. Participant
preference also significantly affected performance; for participants who preferred
the exocentric interface (69%), there was no performance difference between us-
ing the exocentric or mixed interface; however for participants who preferred the
exocentric condition (25%), the exocentric condition resulted in faster task com-
pletion times. Based on the task performance results from this experimental study,
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the exocentric condition is recommended for a Mission Specialist interface to en-
able telemanipulation in a three-dimensional environment.
8.3.2 Tradeoffs Between Additional Information and Attentional Costs
One consideration of retaining both the egocentric and exocentric camera views
in an interface are tradeoffs between increased levels of information and atten-
tional deficits. The misuse of additional information is an interesting phenomenon
that has been observed in the literature [178, 192, 233]. Attentional costs were not
hypothesized to occur during this study as the mixed condition was not designed
to be overly sensory-rich (e.g., mixed reality); however, data suggested that par-
ticipants attention allocation when using the mixed interface was compromised if
they did not use the multiple views effectively. One fourth of participants pre-
ferred the exocentric condition, and a major reason for their preference was dis-
tractedness during the mixed condition. All participants, regardless of interface
preference, equally split their time between both views during the mixed condi-
tion, but having both views available did not improve task completion times for all
participants. Additionally, there was a positive correlation between task comple-
tion time and view switching frequency, which suggests that the additional infor-
mation was indeed used, but perhaps not effectively. Reasons for compromised
attention may include attention switching, cognitive tunneling, and information
integration [192].
Multiple view displays require users to switch their attention between views,
detect changes in multiple views, and integrate information across different views
[192], which introduce problems in attention allocation. Costs associated with in-
tegrating information between views are higher when those views do not present
closely related information [234]; however, it is unlikely that information inte-
gration was the primary reason for compromised attention allocation in this study
because the views were both from the perspective of the robot itself (as opposed
to a situational 2D map combined with live feed from the robot).
Another potential reason for improper attention allocation is cognitive tunnel-
ing. Cognitive tunneling can cause display anchoring when one of the views is
more information or sensory rich than the other, and users are “tunneled” into us-
ing one view thus ignoring information present in the other [178]. This cognitive
tunneling effect may have occurred towards the egocentric view, and participants
likely spent too much time focused on the egocentric display compared to the
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exocentric display, or used the egocentric display at inappropriate times. The
movement of the egocentric camera mounted to the manipulator, compared to the
fixed exocentric camera mounted to the UAV body frame, may have caused the
egocentric view to be sensory rich. Additionally, the close-up view of the bright
red target during the probing task may have also been a visual cue to change at-
tention towards the egocentric camera, evidenced by higher view switching rates
for the probing task.
It is difficult to determine the exact cognitive mechanisms that caused atten-
tional issues, but the data indicated tradeoffs between performance improvements
and attentional costs when adding information in the form of multiple views to the
Mission Specialist interface [192]. These tradeoffs were taken into account in the
following Mission Specialist interface recommendations.
8.3.3 Considerations for Future Mission Specialist Interfaces
It is well-known that human behavior is variable and stochastic, and people
have different skill levels, preferences, and cognitive processes; therefore, inter-
faces should be flexible to accommodate these differences. A significant finding of
this study was that interface preferences affect Mission Specialist performance for
participants who preferred the exocentric condition, but did not affect performance
for participants who preferred the mixed condition. Participants who preferred the
exocentric condition performed tasks 50% faster during the exocentric trial com-
pared to the mixed trial. Conversely, there was no difference in performance for
participants who preferred the mixed condition between the mixed and exocen-
tric trials. Also, participants with exocentric preferences reported being distracted
during the mixed condition, but distraction was not reported by participants who
preferred the mixed condition. These findings suggest that the egocentric view in
the mixed condition was not always necessary, depending on the participant.
To accommodate these differences in preference, one avenue for exploration
is creating interfaces with flexibility regarding the egocentric view display. For
example, reducing the size of the egocentric view, such as in a picture-in-picture
scheme, and adding the capability to dynamically expand and shrink or close and
reopen the egocentric view as necessary give users the option to adjust the level
of information. A picture-in-picture display would place emphasis on the exo-
centric view and minimize the cost of information access between related views
by placing them in proper spatial proximity [234]. Also, if the size of the ego-
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centric condition is reduced in a picture-in-picture display, users may deem it less
important and pay less attention to it, using it as supplemental information rather
than a primary information source. A single-touch gesture to expand and shrink
the egocentric camera view would allow users to access that information when
appropriate, for example, during tasks with higher levels of precision or UAV
positioning. Note that it is recommended to include the egocentric condition in
some capacity because 84% of participants used it to issue horizontal alignment
commands, and 53% of participants used it for depth alignment commands.
This recommendation to create flexible and adjustable interfaces is not a new
suggestion; however, it is often ignored. A majority of UAS interfaces have a
single fixed camera location that the user can control using pan, zoom, and tilt
commands, but the ability to adjust the window size, open additional views, or re-
move information from a cluttered interface is limited, and the decisions on what
information to display and how to display it is left up to the designer. Although
the ability to customize an interface might improve performance, one could argue
that the additional responsibility of expanding and collapsing views would add
to the overall attention and cognitive load requirements of the Mission Special-
ist. These recommendations and concerns should be formally evaluated in future
experiments.
8.4 Potential Limitations and Factors that May Have Impacted
Results
8.4.1 Robot Performance and Autonomy
One challenging aspect of using small UAVs for HRI studies is that they have
higher degrees of freedom of movement compared to ground based vehicles or
stationary manipulators, and this variance and uncertainty in positioning was ex-
acerbated by the lab space used for these experiments. These experiments were
conducted in an indoor laboratory, which was a near-ideal space for controlling
unpredictable environmental factors such as wind, sun, and temperature, which
would affect the performance of the robot in non-uniform ways between partici-
pants and cause confounds. Unfortunately, the size of the room was small enough
such that non-negligible propeller wash effects from air flow within the lab space
floors and walls were present. These effects were minimized through the use of
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a precise tracking system and real-time control, but at times the air dynamics in
the room caused short, yet unpredictable, disturbances to UAV position. For this
study, the robot acting the same way every time was important to maintain con-
sistency, so use of the Vicon motion tracking system was critical.
A minor improvement would be made if this study were conducted in a large
warehouse, but air effects would still be present because the UAV needs to ap-
proach a surface to perform manipulation. Additionally, due to the nature of
quadrotor dynamics, developing a perfect system that is stable in all dynamic en-
vironments is difficult and also impractical for performing aerial telemanipulation
outdoors. Using a physical system with small positioning disturbances for this
study, as opposed to simulation environment, provided a better approximation of
HRI during telemanipulation missions in real-world environments, which will al-
ways experience external disturbances such as wind, temperature, and mechanical
variations in motors.
8.4.2 Novelty of the Robot
Another factor that could have influenced the results was participant’s perceived
novelty of the robot [210]. Thirty of the the participants reported having little to
no robot experience or exposure, and the four participants who previously inter-
acted with UAVs only used small, hobbyist platforms, so for many participants
this study was their first formal interaction with a UAV. There was anecdotally
a “neatness” factor visible when participants first entered the room, which was
present during the practice flight. After the trials ended, some participants ex-
claimed about how “cool” the robot was, or that they had “fun” during this exper-
iment. It is possible that the feelings of excitement and intrigue about the robot
influenced their ability to treat the experiment as a serious mission and remain
focused on task for the duration of all three trials. Formalizing the experimental
protocols such that they left little room for experimentation with the robot miti-
gated the novelty effect during the experiments.
Additionally, it is possible that sampling bias occurred if participants were
drawn to participate because of the novelty effect. Eliminating this sampling bias
was difficult because targeted participants were people with little to no experience
with UAVs, who are consequently more susceptible to experiencing the novelty
effect. The practice flight, however, helped reduce this effect and get participants
accustomed to the robot before they began the experimental trials.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 Conclusions
The primary research question that this dissertation addressed was: What is the
appropriate human-robot interface for a Mission Specialist role in a small un-
manned aerial system to successfully perform telemanipulation tasks in a three
dimensional environment? This research answered the primary question by ad-
dressing three open sub-questions identified from the literature through an ap-
proach guided by the Shared Roles Model and human-robot interaction princi-
ples, including: i) what is the current state of human-robot interaction for a Mis-
sion Specialist role in small unmanned aerial system telemanipulation operations,
ii) what display form and elements are necessary for remote physical interaction
with a UAV, and iii) how do emotional and personality factors affect telemanipu-
lation performance. Findings and three primary contributions are discussed first,
followed by descriptions of suggested short-term and long-term future work.
9.1.1 Summary of Findings
This dissertation was an investigation of the appropriate human-robot interfac-
ing for a Mission Specialist role performing aerial telemanipulation tasks. An
initial review of literature suggested the following findings which were relevant
to this work: i) there is a gap in focused HRI work for telemanipulating UAVs,
ii) the current state of manipulating UAVs is autonomous operation in highly con-
trolled, indoor environments, while autonomous manipulation outdoors remains
a challenge, iii) the past 5-10 years have seen a trend of increased mobile tablet
use for controlling unmanned systems, and iv) overall, the quality and type of
visual display greatly affects operator performance. This review motivated the
implementation of the Shared Roles Model and the design of the role functions to
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align with the current state of practice for manipulating UAVs. Additionally, the
survey of telemanipulation interfaces motivated the use of a mobile tablet as the
interface device and the implementation of high-resolution cameras mounted in
two strategic locations on the UAV.
A 5 subject exploratory study and 36 subject experimental study were con-
ducted to evaluate the effects of three interface conditions (egocentric, exocentric,
mixed) and personality traits on Mission Specialist performance. The most signif-
icant finding of this work was that the interface preference of the operator affected
performance for participants who preferred the exocentric condition and did not
affect performance for participants who preferred the mixed condition. Partici-
pants who preferred the exocentric condition completed all tasks more than 50%
faster when using the exocentric interface compared to the mixed interface. This
result led to another finding that participants who preferred the exocentric con-
dition were distracted by the egocentric view during the mixed condition, likely
causing decreased performance. Eight out of the nine participants who preferred
the exocentric condition reported feeling distracted when using the mixed inter-
face, which was additionally supported by the eye tracking results. The mixed
condition did not yield the best overall performance as hypothesized, nor were
there differences in stress levels between interface conditions; however, both the
mixed and exocentric conditions provided performance benefits over the egocen-
tric condition, which had the lowest success rates. Finally, there were no effects
of personality found on performance. Although personality was hypothesized to
affect task performance, this finding was positive and indicated the interfaces and
human-robot team were designed such that most participants were able to suc-
cessfully verbally engage with the Pilot and complete a majority of the tasks.
9.1.2 Summary of Contributions
Contributions of this thesis include: i) conducting the first focused HRI study
of aerial telemanipulation, ii) development of an evaluative model for telemanip-
ulation performance, iii) creation of new recommendations for aerial telemanip-
ulation interfacing, and iv) contribution of code, hardware designs, and system
architectures to the open-source UAV community.
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9.1.2.1 First Focused Study of Aerial Telemanipulation HRI
This work was the first focused human factors study of aerial telemanipula-
tion HRI with a physical manipulating UAV platform. The implementation of
the Shared Roles Model in this study enabled the Mission Specialist to focus on
performing manipulation, while the Pilot role was responsible for navigating the
UAV. These results are expected to remain valid even if the Pilot role is served by
a sophisticated software agent in the future, as the responsibilities of the Mission
Specialist remain the same as the team member with domain expertise responsible
for manipulation. Broader impact contributions of this work include a better un-
derstanding of how these vehicles can be used in sampling and other missions by
domain experts under operation of the Shared Roles Model. Primary stakehold-
ers for adoption of this technology include researchers, practitioners, government
agencies, and industries that currently use UAVs for visual inspection and have
the policies and infrastructure in place to expand their usage of aerial vehicles.
9.1.2.2 Evaluative Model of Telemanipulation Performance
An evaluative model that explains the relationships between robot, personal,
and environmental factors was hypothesized and evaluated to better understand
how a Mission Specialist performs telemanipulation in this system. This model,
which investigates the “how” for HRI, is a complement to the abstraction of the
Shared Roles Model that addresses the “what” and “why” of coagency in a human-
robot team. The literature and technology findings were not sufficient enough
to determine the hidden cognitive effects of individual preferences in attention
allocation. The ability to focus on the Mission Specialist role and understand the
hidden dependencies that have been shown through this ethnographic evaluation
and development of this model will provide an additional perspective to UAS HRI
research and development of new UAV technologies.
9.1.2.3 New Recommendations for Aerial Telemanipulation Interfacing
The findings from this empirical study using this model were used to inform de-
sign recommendations for Mission Specialist telemanipulation interfaces, includ-
ing the exocentric view being the recommended interface visualization. Addition-
ally, the creation of dynamic interfaces with flexibility regarding the egocentric
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view display were identified as areas for further exploration to reduce attentional
costs. The impacts on manipulating UAS from this work include guidelines for
future software developers and system designers, and it is recommended that the
supporting principles and recommendations for this dedicated Mission Specialist
interface be a standard method of human-robot interaction for telemanipulating
UAVs.
9.1.2.4 Development of an Open-Source Telemanipulating UAV Framework
This work contributes to the open-source community by providing code, hard-
ware designs, and system architectures to enable the reproduction of the UAV
telemanipulation system used in this study. This practical contribution will expe-
dite the distribution and adoption of manipulating UAV technology by scientists,
researchers, and other stakeholders. Domains that would benefit from access to
this technology include civil, environmental, and agricultural engineering, search
and rescue, and other domains where site accessibly is a prohibitive issue. Addi-
tionally, the foundation of the Mission Specialist interface developed in this study
can be used immediately with any networked system, or can serve as groundwork
for future unmanned system developers and engineers to inform future iterations
of aerial manipulation interfaces.
9.2 Future Work
There are both short-term and long-term future research goals that can extend
the work of this dissertation related to manipulating UAS. Short-term research
goals include evaluating additional variations of the mixed interface, while long-
term research goals include conducting HRI studies in dynamic environments and
developing adaptive interfaces based on Mission Specialist use in real-time.
9.2.1 Short-Term Research Goals
The mixed interface developed in this dissertation included one configuration
of the mixed interface condition. Based on the results from these studies, it is rec-
ommended to conduct empirical evaluations of additional mixed interface config-
urations with dynamic features, such as a picture-in-picture view or a collapsable
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and expandable egocentric view. In these future studies, it is also recommended to
quantitatively measure situation awareness with the Situation Awareness Global
Assessment Technique (SAGAT) and workload using the NASA-Task Load IndeX
(NASA-TLX) to better quantify the cognitive load of the operator when using and
adjusting multiple views.
Additionally, the evaluation of augmented reality that enhances depth repre-
sentation in the egocentric interface is a recommended short-term research goal,
as it has shown to improve performance for ground vehicles and stationary ma-
nipulators. Caution must be taken, however, when designing virtual elements in
an interface because depth distances are underestimated worse in virtual envi-
ronments compared to real camera views ([235], and depth misjudgment with a
manipulating UAV could seriously compromise a mission or even lead to a crash.
9.2.2 Long-Term Research Goals
A long-term research goal is to conduct additional telemanipulation HRI ex-
periments in outdoor, dynamic environments. While maintaining controlled and
consistent experimental conditions in this study was necessary, it is also impor-
tant to understand how the environment (e.g., sun, wind) and other uncertainties
in dynamic environments affect the required HRI. Additionally, such experiments
will enable the testing of real-world applications for manipulating UAVs, such as
environmental sampling and nondestructive infrastructure testing. This research
is long-term as it requires implementing more advanced vehicle control and sta-
bilization techniques, as well as designing some type of encapsulation to prevent
accidents.
A second long-term research goal is the development of adaptive interfacing.
As a Mission Specialist uses and interacts with the mobile interface, an adaptive
interface would change, remove, or highlight specific areas and information de-
pending on the requirements of the user with potential goals of reducing workload
and improving performance. This research area is new and requires advanced
techniques in machine learning; therefore, a large number of additional experi-
ments would need to be conducted to collect the amount of data necessary for
training and implementation of an adaptive interface.
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION MATLAB OUTPUT
Roll and Pitch System Identification
First order:
The roll model is estimated using experiment 1
and validated on data from experiment 2
The roll model fits the validation data
with **77.6668** %
The pitch model is estimated using experiment 1
and validated on data from experiment 2
The pitch model fits the validation data
with **75.4929** %
Roll estimated transfer function is:
ans =






Pitch estimated transfer function is:
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ans =








The roll model is estimated using experiment 1
and validated on data from experiment 2
The roll model fits the validation data
with **88.1578** %
The pitch model is estimated using experiment 1 and
validated on data from experiment 2
The pitch model fits the validation data
with **85.3998** %
Roll estimated transfer function is:
ans =
From input "roll_{cmd}" to output "roll":
72.88
------------------
sˆ2 + 8.613 s + 63
Continuous-time transfer function.
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roll omega=7.937, gain=1.157 damping=0.543
Pitch estimated transfer function is:
ans =
From input "pitch_{cmd}" to output "pitch":
66.45
---------------------
sˆ2 + 7.849 s + 58.71
Continuous-time transfer function.
pitch omega=7.662, gain=1.132 damping=0.512
---------------------------------------------------
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Yaw Rate System Identification
First order:
The yawrate model is estimated using experiment 1
and validated on data from experiment 2
The yawrate model fits the validation data
with **79.8866** %
yawrate estimated transfer function is:
ans =








The yawrate model is estimated using experiment 1
and validated on data from experiment 2
The yawrate model fits the validation data
with **79.9876** %
yawrate estimated transfer function is:
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ans =
From input "yawrate_{cmd}" to output "yawrate":
457.6
---------------------
sˆ2 + 116.2 s + 437.2
Continuous-time transfer function.
yawrate omega=20.910, gain=1.046 damping=2.779
---------------------------------------------------
Vertical Velocity System Identification
First order:
Thrust estimated transfer function is:
ans =
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This consent form describes the research study and helps you decide if you want to participate.  
It provides important information about what you will be asked to do during the study, about the 
risks and benefits of the study, and about your rights and responsibilities as a research 
participant. By signing this form, you are agreeing to participate in this study.
 You should read and understand the information in this document including the
procedures, risks and potential benefits.
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 Do not agree to participate in this study unless the research team has answered your
questions and you decide that you want to be part of this study.
You have been asked to participate in a research study that examines the individual performance 
of a human interacting with a manipulating unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The purpose of this 
study is to evaluate a mobile tablet application we have developed that will allow you to view 
real-time video from a UAV and manipulate pre-determined objects. You were selected to be 
a possible participant because you either work or study in a field of interest. To be eligible for 
this study, you must meet all of the following inclusion criteria:
1. You are over the age of 18.
2. You study or work in the following: civil, agricultural, environmental, or related field of
engineering or science.
3. You have limited or no experience in piloting unmanned aircraft.
4. You do not have a stainless steel skin allergy.
What will I be asked to do?
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to 1) complete a pre-assessment 
background survey and short training meeting, 2) watch a video feed on a tablet and interact with 
the UAV manipulator payload via tablet device to perform pre-determined tasks when directed 
during three separate flights, and 3) complete a post-study survey. You may become ineligible for 
participation in this study based on your answers to the pre-assessment questionnaire. This study 
will take approximately 1-hour to complete.
Your participation will be video recorded with audio. Additionally, you be required to wear a 
wristwatch containing PPG and EDA sensors that measure heart rate and electrodermal response.
What are the risks involved in this study?
The risks associated with this study are minimal and are not greater than the risks ordinarily 
encountered in daily life.
What are the possible benefits of this study?
The possible benefits of participation are that you will gain experience working with a UAV in a 
laboratory exercise that uses cutting-edge robotics technology.




Your participation is voluntary. 
You may decide not to participate or to withdraw at any time without any penalty. Your choice 
of whether or not to participate will have no impact on you as a student/employee in any way.
Who will know about my participation in this research study?
Research records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by 
applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available without your permission. 
However, it is possible that other people and offices responsible for making sure research is done 
safely and responsibly will see your information. This includes federal government regulatory 
agencies, auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the Institutional Review Board (a 
committee that reviews and approves human subject research studies) may inspect and/or copy 
study records for quality assurance and data analysis. These records may contain private 
information.
No identifiers linking you to this study will be included in any sort of report that might be 
published. Research records will be stored securely, and only Dr. Joshua Peschel, Ms. Sierra 
Young, and approved research assistants will have access to potentially identifiable records. 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be video recorded with audio. Any 
audio/video recordings will be stored securely and only Dr. Joshua Peschel, Ms. Sierra Young, 
and approved research assistants will have access to the potentially identifiable records 
(video/audio recordings). Any recordings will be kept for 3 years and then erased. De-identified 
information may be shared with other researchers or used for future research studies. Video 
recordings may be shared in presentations, but participant facial images will be blurred and 
audio will be distorted. We will not obtain additional informed consent from you before 
sharing the de-identified data.
Is there anything else I should consider?
The researchers can choose to end the experiment at any time.
Whom do I contact with questions about the research?
If you have questions regarding this study, you may contact Dr. Joshua Peschel, (515) 357-
7448, peschel@iastate.edu
Whom do I contact about my rights as a research participant?
This research study has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at Iowa State 
University. For research-related problems or questions regarding your rights as a research 
participant, you can contact an IRB administrator at (515) 294-4566 or IRB@iastate.edu.
Signature
Please be sure you have read the above information, asked questions and received answers to your 
satisfaction. Your signature indicates that this research study has been explained to you, that your 
questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. This consent form is 
not a contract. It is a written explanation of what will happen during the study if you decide to 
participate. You will receive a signed and dated copy of this form.




Signature of Participant: Date: 
Printed Name: 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent: Date: 
Printed Name: 






My name is Sierra Young, and I am a Visiting Scholar working with Dr. Joshua Peschel at Iowa State 
University.  We are conducting a research study to examine human performance when operating a 
manipulating unmanned aerial vehicle (drone) under varying conditions.  I am emailing to ask if you 
would like to participate in a ~1-hour study to test various tablet-based telemanipulation interfaces. 
Participation is completely voluntary, and your data will be anonymized, and the risks associated with 
this study are minimal. 
If you are interested or have any questions, please contact Dr. Joshua Peschel (peschel@iastate.edu).
Thank you for your time.
(embed RECRUITMENT FLYER in the email)
Sierra Young
Graduate Research Assistant
Visiting Scholar at Iowa State University





Welcome the prospective participant(s) and introduce yourself. State that you are speaking to 
the individual (or group) to solicit volunteers to participate in a study on the use of mobile 
touch-based devices for operating manipulator-equipped unmanned aerial systems. Tell them 
the purpose of the study is to evaluate a mobile tablet application we have developed that will 
enable participants to view real-time video from a UAV and perform manipulation on pre-
determined objects using a tablet device, and that they were selected to be a possible 
participant because they either work or study in a related field of interest. Tell them they will 
be required to complete a pre-assessment survey and training meeting, operate the aerial 
system using a tablet interface, and complete post-assessment questionnaires. Determine 
whether or not the individual (or group) wishes to be considered as a prospective participant 
through obtaining verbal confirmation. If no, thank the individual (or group) and end the 
discussion. If yes, proceed to scheduling a time to complete the experimental procedures 
and/or give the prospective participants contact information to follow up for scheduling.





In all trials, participants should only use the following verbal commands to instruct the Pilot: 
Vehicle Controls:  
Turn Left Degrees  
Turn Right  Degrees 
Move Up centimeters (meters) 
Move Down___ centimeters (meters) 
In the study participants are instructed to control the UAV manipulator on the mobile tablet 
device by using the controls and gestures shown in Figure 1 below.  
 
Fig. 1. Gestures Used During the Study for Touch-Based Control of the UAV 
Manipulator Payload. 
Swipe the switch to open and 
close the gripper 
Rotate the dials to move the 
position of each motor 
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Mission Specialist: responsible for controlling the remote 
manipulator 







Request for information 
Direction for activity 
Response to question or instruction 
General statement related to the task 









Conditions or characteristics in the task environment 
Robot system, parts, errors, sensor data, etc. 
Robot's location, position, or orientation in the remote 
environment 
Connections between current and prior observations or 
knowledge 
Pertaining to the object of interest in the manipulation 
task 
Pertaining to the manipulator, it's capabilities, etc.  
Task planning or strategy 









Sharing information about the robot, environment, or 
object 
Projecting future goals or steps to goals 
Asking for information 
Making previous comment more precise 
Tell a team member to conduct a specific action 
Arming previous statement/observation 
Expressing doubt, disorientation, or loss of confidence 
Correcting error made by self or others 
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BEFORE MISSION
Welcome the participants to the study. Introduce yourself and the other members
of the research team. Issue a copy of the Consent Form. Read the information
contained on the Consent Form aloud to the individual (or group). At the end of
reading aloud, ask for any questions about the information that has been read. If
the prospective participant(s) do not wish to participate, thank the individual (or
group) and end the discussion. If yes, obtain signature(s) on the Consent Form(s)
and continue on with this Mission Script.
Administer the pre-assessment questionnaire. Determine eligibility based on re-
sponses to the pre-assessment.
Obtain the baseline measurements with the EDA and PPG sensor instrumentation.
Allow the participant to practice with the interface for 5 minutes prior to the start
of the mission; administer the Command Protocol sheet at this time.
Before beginning the first trial, say this:
You will be participating as part of an unmanned aerial system, which includes
a human team and a small unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with a robotic ma-
nipulator, for the purposes of physically interacting with the environment. Your
teams mission is to fly over predetermined stations to perform a series of physical
and visual tasks.
Your role will be the Mission Specialist. Your responsibilities are to watch the live
video feed from the unmanned aerial vehicle cameras on the Mission Specialist
interface and operate the manipulator and answer questions when instructed to do
so. The goal of the mission is to complete an entire set of given tasks within a
single flight. The Pilot will navigate the vehicle between stations. You may ver-
bally direct the Pilot to re-position the vehicle as needed to perform the task after
arriving at a station. During the mission, you may refer to a quick reference sheet
indicating commands you may give the Pilot for vehicle control.
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We will be recording the mission activities on video, therefore please speak clearly
and loud enough to be recorded. If you have any questions about how to operate
the Mission Specialist interface, I can answer those for you. Do you have any
questions before we start?
DURING THE MISSION
Because every participant must attempt to go through a similar set of tasks in the
same amount of time, we have to constrain how you would most likely use a UAV
in practice or what different models of UAVs can do. We would be happy to talk
with you about UAVs after the experiments.
For this experiment, the Pilot will go to a series of pre-specified stations, and then
you will try to complete a task using the manipulator. At each waypoint, the UAV
will hover; however, you can tell the Pilot to turn the UAV turn left or right or
move up and down as needed.
The goal is to complete all manipulation tasks during flight, with a maximum
flight time of approximately 12 minutes. You will complete three flights, and dur-
ing each flight you will use an interface with different visual information available.
For each flight:
Be sure the participant is seated in a chair facing away from the arena and is only
viewing the robot and manipulator through the Mission Specialist interface.
We will now begin the flight.
Pilot moves vehicle to station 1.
We are now at Station 1. Please begin to complete the touching and probing task
(describe the task detail here*). Remember to use the specific verbal commands
to talk to the Pilot for vehicle control.
Observe when the task has been completed.
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We have completed Task 1: now we are moving to Station 2.
Pilot moves vehicle to station 2.
We are now at Station 2. Please begin to complete the moving task (describe the
task detail here*).
Observe when the task has been completed.
Now we are moving to Station 3.
Pilot moves vehicle to station 3.
We are now at Station 3. Please begin to complete the grasping task (describe the
task detail here*).
Complete this protocol until all stations/tasks have been completed. At the end of
the experiment when all tasks have been completed, OR when the flight time has
nearly run out (battery approximately 10%), say:
We are done. We will return to land.
*The above sequence of mission instructions is repeated three times, once for each
of the three interface conditions. There are also three separate sets of similar tasks,
including object grasping, object placement, pushing, and probing-type tasks. The
description (e.g., pick up the circular object on the table or move the red square
will be modified and included accordingly in the above script depending on the
trial.
AFTER THE MISSIONS
When the participant finishes the missions, thank them for participating and direct
them back to exit the flight arena. Administer the post-assessment questionnaire






Please answer the following survey questions. All information is confidential
and will be used for research purposes only.
Question 1: What is your age?
(a) Under 25-years
(b) 25-years to 34-years
(c) 35-years to 44-years
(d) 45-years to 54-years
(e) 55-years and older
Question 2: What is your gender?
(a) Male
(b) Female
(c) Non-binary / third gender
(d) Other
Question 3: What is your current occupation?
Question 4: What is your ethnicity/race?
Question 5: Do you have a stainless steel skin allergy?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 6: Have you ever used a mobile touch-based device (e.g. Apple




Question 7: If you answered Yes to Question 6, do you use any of the follow-
ing mobile touch-based devices? If you answered No to Question 6, please
skip to Question 11.
(a) Apple iPhone
(b) Apple iPad
(c) Android Smart Phone
(d) Android Tablet
(e) Other touch-based mobile device, please specify:
Question 8: If you answered Yes to Question 6, how long have you used mo-
bile touch-based devices?
(a) 0- to 1-years
(b) 1- to 2-years
(c) 2- to 5-years
(d) 5- to 10-years
(e) More than 10-years
Question 9: If you answered Yes to Question 6, how often do you use mobile
touch- based devices?
(a) Continuously throughout every day
(b) A few times per day
(c) A few times per week
(d) A few times per month
(e) A few times per year
Question 10: If you answered Yes to Question 6, in what context do you typi-
cally interact with mobile touch-based devices? This question can have more
than one answer.
(a) I use it as my phone
(b) I use it to play games
(c) I use it to surf the Internet
(d) I use it to check email
(e) I do not own a device but I borrow from others
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Question 12: If you answered Yes to Question 11, how long have you used
a Tablet PC or other electronic pen-based devices? If you answered No to
Question 11, please skip to Question 15.
(a) 0- to 1-years
(b) 1- to 2-years
(c) 2- to 5-years
(d) 5- to 10-years
(e) More than 10-years
Question 13: If you answered Yes to Question 11, how often do you use a
Tablet PC or other electronic pen-based devices?
(a) Continuously throughout every day
(b) A few times per day
(c) A few times per week
(d) A few times per month
(e) A few times per year
Question 14: If you answered Yes to Question 11, in what context do you typ-
ically interact with a Tablet PC or other electronic pen-based devices? This
question can have more than one answer.
(a) I use it as my primary computer
(b) I use it to play games
(c) I use it to surf the Internet
(d) I use it to check email
(e) I do not own a device but I borrow from others
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Question 15: How often do you play video games?
(a) Continuously throughout every day
(b) A few times per week
(c) A few times per month
(d) A few times per year
(e) I do not play video games
Question 16: If you do play video games, how often do you play first-person
action games (e.g., Quake, HalfLife, etc.)?
(a) Continuously throughout every day
(b) A few times per week
(c) A few times per month
(d) A few times per year
(e) I do not play first-person simulation games
Question 17: Have you ever interacted with a robot before?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 18: If you answered Yes to Question 17, how often have you inter-






Question 19: Have you ever owned a robot before?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 20: If you answered Yes to Question 19, please briefly describe the
type(s) of robot(s) you have owned before.
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Question 21: Have you ever flown RC helicopters or a plane?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 22: If you answered Yes to Question 21, please briefly describe the
type(s) of RC helicopter(s) and/or plane(s) you have flown before. If you an-
swered No to Question 21, please skip to Question 24.
Question 23: If you answered Yes to Question 21, how would you rate your
flying expertise?
(a) Novice
(b) Below Average Expertise
(c) Average Expertise
(d) Above Average Expertise
(e) Expert
Question 24: Do you currently have a pilot’s license?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 25: Have you ever controlled a robotic arm or manipulator re-
motely before (e.g., on a robot or through the Internet)?
(a) Yes
(b) No
Question 26: If you answered Yes to Question 25, please briefly describe the
situation(s) in which you have controlled a robotic arm or manipulator re-
motely before.
Question 27: Have you ever participated in a robot-assisted data collection




Question 28: If you answered Yes to Question 27, please briefly list and/or
describe your role and the type of robot (e.g., air, ground, water) in the sit-
uation(s) in which you have participated in a robot-assisted data collection
mission before.




Question 30: If you answered Yes to Question 29, please briefly list and/or
describe your role(s) (function and command level; some examples may be:
technical search team lead, transportation consulting reporting to DOT, etc.)
and the type of supervision(s) you provide.
Question 31: Listed below are information and/or technology methods that
can be used for decision-making. Circle the best choice that reflects your use
of the information and/or technology method for decision-making in your
current job.
Verbal Reports (e.g., telling someone the area is all clear)
(a) Never Use
(b) Below Average Use
(c) Average Use
(d) Above Average Use
(e) Always Use
Geographic Information on Paper Maps (e.g., topo maps)
(a) Never Use
(b) Below Average Use
(c) Average Use
(d) Above Average Use
(e) Always Use
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Geographic Information on an Electronic Device (e.g., Google maps)
(a) Never Use
(b) Below Average Use
(c) Average Use
(d) Above Average Use
(e) Always Use
Digital Photographs and/or Video (e.g., digital cameras)
(a) Never Use
(b) Below Average Use
(c) Average Use
(d) Above Average Use
(e) Always Use
Commercial or Custom Apps on a Mobile Electronic Device (e.g., Apple
iPhone, Android, etc.)
(a) Never Use
(b) Below Average Use; Please Specify Apps:
(c) Average Use; Please Specify Apps:
(d) Above Average Use; Please Specify Apps:
(e) Always Use; Please Specify Apps:
Question 32: Listed below are information and/or technology methods that
can be used for decision-making. Circle the best choice that reflects your
creation of the information and/or technology method for decision-making in
your current job.
Verbal Reports (e.g., telling someone the area is all clear)
(a) Never Create
(b) Below Average Creation
(c) Average Creation
(d) Above Average Creation
(e) Always Create
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Geographic Information on Paper Maps (e.g., topo maps)
(a) Never Create
(b) Below Average Creation
(c) Average Creation
(d) Above Average Creation
(e) Always Create
Geographic Information on an Electronic Device (e.g., Google maps)
(a) Never Create
(b) Below Average Creation
(c) Average Creation
(d) Above Average Creation
(e) Always Create
Digital Photographs and/or Video (e.g., digital cameras)
(a) Never Create
(b) Below Average Creation
(c) Average Creation
(d) Above Average Creation
(e) Always Create
Commercial or Custom Apps on a Mobile Electronic Device (e.g., Apple
iPhone, Android, etc.)
(a) Never Create
(b) Below Average Create; Please Specify Apps:
(c) Average Create; Please Specify Apps:
(d) Above Average Create; Please Specify Apps:
(e) Always Create; Please Specify Apps:
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Question 33: Listed below are information and/or technology methods that
can be used for decision-making. If your job does not currently utilize one or
more of the listed items, please circle which one(s) do you wish it did.
(a) Verbal Reports
(b) Geographic Information on Paper Maps
(c) Geographic Information on Electronic Devices
(d) Digital Photographs and/or Video
(e) Commercial or Custom Apps on a Mobile Electronic Device
(f) Other (please specify):
Question 34: On the following pages, there are phrases describing peoples
behaviors. Please use the rating scale below to describe how accurately each
statement describes you. Describe yourself as you generally are now, not as
you wish to be in the future. Describe yourself as you honestly see yourself,
in relation to other people you know of the same sex as you are, and roughly
your same age. So that you can describe yourself in an honest manner, your
responses will be kept in absolute confidence. Please read each statement





3: Neither Inaccurate nor Accurate
4: Moderately Accurate
5: Very Accurate
Feel that others are out to get me.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Boss people around.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Am easily distracted.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Am easily controlled by others in my life.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Make careful choices.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Like having authority over others.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Am a law-abiding citizen.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
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Let others take advantage of me.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Have been told that my behavior often is bizarre.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Insist that others do things my way.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Demand perfection in others.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Let myself be pushed around.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Get jealous easily.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Make demands on others.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Have fixed opinions.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
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Prefer that others make the major decisions in my life.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Boss people around.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Love dangerous situations.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Let myself be directed by others.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Say inappropriate things.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Am known as a controlling person.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Do not feel close to people.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Need others to help run my life.
1 2 3 4 5
Very Inaccurate Very Accurate
Question 35: Please read each statement. Where there is a blank, decide what
your normal or usual attitude, feeling, or behavior would be:
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Response Options:
A: Rarely (less than 10% of the time)
B: Occasionally (about 30% of the time)
C: Sometimes (about half the time)
D: Frequently (about 70% of the time)
E: Usually (more than 90% of the time)
Of course, there are always unusual situations in which this would not be the
case, but think of what you would do or feel in most normal situations.
Circle the letter that describes your usual attitude or behavior.
When faced with a problem I try to forget it.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I need frequent encouragement from others for me to
keep working at a difficult task.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I like jobs where I can make decisions and be respon-
sible for my own work.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I change my opinion when someone I admire disagrees
with me.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
If I want something I work hard to get it.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
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I prefer to learn the facts about something from some-
one else rather than have to dig them out myself.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I will accept jobs that require me to supervise others.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I have a hard time saying no when someone tries to sell
me something I don’t want.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I like to have a say in any decisions made by any group
Im in.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I consider the different sides of an issue before making
any decisions.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
What other people think has a great influence on my
behavior.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
Whenever something good happens to me I feel it is
because Ive earned it.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
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I enjoy being in a position of leadership.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I need someone else to praise my work before I am
satisfied with what Ive done.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I am sure enough of my opinions to try and influence
others.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
When something is going to affect me I learn as much
about it as I can.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I decide to do things on the spur of the moment.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
For me, knowing I’ve done something well is more im-
portant than being praised by someone else.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I let other peoples demands keep me from doing things
I want to do.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
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I stick to my opinions when someone disagrees with
me.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I do what I feel like doing not what other people think
I ought to do.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I get discouraged when doing something that takes a
long time to achieve results.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
When part of a group I prefer to let other people make
all the decisions.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
When I have a problem I follow the advice of friends
or relatives.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I enjoy trying to do difficult tasks more than I enjoy
trying to do easy tasks.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
I prefer situations where I can depend on someone
elses ability rather than just my own.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
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Having someone important tell me I did a good job is
more important to me than feeling I’ve done a good job.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
When I’m involved in something I try to find out all I
can about what is going on even when someone else is in charge.
A B C D E
Very Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Frequently Usually
Post Assessment 1
Please answer the following survey questions for the egocentric condition.
All information is confidential and will be used for research purposes only.
Question 1: How confident did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 2: How comfortable did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 3: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 4: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 5: How confident did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot to
accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 6: How comfortable did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot
to accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 7: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 8: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 9: The amount of information presented to you in the Mission Spe-
cialist interface was:
(a) Not adequate at all




Question 10: If you felt that the information in the Mission Specialist inter-
face was not or somewhat not adequate, please list the reasons below.
Question 11: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not confident at all





Question 12: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 13: The amount of time given to you to complete all tasks was:
(a) Not adequate at all




Question 14: Please choose the task that you felt was the most difficult to
complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
Question 15: Please choose the task that you felt was the easiest to complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
Post Assessment 2
Please answer the following survey questions for the exocentric interface
condition. All information is confidential and will be used for research pur-
poses only.
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Question 1: How confident did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 2: How comfortable did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 3: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 4: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 5: How confident did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot to
accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 6: How comfortable did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot
to accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 7: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 8: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 9: The amount of information presented to you in the Mission Spe-
cialist interface was:
(a) Not adequate at all




Question 10: If you felt that the information in the Mission Specialist inter-
face was not or somewhat not adequate, please list the reasons below.
Question 11: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 12: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 13: The amount of time given to you to complete all tasks was:
(a) Not adequate at all





Question 14: Please choose the task that you felt was the most difficult to
complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
Question 15: Please choose the task that you felt was the easiest to complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
Post Assessment 3
Please answer the following survey questions for the mixed condition. All
information is confidential and will be used for research purposes only.
Question 1: How confident did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 2: How comfortable did you feel in your individual ability to control
the manipulator with the touch interface?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 3: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 4: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘touching/probing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 5: How confident did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot to
accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 6: How comfortable did you feel in your ability to instruct the Pilot
to accurately control the vehicle?
(a) Not comfortable at all





Question 7: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not confident at all




Question 8: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘pushing’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 9: The amount of information presented to you in the Mission Spe-
cialist interface was:
(a) Not adequate at all




Question 10: If you felt that the information in the Mission Specialist inter-
face was not or somewhat not adequate, please list the reasons below.
Question 11: How confident did you feel in your team’s ability to perform the
‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not confident at all





Question 12: How comfortable did you feel in your team’s ability to perform
the ‘grasping’ task?
(a) Not comfortable at all




Question 13: The amount of time given to you to complete all tasks was:
(a) Not adequate at all




Question 14: Please choose the task that you felt was the most difficult to
complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
Question 15: Please choose the task that you felt was the easiest to complete.
(a) The ‘touching/probing’ task
(b) The ‘pushing’ task
(c) The ‘grasping‘ task
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